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INTRODUCTION

Hopi, spoken in northern Arizona, is a member of the large Uto-Aztecan
family of American Indian languagis, which spreads over vast portions
of the western United States and Mexico.

By name, Hopi is one of the best:known American Indian languages,
and Hopi words such as kiva and kachina have been assimilated into
English. Yet for all its notoriety among both linguists and the general
public, remarkably little systematic information is readily available
about the details of the Hopi language. The linguist who wishes to study
Hopi y, with some difficulty, find some published texts, and he will
locate variety of published articles that touch on various aspects of
the liguage in one way or another; but he will find no detailed and
exteneive grammatical description (the most ambitious is a fairly short
1935 iypescript by Benjamin Lee Whorf available only on microfilm
throuigh the University of Chicago Library), no reference grammar, and
no p blished dictionary. The layman who wishes to study Hopi will find
ever less, since most published works are written for professionals. The
few pedagogical materials available are unfortunately limited in scope or
linuistic sophistication.

No single book can meet all of the outstanding needs for materials
dealing with Hopi. The present volume will be a convenience for linguistic
scholars who desire a reasonably comprehensive and readily accessible
overview of Hopi grammar, but it is not intended as a reference grammar,
nor is it primarily intended for linguists. Rather the orientation is
pedagogical. The book is directed at non-specialists who want to learn to
speak Hopi or who simply want to learn soniething about the language.
It presupposes neither any knowledge of linguistics nor any previous
knowledge of Hopi. Yet it has sufficient breadth and deir to distinguish

:
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it from most pedagogical materials presently available for American
Indian languages and to make it useful, challenging, and rewarding
for a potentially wide audience.

The core of this book consists of thirty grammar lessons; these
start with the basic sounds of Hopi, cover fundamental points of Hopi
grammar one by one, and lead the student eventually to the construction
of highly complex sentences. The grammatical material is introdu.ced
simply and with concrete illustrations at every point, and each lesson
includes a variety of exercises (with answers provided) to help the student
master the points presented. Interspersed with the lessons are ten
dialogs illustrating natural Hopi speech in specific situations, to show in
action the points covered in the lessons and to provide the student with
some appreciation of the many nuances and subtleties of Hopi speech that
a restricted set of lessons cannot easily cover. A limited amount of new
vocabulary is introduced in each lesson and dialog; Hopi-English and
English-Hopi lexicons summarize this vocabulary at the end of the volume.

The vocabulary used is necessarily restricted, and the lexicons are
limited to the vocabulary used in the book, but through repeated exposure
a student who works through the lessons should gradually build up a
reasonably extensive basic Hopi vocabulary and gain some familiarity
with a substantial number of other Hopi words. In addition three short

readings texts are included, as well as four appendices dealing with numbers,
color terms, names of Hopi villages, and kinship terminology.

The book is designed to have maximum flexibility as a pedagogical

tool. As with any language study, it will be used most profitably with
a teacher who speaks Hopi natively, but it does not rely on such a teacher
in any/central way; thus it can be used as a textbook in a class taught by
a non-speaker of Hopi or even for totally independent study by an interested

reader working alone. There is sufficient material for it,to serve as
textbook in a course lasting up to a year or more, or initial portions
of it can be used in courses of shorter duration. Since the material is
graded in difficulty -- the material covered in early lessons is reasonably
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simpl , with later lessons becoming gradually more difficult
(mainly due to the cumulative effect of many specifiC grammar points,
each introduced individually in simple terms at the approgriate point
in the sequence) -- by proper selection the book can be used at a variety
of levels (from high_ school to college to adult education) and for a variety
of courses (from beginning to adval;Lced, from pure language courses to
courses concerned more broadly with Hopi culture). It can be used by
Indians or others who know nothing about Hopi and want to learn to
speak it or to learn something about its structure; by Hopi speakers
who have only an imperfect grasp of the language and want to improve
it; or by fluent Hopi speakers who want to study it aso written la:nguage
using a simple and linguistically sound writing system or who want to
study explicitly the grammar they know implicitly and use consistently
by Jisrtue of being speakers. Individual teachers, to the extent that they
know Hopi, can easily supplement the book with additional dialogs,
readings, and vocabulary as desired. Grammar is given the most
complete coverage because it is the most difficult and technical area for
non-linguists to deal with and consequently the one for which teachers
could least easily provide supplementary materials.

The limitations of this book must be squarely recognized. First,
there are many dialects of Hopi, and no single book can deal with all
of them adequately. This book reflects the speech of its 'a uthor, , who
represents the Second Mesa village of Songoopavi. While various comments
are made about dialect variation, no systematic attempt is made to
describe or accommodate such variation, for that would require a
substantial study in its own right. The vast majority of the material
presented here will be valid for all varieties of Hopi, but the reader
should expect many minor discrepancies in dealing with speakers of
other dialects or even other speakers of the same basic dialect. Such
variation is natural and is found in every language; the problems it poses
can never be co letely avoided, but in this case theyzould seldom
prove unduly bot . Second, no book of modest size can come
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anywhere near providing full coverage of the structure of a language

as complex as Hopi. The vast, rich, and subtle vocabulary can only
be sampled here; full appreciation of it must await the publication of a

large and comprehensive dictionary. Moreover, while the thirty legsons

give introductory treatments of the central points of most major areas

of Hopi grammar, by themselves they can really do little more than that.

Each of these lessons deals with one or more topics which could be

expanded almost indefinitely through greater attention to specific details,

variation,and irregularity, idiosyncrasies of particular lexical items,

and so on. Full appreciation of Hopi grammar must await the publication

of a large and comprehensive reference grammar.
A number of people must be acknowledged for their contributions to

this volume. Curtis Booth, Donald Crook, Elke Lange, Pamela Munro,

Linda Munson and Patrick Murray were foremost among those who

helped write initial drafts of many of the lessons. The students who

have used preliminary versions of these lessons in Hopi classes should
,

be ited for their forbearance and feedback. Anne Thistle made the

dif icult job of typing the manuscript look easy. Finally, family, friends,

and colleagues must be credited for their interest, encouragement, and

support.



LESSON 1: VOWEL SOUNDS
...111@r4r

Grammar

Hopi has six basic vowel sounds. These are written with the
following letters: a, e, i, o, 8, u. Each of these symbols ha.!a constant
value (unlike English orthography, where a given symbol often has different
pronunciations in different words). Four of the vowel sounds are quite
similar to English sounds; the other two are Amewhat different.

a is pronounced much like the vowel in the English word pot.
It is exemplified twice in the word kwala 'boil'.

e is similar to the vowel of English pet: It is found, I: or example, in
Hopi pev 'there'.

i is pronounced like the vowel of English pit. A Hopi word contain'
it is kapiri 'goat'.

o is very similar to the English vowel in words like bowl or row.
However, this sound is normally accompanied in English by the sound
w (as reflected in the ow spelling of some words); Hopi o is not followed
by this w -like sound, so in pronouncing o you should keep your lips
stationary, once the articulation of o h begun, until you begin to articulate
the next sound. An example is rnomo 'bee' (do not pronounce it mow-mow).

8 has no exact equivalent in English. It is similar to Hopi e pronounced
with the lips rounded instead of spread. To approximate this sound, then,
first pronounce e; then, keeping your tongue and jaw in the same position
as for e, round your lips. However, it will be necessary to hear and
imitate, a native speaker of Hopi if you want your pronunciation of this sound
to be accurate. Hopis do not always round their lips in making the sound
8., but may instead use other articulatory adjustments to achieve the same
acoustic effect. The sound is illustrated twice in loqö 'pine'.

u also has no exact equivalent in English. It is somewhat similar
to the v6wel of put, but pronounced with the lips spread rather than

- 1-
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rounded; however, the sound is typically articulated farther toward the front

of the mouth than the above description would imply. Hopi put 'him', then,

is not pronounced like English put; it may occasionally even sound like pit

to a speaker of English, but it is distinct from this *also. You must imitate

a native speaker of Hopi to learn the precise pronuncia4on of this sound.

Exercise A
Listen to your teache say each word, and then repeat it with him.

(1) kwala 'boil' (2) pev 'there' (3) i"this'
pain 'that' sen 'perhaps mi"that'
pa'angwa 'h lp' -ev 'at it' hin 'how?'

kwa sa 'dress ' yev'e 'here'

maga 'give' wehe 'spill'

(4) momo 'bee' (5) 160 'pine'
poro 'drill hole' nöq 'and'

so'on 'not' hö cough'

toho 'leopard' n6st 'having eaten'

tsomo 'hill' 018 'hole'

Exercise B

nit 'and'
sikwi 'meat'

(6) put 'him'
kwuhu 'wood'

tuku

um 'you'
yuku 'finish'

Listen as your teacher pronounces each word. After he pronounces it,

write down the symbols for the vowels you think he pronounced. Check

our answers after you have finished. Then go through the list again and

ach word after your teacher.
wari 'run'

tuwa 'find' ka4ayo 'horse'

ima 'these' tungwa 'name'

qatu 'sit' wunuvtu 'stand up'

u'utspi 'door' lemitsmi 'lick'

heiwi 'dove' . hata 'open'

riya 'spin' itam 'we'

sihu 'flower'' tsiro 'bird'

pentani 'will write'

0

tihu 'doll'
atsvewa 'chair'
tumna 'potato'
lengi 'tongue'

pitu 'arrive'
pasve 'in the field'

ills/a 'this one'
puma 'those°



soma

wa'ö 'lie'
Grammar

-3-

sipaltsoki 'peach tree' qötsarnomost 'white cats'
sowi 'jackrabbit' nösni 'will eat'

Each of the vowel sounds you learned in the previous grammar
section can be pronounced in either of two ways, long or short. In
all the Hopi woies given so far the vowels have been short. A long vowel
is pronounced almost like the corresponding short vowel, except that

is longer in duration. A long vowel is written with two occurrences of
the.symbol used for the corresponding shogt vowel: aa, ee, ii, oo,A

uu. Note that each of these six can be regarded as a single letter, and
each iitands for a single vowel sound of relatively long duration. (Some

dialects of Hopi distinguish betWeen regular lorig vowels and long vo,wels
with falling tone; see the Hopi-English Lexicon for information about these
and about grammatical abbreviations such as PL, OBJ, etc.)
Exercise C

Listen to your teacher say each word, and then repeat it with him.
(1) maana 'girl'

kwaahu 'eagle'
pahaana 'white man'
taavok 'yesterday'
aanu 'ant'

(4 ) pooko

mooro !donkey '
moohu 'yucca'
tsootsona 'kiss'
soohu 'star'

Exercise ID

(2) peev 'almost' (3) siiwi I onion
teevev 'all da y' siihu 'intestine'
peena 'write' piiki 'piki bread'
leepe 'crush'
peehu 'remainder'

(5) loöqo 'marry'
ptVisa 'mouse'

'nbösa 'eat'
ht5öna 'dust off'
tööyöm 'two'.

a

iisaw 'coyote'
kiihu 'house'

(6) puuhu 'new'
muuyaw 'moon'
wuupa 'tall'
yuutu 'run PL'
kuuki 'bite'

Practice the distinction between long and short vowels by repeating
the following pairs of words after your teacher.
(1) pev 'there' peev 'almost'
2) tihu 'doll' tiihu 'dance'

(3) löqo 'pine' MO 'marry'

(4) --sihu 'flower' siihu 'intestine'
(5) tuwa 'find' tuuwa 'sand'
(6) asi 'sneeze' aasi 'wash hair'
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Exercise E
Your teacher will read one word from each pair in Exercise D,

A.

choosing randomly between the word with the short vowel and the one with

the long vowel. Write down whether you think the vowel of the fi t syllable

is ldng or short. Check your answers after you have finished.

Exercise F
This exercise is to give you practice in distinguishing the voWels

4

ö and u, which often sound very similar, and also in distinguishing long and

short vowels. Listen as your teacher pronounces each word. After

he pronounces it, write down the symbols for the vowels you think her-

pronounced. Check your answers after you have finished: Then go pirough/0

the list again and pronounce each word after your teacher.

pöhu 'road' puuhu 'new' 015qa 'bone'

howl. 'dove' nöhu 'egg' ungwa

huwi 'trap' tuwa 'find' inöma 'my wife'

kwuhu 'wood' tuuwa 'sand' inuma 'my liver'
'Old 'arrive PL' oönga 'salt' pumuy them'

Exercise G
Repeat the following words after ydr teaCher.

qatuvtu 'sit down' hoohu 'arrow'

tsoongo 'pipe', yeese 'sit PL'

tuumoyta 'eating' moosa 'cat'

maatsiwa 'be named' yu'a'ata 'talking'

taaqa 'man' qoötsa 'white'

wuuti 'woman' puuwi 'steep'
Flopilavayi 'Hopi language' nu"I'

ngoyva 'chase'
maamatsi 'recognize'

yori 'look'

pevt 'nine'
ngah,u 'medicine'
rnu'a 'shoot'

awta

kyaaro 'parrot'
piw 'also'
lolma 'good health'

aala 'horn'
mongwu ;owl'

lengi 'tongue'
piiva 'cigarette'
poosi 'fall'
piiki lpiki bread'

0
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LESSON 2: CONSONANT SOUNDS

amINSIffiffrallaleirallefairaaffarmillalgillf

Grammar

Hopi has the following consonant sounds: k, kw, , 1, m, n,
rigw, y. 2, a, r, r, s, t, ts, v, w, . Some of thead are written

with two or even .three symbols, but each stands for a single consonant
sound, and each group of symbols (e.g. kw or ngy) will be considered
a single letter. Most of these sounds are similar to consonant sounds
that occur in English, but many of them differ s mewhat in detail or are
used in positions where they would not be used in English.

The sounds h, rn, n, w, and are so nearly like the English ones
that they should give you no trouble.

h, as in English hot, is exemplified in Hopi hin 'how?'.
1, as in look, occurs twice in folma 'good health'.

\rn, as ii man, occurs twice in momo 'bee'.
n, as in no, is found in neshu 'egg'.

w, as in wise, is exemplified in wehe 'spill'.
/, as in yes, is found in yaw 'it-is said'.

Exercise A

Practice pronouncing and writing these words with your teacher,
as you did in Lesson 1.
nuy 'me'
höwi 'dove'
moohu 'yucca'
maana 'girl'
muuyaw 'moon'

Grammar

hoohu ',arrow' huwi 'trap'
looydm 'two' niina 'kill'
yan 'thus' wunu 'stand'
momoyam 'women' wayma 'walk'
wihu 'grease' haalayi 'be happy'

t.

The sounds k, s, t, and v are-also so similar to the corresponding
English sounds that they should give you littld trouble; however, there

-5- :*
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are some slight differences that you should be aware of.

When you say the sounds 2, t, and k inEnglish, as in pin, tin, and

kin, they are normally prpnounced With a slight puff of air, which you can

feel by putting your hand in front of your mouth when you say them. The

corresponding Hopi sounds lack this puff of air. Practice saying the words

put_ 'him', tuku 'cut% and piiki 'piki bread' until you can say them without

making the puff of air.

s, as in English sit, is virtually the same in English and Hopi.

A Hopi word with s is soohu 'star'.
v., exemplified in kiva tkivat, is the same as the English v., as in very,

when it occurs before a vowel. Hopi v can also occur at the end of a word

or directly before a consonant. When it occurs in one of -these latter

positions, its pronunciation is intermediate between Oiat of English v and

English f . An example with v at the end of a word is ev 'at it'. An

example with v directly before a consonant is navna 'shirt'. Listen to

your teacher pronounce teevev 'all day'; notice the difference between

the two occurrences of v. Hopi speakers vary as to the choice between v

and 2 in certain words. Some speakers use v only before vowels, so that

'allttay', for instance, is teevep rather than teevev.

Exercise B
Practice these words with your teacher.

Hopilavayi 'Hopi language' wun (11 vtu 'stand up' sishu 'flowers'

piiva 'cigarette' peev 'almtst' tuva 'pine nut'

pooko 'dog' rlasve 'in the field' kuuki 'bite'

taavok 'yesterday' soma 'tie' piik 'piki bread'

ltSvwat 'two ways' nevni f greens pitu 'arrive'

Grammar
In this section vt will study the sounds , s, r, and ts. These

may be the hardest Hopi contnant sounds for you to learn, for they

either do not occur in Enilish or are used in different kinds of positions.
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The sounds ts and Ea both occur very commonly in English. ts, for
example, is the final sound in cats, and Lig the final sound in sing. They
are illustrated in Hopi maamatsi 'recognize' and songohu 'reed'. The
problem for English speakers is that these sounds, unlike their English
counterparts, can occur at the beginning of a word: tsomo 'hill'; ngahu
'medicine'.

The sound ' is called a "glottal stop", because it is made by closing
the glottis, i.e. the vocal cords, to stop the flow of air from the lungs, then
releasing this closure. This is the catch made before each part of the
English expression oh-oh, but in Hopi the sound is much more comMon and
important. The Hopi glottal stop can occur before a consonant: pooko'ta
'have a dog'; before a vowel: wa'ö 'lie'; or at the end of a word: mi"thatl.
A glottal stop is normally pronounced at the beginning of any Hopi word

-

that would otherwise begin in a vowel, but since this happens regularly
and predictably, we do not have to bother writing in this position. In
words like aanu 'ant' and Oho 'cough', for example, phonetically there is an
initial glottal stop, so we could write these words 'aanu and 10118. It is
simpler to leave out the initial ' , however, so this will be our practice.

a is similar to English anffHopi k, except that it is pronounced
farther back in the mouth. Listen to your teacher say qatu 'sit' and
imitate his pronunciation.

Hopi r, exemplified in riya Ispin',, is not like the English r. It
resembles the sound spelled by s in measure, by z in azure, and by
ze in rouge, except that it is made in Hopi with the tip of the tongue
turned up toward the roof of the mouth. You will have to learn this sound
by imitating a native speaker.

Exercise C

Practice these sounds by saying the words below with your teacher.
(1) tsay 'child' (2) ngu'a 'catch'

tsootsona 'kiss' ngOmaapi 'juniper leaves'
,rnaatsiwa 'be named' soöng8 'corn cob'



lemitsmi 'lick' ngöyva 'chase'

sipaltsoki 'peach tree' yöngö 'cactus'

(3) i'wa 'this one' (4) qa 'not' (5) ruupa 'slip'.

nu"II maga Igive' wari 'run'

aala 'horn' WO 'pine' mooro 'donkey'
1öki 'arrive Pl.,' 018 'hole' kapiri 'goat'

mu'a 'Shoot' taaqa 'man' yori 'look'

Exercise D
Practice these words with your teacher.

itam !wet u'utspi 'door'

titSnga 'salt' atsvewa 'chair'
tsoongo 'pipe'
suru'ta 'have a tail'
qaa'8 'dried corn'

tsiro 'bird'
68qa 'bone'
qöbtsa 'white'

anga 'bangs'
ung 'you OBJ'
ngöya 'encircle'
iqöqa i'my older sister'
tsolomti. Ijump'

Grammar.
The final consonant sounds to be considered are kw, Icy, ngw, ngy,

and qw. Each of these is a single soiind and a single letter, though they

are written with a combination of two or three symbols.

If you have learned the other Hopi consonant sounds, these will

be very easy for you. As the spelling implies, each consists of two

sounds previously learned pronounced together as a single consonant.

Thus kw, ngw, and jw_ are pronounced by 6ombining k, lig, and a respectively

with w. In English,- kw frequently occurs and is normally spelled as in

quick. The sequence ngw sometimes occurs, as in linguistics, but it

tends to be pronounced as two separate sounds, ng-gw, rather than as a

single sound, as it is in Hopi. Examples of Hopi kw, ngw, and Ty. are

kwala tbOi1, mongwu 'owl', and paaqwa 'frog'.
The sounds ki and ngy are Pronounced by combining k and 2g. respectively

with/. commonly occurs in English, as at the beginning of the word

cute; ngy also occurs, for example in the casual pronunciation of the word

angular. Hopi examples are kyaaro 'parrot' and hoongya 'stand PL'.

1 6
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Exercise E

Practice the following words with your teacher.
sikwi 'meat'
ungwa 'blood'
kwaahu 'eagle',
niikyang 'but'
mongwi 'chief'

Honngyam 'Bea r Clan'
kwangwa 'good'
suukya' 'one'
kwuhu 'wood'

mangya 'lamb'

Exercise F
Review the vowels,and

your teacher.
qatuvtu 'sit down'
inOrna I my wife*

puuhu 'new'

palamori 'red beans'
kawayo 'horse'
noonova 'eating PL'
kawayvatnga 'watermelon
poosi 'eye'

sipaltsotski 'peach trees'
iqtSqa 'my older sister'

consonants by practicing

teevev

pahaana

yu'a'ata

all day'

'white man'
'talking '

kwa(sa 'dress'
iisaw 'coyote'
kyaaro 'parrot'
ngahu 'medicine'
pakwt 'ten'
mangya 'lamb'
susrut 'tails'

yungya 'enter PL'
yesngwu °lived PL'

hikwsi 'br,eath'

tungwa 'name'
paqwri 'dough'

these words with

mongwu

tumala'ta 'working'
masa'taqa 'ai r plane '

paalangpu 'red'
tutuqayki 'school'
pa 'angwa 'help'
pentani 'will write'
navoti'ta 'remember'
tuumoyta 'eating'
nevni 'greens'



LESSON 3: ACCENT

-iggsealfirrjralllars

Grammar

i

When an English word has two or more syllables, it is normal for

one of these syllables to be pronounced with greater loudness or intensity

than the others. This greater intensity-is called "accent" or "stress".
The word)billow, for example, is accented on the first syllable, while

below is stressed on the second. When we wish.to indicate accent, we

can use the symbol . Indicating accent, then, we can write the two

English words in this way: biltow, below.

Accent is also characteristic of Hopi words. For example, atsvewa

'chair' is stressed on the first vowel, and palangwa 'help' on the second.

When we wish to indicate accent, then, we can write them in this way:

atsvewa, pa'angwa. It is important that you not confuse the symbol

which indicates accent, and the symbol ' , which stands for a glottal

stop. The a,ccent symbol only occurs over vowel symbols, since the

vowel is the part of a syllable that bears stress; a glottal stop is a separate

sound, a consonant, thus the glottal stop symbol occurs before and

after symbols for other sounds.
Accent in Hopi is for the most part regular. That is, one can state

a rule, or principle, that tells us which vowel in a word to put the accent

on. There are exceptions to this rule, as there are to most any rule, but

for the great majority of Hopi words the rule makes the correct

prediction. The accent rule can be stated in three parts, which we will

label (A), (B), and (C). It is important that you learn this rule.
It is simple once mastered, and it will allow you to determine the correct

pronunciation of most Hopi words.
Part (A) of the stress rule pertains to words of one or two syllables.

Parts (B) and (C) pertain to words with more than two syllables.

- 10- 16



(A) In words with one or two vowels, accent the first vowel.
Thus we have words 14.ke the following,,with stress on the first vowel
(which is sometimes the only vowel): qatu 'sit', nuy 'me', sikwi 'meat',
peev maana 'girl'. (Forms like qatu, sikwf, and maana would
be incorrect, since they violate the stress rule.) Note that the long vowels
aa, ee, ii, oo, NS, and uu each count as a single vowel for purposes of ads
and other rules. That is, a long vowel such as aa is one sound, not two.
When accent falls on a long vowel, the entire long vowel bears the accent,
but since, for example, aa (like a) is a single letter, only one accent mark
will be written over it: L.a, as in tria.na 'girl'.

Exercise A

Practice the word's below with your teacher, as in previous lessons,
paying particular attention to the placement of accent. Write each word,
putting the accent mark over the proper vowel symbol.
(1) pitu 'arrive' (2) taavok 'yesterday' (3) mi"that'
(4) qolo 'hole' (5) pakwt 'ten' (6) siihu 'intestine'
(7) kuuki 'bite' (8) öönga 'salt' (9) pevt 'nines (10) tsoongo 'pipe'

Grammar

Parts (B) and (c) of the accent rule-p'ertain only to wOrds with more
than two syllables.

(B) In words with mor7,-than two vowels, accent the first vowel
if it is long or is followed directly by two consonants,

(C) Otherwise, accent the second vowel.
Thus the first vowel is accented if it meets either of two conditions; if it
meets neither condition, the second vowel is accented instead.

The word maamatsi 'recognize meets the first condition stated
'in (B); the first vowel is long, hence it is stressed: ma'amatsi. The word
pentani 'will write' meets the second condition; the first vowel, e, is
followed directly by two consonants, n and t, hende it is stressed even
though it is short: pentani. (You will be incorrect if you pronounce
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these as maamatsi, maamatsi, pentaThi, or pentani -- these pronunciations

violate part (8) of the stress rule.)
Consider now the word wunuvtu 'stand up'. This word has more than

two vowels, so it must follow part (B) or (C) of the accent rule. It cannot

follow part (B), -however, since the first vowel, u, is short, and since this

vowel is not followed directly by two consonants, but only by one, n. Because

neither condition under (8) is met, the word must be stressed in--accordance

with (C), which says to aCcent the second vowel: wuniivtu. (Placing the

accent anywhere else, i.e. wunuvtu or wunuvtu, would be wrong.)

It is important-to remember for part (B) that some consonant sounds

are written with two or three symbola, yet they count as single consonants

for purposes of this and other rules. For ekample, ts stands for a

single consonant sound. Therefore stress falls on the second vowel of

at5tsamomost 'white cats' rather than the first: qPtsa.momost. The first

vowel, .5, is short, and it is followed directly by only one 'Consonant,

ts , not by two, so part (C) applies instead of (B). In atsvewa 'chair',

on the other hand, the first vowel is accented because it is followed

directly by two consonants, ts and v: tsvewa.

Exercise B
Practice the words below With your teacher, paying particular

attention to the placement o accent. Write each word, putting the accent

mark over the proper vowel symbol. For each word, say whether part

(B) or part (C) of the stress rule is applicable, and why.
(1) qatuvtu 'sit down' (2) u'utspi 'door' (3) tuumoyta 'eating'

(4) yu'a'ata 'talking' (5). paalangpu 'red' (6) waynuma 'be around'

(7) kikmongwi 'village chief' (8) yungyapu 'plaque'

(9) sipaltsoki 'peach tree' (10) tsootsona 'kiss'

Grammar
Most Hopi words follow the accent rule. A few, however, do not;

these are exceptions. For example, sikisve 'car' is accented on the

20
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first vowel even though this vowel is short and is followed directly by only
one consonant. Such exceptions sernply have to be learned by memory.

Exercise C

Examine the words below. Determine which ones are regular with
respect to the accent rule and which ones are exceptions. Sate why.
(1) momoyam 'women' (2) h;.a.rayi 'be happy' (3) wehekna 'spill'
(4) magani lw.A1 give' (5) wa'rikiwta 'running' (6) mansa'ana apple'
(7 ) Hopilavayi 'Hopi language' (8) pangiipu 'lips'
(9) natku 'cut oneselP (10) wL.Ilikiwyungwa 'Lying PL'

Gram ar
xcept when we want to talk about acrnt specifically, we will not

write a cent in words which follow the stress rule; there is no point in
writing_ in most words, since the placetnent of stress is regular and
predictabl We will however write accent in those words that are exceptional
with respect o the sfress rule. For example, we will write sikisve 'car',
since the acc n is on the first syllable, contrary to what the rule would
predict, but we will write paalangpu 'red' (not paalangpu) since the
placenient of stress obeys the rule in this word.

We can now summarize those aspects of th\e Hopi sound, system that
have been covered in the first three lessons. Here is the Hopi alphabet
that we will use: ' a aa P e P ee 7 7 7h i 7 k 1 kw, la, 1, rn, n, ngw,.

nRyp o, oo, 8, 88, 2, q, gw, r, s, t, ts, u, uu, v, w, i We have also
learned two phonological rules or principles. One is that a glottal stop
occurs at the beginning of every word that would otherwise start with a
vowel; since word-initial glottal stops are regular and predictable, we will

01,

not bother to write them. The second rule is thccent rule, summarized
below:

(A) In words with one or two vowels, accent the first vowel.
(B) Iewords with more than two vowels, a c et* the first vowel

if it is long or is followed directly by two consonants.
(C) Otherwise, accent the second vowel.
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Exercise D
The words below are written with all the glottal stops and accents

indicated, even those that are predictable in accordance with the ru140

just slated. Rewrite these Nir'ords in the manner that they v;ill generally

be written here, leaving out word-initial glottal stops and those accent

marks that are regular.
e

(1 ) tutiitspi 'door' (2) rinna 'kill' (3) 'iski 'arrive PL'

(4) riyaknani 'will cause to spin' (5) yokvani 'will rain'

(6) tungwani 'will. name' (7) patangwa 'help' (8) 'f"this'
(9) lerriftsrni 'lick' (10) 'frria 'these'

Exercise E
The words below are written .as they generally-will be herwith regular

stress and word-initial glottal stops omitted. Rewrite these words, adding

the symbols for glottal, stops and accent wherever they occur.

(1) tsiro 'bird' (2) aala 'horn' (3) i'wa 'this

(4) atsvewa 'chair' (5) pahaana 'white (6) maatsiwa 'be named'

(7) iqöqa 'my older sister' (8) tso'o j'ump'
(9) itam 'we (10) inuma 'my liver

Exercise A

'(1) pf.tu (2) ta.avok (3)

(7) kiiuki (8) fsonga (9)

Exercise B

Answer a

mf.' (4) q*18 (5) pakwt (6) sfihu

pevt (10) tsoongo

(1) qatGvtu (2) u'aspi (3) tuThmoyt (4) yu'a'ata

(5) paa langpu (6) waynurna (7) kfkm`aNwi

(9) sipaltsoki (10) tsciotsona

9 ,3

(8) yungyapu



Exercise C
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regular (2) regular (3) exception (4) regular
exception .(6) exception (7) regtpar (8) regular
regular (10) exception

Exercise D
(1) ulut s pi (2) niina (3) öki (4) rlyaknani (5) yokvani
(6) tungwani (7) pa'angwa (8) i' (9) lemitsmi (10) ima

Exercise E
(1) tsfro (2) 'aala (3) 'i'wa (4) 'atsvewa (5) pahaana
(6) maatsiwa (7) 'icpf5qa (8) tso'omti (9) Titam (10) 'inuma



Vocabulary
nu"I'
LIM yo

itarn Wt

pam 'that'
kwaatsi 'friend'
yu'alata 'talking'
maatsiwa 'be named'
waynuma 'be around'

pitu 'arrive'
qatu 'sit'
ta'ai 'okay'

antsa'a 'good'
c ,owl ye s '

DIALOG 1 : A MEETING

hin 'how?'
pa "fr om there'
lomahinta 'good, pretty'

pu' 'now, today'

yev glherel

yan 'thus'
yaavaq 'far'
seelaq
pay 'just, really'
haqaq 'where from?'
as 'want, try, should'

naami 'together, to each other'
tuwat 'self'

Dialog

Curtis: Urn waynuma? Urn hin You are around? What is your

maatsiwa? name?

Ron: OwC nU' waynuma. Nu' Yes, I am around. I am called

Ron yan maatsiwa. Ron.

Curtis: Antsa'a. Nu' tuwat Curtis That is good. I myself am called

yan maatsiwa. Curtis.

Ron: Nu' as uukwatsini. I want to be your friend.

Curtis: Tata'. Pay pam lornahinta. Okay. Tharigood. Where did

Um haqaq pitu? you come from?

Ron: Nu' yaavaq pitu. .Nu' pal I come from far away. I came from

put seelaq pitu. there a while ago

-16-
0
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,Curtis: Qatu'u. Itam yev naami h. Sit down. We are going to talk
Hopiyu'a 'atani. Hopi together here.

Ron: Antsa'a. That is good.

1) -

(



LESSON 4: SIMPLE SENTENCES

tar

Vocabulary
Study this vocabulary until you know it well. Practice pronouncing

the wdrds with your teacher. Prattice writing the words as your teacher

reads them to you. Be able to translate any of the Hopi words into English,.

and also able to give the Hopi for any of the English translations.

taaqa. 'man' wari 'runt'

maana 'girl' wrikiwta 'running'

pooko 'dog' nötisa 'eat'

kawayo 'horse' tuurrioyta 'eating'

kiihu 'house' peena 'write'

Viitsa e' penta 'writing'4
J

qSmavi 'bla tso'omti 'jump'

aatangpu 'r INN1 tsots.o'lawu 'jumping'

wuupa 'tall' pikta 'make piki'

hiisayhoya 'small' piklawu 'making piki'

Grammar
The simplest nd of sentence in Hopi consists of only a subject

and a predicate. The predicate may be the equivalent of an English

adjective, as in these examples:
Pooko qt58tsa. 'The dog is white.'

Maana Wuupa. 'The girl is tall.'

Note that the subject always pkecedes the izredicate. Observe also that

the Hopi sentence contains no word equivalent to English be.

-18-
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xercise A
im

Translate the following Hopi sentences into English.
(I) Kiihu. qöötsa. (4) Kiihu paalangpu.
(2) Kawayo ql5mavi. (5) Maana hiisayhoya.
(3) Taaqa wuupa. (6) Milo wuupa.

kxercise B

Translate the following English sentences into Hopi.
(1 ) The dog is small. (4) The horse is white..
,(2) The house is blidk. (5) The dog is black.
(3) The man is small. (6) Ron is tail.

Grammar
9

Adjectives like the ones considered in the previous section descr'ibe,
properties. They express static notion,s, since the properties they describe
are construed as holding constant firer a period of time, whether thir
period be long or short.

-.0 Instead of an adjective, the piedicate ofa Hopi sentence may
consist of a verb that describes a process or action, for instance wari
'run'. Hopi makes a basic distinction with resp ect to predicates such
as these; one that you must be aware of from the start. A verb describing
a process or action often has two distinct,forms, with the difference
between them signaling a slight difference in meaning. One form,
usually the shorter one, views the action as a whole and tends to imply
its completion; vt,e can call this the "simple" foim. The simple form of
a-Hopi verb is often (but not always) most na/urally tran4lated by the
English past tense, although.it does not specifically mark past tense,
but rather the -notion of completeness described above:

Taaqa wari. 'The man ran. '
Kawayo nöösa. 'The horse ate.)

Title other ford', usually the longer one, emphasizes the dpration
or ongoing character of the action and does not imply its completion;

-7
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we can call this the "durative" form. The durative form of a Hopi verb .is

often most naturally translated by the progressive in English (be... -ing):

Taaqa warikiwta. 'The man is running.

Kawayo tuumoyta. 'The horse is eating.'

In vocabulary lists we will indicate durative verb forms with Ling' on'

the English gloss (e.g. 'eating , as opposed to 'eatl,for the simple form).

We will study the relation between simple and durative,verb forms

in Less n 13. For now it is best simpry to learn the durative forms of

verbis by memory. Notice that the durative form is sometimes a longer

or modified version of the simple form '(e. g. pikta 'make pikil

F:iklawu 'making piki'), but sometimes the simple and durative form of a

verb are completely different (e.gz.:. nöösa 'eat' versus tuumoyta- 'eating').

xercise C
Translate into English.

(1) K awayo wari.
'(2) Pooko warikiwta.

1.`
(3) Curtis penta.
(4) Don peena.

Maana pikta.

(6) Maana
(7) PIDoko tsotscOlawu.

(8) Taaqa tsolomti. -

Exercise D
Translate into Hopi. /

(1) The girl is eating. (5) The girl wrote.

(2) Don jumped. (6) Milo ate..

(3). The horse is running. (7) Ron is jumping.

(4) Pam is making piki. (8) The dog ran.

Exercise E
Tianslate.

(1) Curtis wuupa.

(2) Pooko tuumoyta.

(3) Kiihu q6mavi.

(4) Taaqa tsotso'lawu.
(5) Maana pikta.
(6) Ron penta.

a
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Zxercise F
Trans la

(1) The hous is sm 11. (4) The dog ate.
(2) The horse jumped. (5) The girl is tall.
(3) Milo is running. (6) The man is writing.

Answers

Exercise A
(1) The house is white. (4) The house is red.
(2) The horse is black. (5) The girl is small.
(3) The man is tall. (6)" Milo is tall.

Exercise B
(1) Pooko hiisayhoya. (4) Kawayo qöötsa.
(2) Kiihu (5) Pooko qomavi.
(3) Taaqa hiisayhoya. (6) Ron wuupa.

Exercise C
(1) The horse ran. (5) The girl made piki.
(2) The dog is running. (6) The girl is making piki.
(3) Curtis is writing. (7) The dog is jumping.
(4) Don wrbte. (8) The man jumped.

Exercise D
(1) Maana tuumoyta. (5) Maana peena.
(2) Don tso'ornti. (6) Milo n88sa.
(3) Kawayo NATirikiwta. (7) Ron tsotso'lawu.
(4) Pam piklawu. (8) Pooko' wari.



.

Exercise E
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(1) Curtis is tall. (4) The man is mping.

(2) The dog is eating. (5) The girl made piki.

(3) The house is black. (6) Ron is writing.

Exercise F
(1) Kiihu hiisayhoya. (4) Pooko n88sa.

(2) Kawayo tso'omti. (5) Maana wuupa.

(3) Milo warikiwta. (6) Taaqa penta.



LESSON 5: PRONOUNS

millg'affallriwwWL

Vocabulary

Study this vocabulary until you know it well, as you did in
Lesson 4.
tiyo 'boy' qatuvtii 'sit down'
wuuti 'woman' nima 'go home'
moosa 'cat' poosi 'fall'
tsiro 'bird' lolma 'pretty, good, good health'
ina 'my father' puuhu 'new'

Grammar

In English, if you are talking about your father, you could refer
to him by using the word he instead of saying my father. Or, if you
are talking abo,ut a book, you could use the word it instead of constantly
repeating the book. Words such as he and it are called "pronouns", words
which can be used in place of nouns.

The basic Hopi pronouns are listed in the chart below. Learn
these form,C

Singular Pronouns Plural Pronouns
nu' 'I' itam 'we'

'you PL'1 1um you urna

pam 'he, she, it' puma 'they'

Exercise A

Translate.
(1) Nu' wuupa. (4) Puma waynuma.
(2) Pam wuuti. (5) Itam yu'a'ata.
(3) Um qatuvtu. .(6) Uma tsolornti.

-23-
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(71 Pam nima.

(8) Nu' tuumoyta.

Exercise B

-24-

(9) Itam wari.
(10) Um maana,

Translate.
(1) They ate. (6) I am around.

(2) You PL are talking. (7) It is new.

(3) It is a bird. (8) We went home.

(4) You are small. (9) You PL are making piki.

(5) We sat down. (10) He is my father.

Grammar
The "third person" pronouns pam and puma are actually "demonstratives",

roughly equivalent to English that and those. Tims Pam poosi could be

translated as either He fell or That fell.
Pam and puma are sometimes omitted when they are the subject

of the sentence. Instead of Pam wari 'He ran', for instance, you can
simply say Wari, with the same meaning.

Exercise C
Translate.

(1) Qatuvtu.. (4) Paalangpu.

(2) Puma yu'a'ata. (5) Nima.

(3) Pam lolma. (6) Puma tsolomti.

Exercise D
Translate each of the sentences below. Then replace the subject'

with tile singular and plural third person pronouns (pam and puma);

give an appropriate translation for each sentence so obtained.

(1) Tiyo.yula'ata.
(2) Ina warikiwta.

(3) Tsiro tsotomti.
(4) Wuuti waynuma.

(5) Moosa qatuvtu.
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Exercise E
Change the subject pronoun in each sentence below from singular

to plural, and translate the sentence you obtain in this way.
(1) Nu' peena. 'I wrcIte.
(2) Pam tuumoyta. 1She is eating.'
(3) Urn poosi. 'You fell.'
(4) Nu' nima. 'I went home.'
(5) Urn piklawu. 'You are making piki.'

Exercise F
Translate.

(1) We jumped,. (6) Thai is black.
(2) The bird is small. (7) She is a girl.
(3) Those ran. (8) You are a boy.
(4) The cat is eating. (9) .The Woman made piki.
(5) I went home. (10) You PL ate.

Exercise A

AnSwers

(6) You PL jumped.(1) I am tall.
(2) She is a woman. (7) ,He went home.
(3) You sat down. (8) I am eating.
(4) They are around. (9) We ran.
(5) We are talking. (10) You are a girl.

Exercise B
(1) Puma ntStSsa. (6), waynuma.
(2) Uma yuta'ata. (7) Pam puuhu.
(3) Pam tsiro. (8) itam nima.
(4) Um hiisayhoya. (9) Uma piklawu.
(5) Itam qatuvtu. (10) Pam ina.
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Exercise C
(I) He sat down.
(2) They are talking.
(3) That is pretty.
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(4) That is red.
(5) He went home.

(6) Those jumped.

Exercise D
(1) The boy is talking.

Pam yu'a'ata. 'He is talking.'
Puma yula'ata. 'They are talking. '

(2) 'My father is running.
Pam wa- rikiwta. 'He is running.'
Puma wa'rikiwta. 'They are running.

(3).. The bird jumped.

Pam tso'omti. °That jumped. '

Puma tsolomti. 'Those jumped. '

(4) The woman is around.
Pam waynuma. 'She is around. '

hpuma waynuma. 'They are around.'

(5) The cat sat down.
Pam qatuvtu. 'It sat down.'

Puma qatuvtu. 'They sat down.'

Exercise E
(1) Itam peena. 'We wrote. '

(2) Puma tuumoyta. 'They are eating.'

(3) Uma poosi. 'you PL fell.'
(4) Itam nima. 'We went home.

(5) Uma piklawu. 'You PL are making piki.

Exercise F
(1) Itarn tsO'brnti. (4) Moosa tuumo

(2) Tsiro hiisayhoya: (5) Nu' nima.

(3) Puma wari. (6) Pam qtSmavi.





LESSON 6: DEMONSTRATIVES

Ate

"IP

Vocabulary
Learn this vocabulary.

momoyam 'women'

taataqt 'menl
mamant 'girls'
tootim lboys'
kawayom 'horses'

öki 'arrive PI,'
yeese 'sit PL'
yuutu 'run PL'
nöönösa 'eat PL'
tA.avok 'yesterday'

Grammar
In Lesson 5'you learned the singular demonstrative pam 'that' a:nd

the plural demonstrative puma 'those'. Besides parn, there are two other

singular demonstratives in Hopi, i"this' and mi"that, yonderl; the

difference between pain and mi' is.that mi is more emphatic than .pam
and is generally used when one is pointing to a specific object. The

plural of i' lthis' is irna 'these', and the plural of mil 'that' is mima

'those'. These demonstratives are summarized in the, chart below.

Learn them.

Singular Demonstratives Plural Demonstratives

il lthisl ima 'these'

parn 'that' purria 'those'

mi' 'that, yonder' mima 'those, yonde r'

Exercise A

Translate. (A plural subject requires a plural verb.)

(1) That yonder is white. (4) These ran.

(2) This fell. (5) That is red.

(3) Those arrived. (6) Those yonder ate.

-28-
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Exercise B

Change the singular demonstrative and verb
to the corresponding plural form, and translate.
(1) I' wari. 'This ran.'
(2) Pam taavok 'That arrived yesterday.
(3) Mi' qatu. 'That yonder sits.'
(4) I' nöösa. 'This ate.'
(5) Mi' wari. 'That yonder ran.'

in each sentence below

Grammar
Thus far we have studied demonbtratives used by themselves as

subjects. These same demonstratives are also lised to modify nouns, as
in i' tiyo 'this b yl. When the noun is plural, the demonstrative must
also be-plural: ima tootim 'these boys'. Note that the demonstrative
consistently precedes the noun it modifies.

Exercise C.
'Translate.

(1) pain moosa
maana

mima momoyam

parn tiyo

ima kawayom

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

ercise JD

Translate.
these girls
yonder cat
that house

this bird
yonder boys

puma mamant

mima taataqt
mi' taaqa

wuuti

ima momoyam

those men

this dog

yonder women

these horses
yonder horse
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Grammar
Pam and puma, although we have translated them as 'that' and

'those', are actually more neutral in meaning than these glosses imply.
Most commonly they function as the equivalent of the English definite
article the. An expression like pam pooko can therefore mean either 'that ;
dog' or 'the dog'. Without a demonstrative, a noun usually translates
with either 'the' or 'a'; hence pooko by itself can mean either 'the dog'
or 'a dog'.

Exercise E
If the subject-of the sentence is singular, make it plural; if it

is plural, make it singular. Rememb r to adjust the verb as well.
Translate.
(1) Pam maana pitu. 'The girl arrived.'
(2)4 Ima momoyamöld. 'These women arrived. '

(3) Wuuti'qatu. 'A woman sat.'
(4) Mima mamant n85nlisa. 'Yonder girls ate. '
(5) Puma kawayom yuutu. 'The horses ran. '

Exercise F
Translate.

(1) These boys ate.
(2) The bird is white.
(3) Those yonder are sitting.
(4) A dog fell.
(5) These girls ran.
(6) Those women arrived yesterday. to,

(7) The horse is white.
(8) Yonder men ate.

(9) This house is new.
(10) Yonder cat is black.
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Answers

Exercise A
(1) Mi' q8otsa. (4) Ima yuutu.
(2) I' poosi. (5) Pam paalangpu.
(3) Puma old. (6) Mima nes8nOsa

Exercise B
(1) Ima yuutu. 'These ran.'
(2) Puma taavok 8ki. 'Those arrived yesterday. '
(3) Mima yeese. 'Those yonder sit. ' /\
(4) Ima nO8n8sa. 'These ate.'
(5) Mima yuutu. 'Those yonder ran. '

Exercise C
tlit cat
this girl
yonder women

that boy

these horses

Exercise D

(6) those girls
(7) yonder men
(8) yonder man
(9) this woman

(10) these women

(1) irna mamant (6)
(2) mi' rnoosa (7)
(3) parn kiihu (8)
(4) tsiro (9)
(5) mima tootim (10)

puma taataqt
i' pooko

mima momoyam
ima kawayom
mi' kawayo

Exercise E
(1) Puma mamant Oki. 'The girls arrived.'
(2) I' wuuti 'pitu. 'this woman arrived. '
(3) MOmoyam yeese. "(Sorne) women
(4) Mil maana ntiösa. 'Yonder girl ate.'
(5) Pam kawayo wari. 'The horse rah.5
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Exercise F
(1) Ima otim naanösa.

(2) Pam ro qöotsa.
4:.

t3--) Mima yeese.

(4) Pooko poosi.
(5) Ima mamant yuutu.

,Purna momoyam taavok Md.

Pam kaurg.yo qöötsa.

Mima taataqt nöönösa.

I' kiihu puuhu.
-/

Mi' moosa ciorna.vi.

4

01.

e.



Vocabulary
p5hu 'road'
sikwi 'meat'
pöösa Imouse'
kwaahu 'eagle(
peena paint'

Grammar

LESSON 7: OBJECTS,

7101111L81GG

kfiuki 'bite'
maga 'give'
maamafsi liecognize'
tuwa 'fin4, seel
tsootobna 'kiss'

So far we have studied sentences containil only a subject and a
predicate. Many Hopi sentences .also contain an object. For example, in
the sentence Pölisa nuy kuuki IThe mouse bit met, ptSetsa 'mouse' is the
subject, kuuki 'bite' is the verb or predicate, and nuy 'met is the object.
Notice that the object comes between the subject and the verb in this
sentence; the order SUBJECT - OBJECT - VERB is the standard order f'
in Hopi sentences.

An object in Hopi is marked not only by its position in the sextence
but aaso by its form. You may have observed that the object form nuy 'me'
is different from the subject form of the same pronoun, namely nu' II'.
All of the Hopi pronouns have special object forms; these are listed in the
cha* below.

Object Pronouns
Singular Plural

0 nuy !met itamuy I 1Us
14

ung efoul umuy Iyou PL'
put 'him, her, itI pumuy 'them'



Exercise A

Translate.. la.
(1) Pooko nuy kuuki.

(2) Maana -ung tsootsona,

(3) Maana pumuy rnaamatsi.
(4.)\ Nu' put tsootsona.

(5) Pam taaqa itamuy tuwa.

Exercise B
Translate.

(1) A horse bit me.
(2) yonder boy recognizetus.
(3) The dog saw them.

(4) I ate it.
(5) That woman painted them.

Grammar
We have

in the sentehce and by their form. You learned the object form of Hopi
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(6) mobsa umuy maarnatsi.

(7) Kwaahu itarnuy kuuki.

(8) Um nuy tuwa.

(9) Nu' urnuy tsootsona.
410) Moosa ung kuuki,

(6) Th's man kissed us.
(7) He found you.

(8) The ouse ate it.

(9) T irl is painting me.

(10) he eagle recognized you PL.

seen that objects are marked-in Hopi both by their position

pronouns in the preceding grammar section. When the object is a simple

noun rather than a pronoun, it is marked as an object by adding the ending

-t; for example, the-Object form of maana 'girl' is rnaanat,, and the object

form of tiyo 'boy' is tiyot. us the sentence Maana tiyot tsootsona means

'The girl kissed the boy', while the sentence Tiyo maanat tsootsona means

'The boy kissed the girl'.
Some verbs, such as maqa 'give', can take two objects. For

instance, Taaqa nuy kiihut maga means 'The man gave me a house'.

Exercise C
Change the following subject forms t the corresponding object

(k) wuuti 'woman' (2) um :you! (3) pöhu 'road' (4) kwaahu 'eagle'

(5) itam !we I (6) puma 'they', (7) sikwi 'meat' (8) kawayo 'horse'
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(9) p.m 'he' (10) tsiro 'bird' (11) nu' '1' (12) moosa 'catt
(13) uma 'you PL' (14) 'Dona 'mouse' (15) taaqa 'man'

Exercise D

Translate.
(1) Kawayo pookot kuuki.

(2) Pooko kawayot kuuki.
(3) Nu' put tuwa.
(4) Pam nuy
(5) Ina put kawayot maga.

Exe,icise E
Translate.

*k.

(6) Um pöhut tuwa.

(7) Pam tiyo sikwit nöbsa.
(8) I' tsiro nuy maamatsi.
(9) Nu' kiihut peena.

(10) Milo wuutit tsootsona.

(1) This man recognized the woman. (6) I gave them meat.
....

(2) This woman recognized the man. (7) It bit a cat.
(3) The eagle saw the mouse. (8) Yonder cat saw a mouse.
(4) He is painting the road. (9) That cat is eating a bird.
(5) A girl kissed us. 1 (10) The women ate the meat.

Answers

Exercise A.
(1) The dog bit me. (6) This cat recognized you PL.
(2) The girl kissed you. (7) The eagle bit us.
(3) The girl recognized them. (8) You found me.
(4) I kissed him. (9) I kissed you PL.
(5) The man found us. (10) The cat bit you.

Exercise B
(1) Kawayo nuy kuuki. (6) I' taaqa itamuy tsootsona.
(2) Mi tiyo itamuy maamatsi. (7) Pam ung tuwa.
(3) Pooko pkkmuy tuwa. (8) Pöösa put nbösa.
(4) Nu' put nötSsa. Maana nuy penta.
(5) Pam wuuti pumuy peena. (10 m kwaahu umuy maamatsi.



Exercise C
(1)

(6)

(11)

wuutit

pumuy

nuy

(2)

(7)

(12)

ung (3)

sikwii

moosat
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p8hut (4) kwaahut (5) itamuy

(8) kawayot (9) put (10) tsirot
(13) umuy (14) pöösat (15) taaqat

Exercise D
11) The horse bit the dog. (6) You found the road.

(2) The dog bit the horse. (7) The boy ate the meat.

(3) I saw her. (8) This bird recognized me.

(4) She saw me. (9) I painted the house.

(5) My father gave her a horse. (10) Milo kissed the woman.

Exercise E
I' taaqa wuutit maamatsi.

wuuti taaqat maamatsi.
Pam kwaahu pi5t5sat tuwa.

Pam pöhut penta.
Maana itamuy tsootsona.

(6) Nut pumuy sikwit maga.
(7) Pam moosat kuuki.
(8), Mit moosa p8tSsat tuwa.

(9) Pam moosa tsirot tuumoyta.
(10) Momoyam sikwit nöön8sa.



DIALOG 2: A VISIT BETWEEN COUSINS0

Vocabulary

so('o) 'grandmother'
hak 'someone'
hiita 'something OBJ'
l/35qo

kuyva

'marry'
'see, look upon,

kyaanawakna 'choosy'
alio 'delicious '
tavki 'late evening'
qa

qa'e !not
nog 'and'
yaw lit is said'
kus 'evidently'

go look at'

Dialog

Carolyn: Lynn, um waynuma?

Lynn:

Carolyn:

Lynn:

Tsangawpili. Yev qatu'u.
Owf, nu' pay a' umi kuyva.
Yangq8, nu' naat pu'
tuumayta.

Heve. Is ali, pas um
hiihiita tuumoyta.
so'o?

Carolyn: Pam piw naato piklawu.
Carla yaw 1158q5qmqw,

-oovi'i.

tsangawpi 'good, I'm thankful'
heve 'thank you (woman talking)'
umi 'to you'
naat(o) 'just now, self, still'
a' 'from there'
pa\s 'really, very, so'
is 'really, very'
askwali 'thank you (woman talking)"
ason 'when, later'
yangq 'from here'
tag- 'already, indeed'
oovi 'therefore, that's why, so
piw 'also, again'

Lynn, you're around? That's good.
Sit here.

Yes, I just came to see you.
Sit here, I'm just now eating.

Thank you. How delicious, you

are eating many things; Where
is grandmother?

She is making pit as usual. Carla
will be going through the wedding

ceremony, that's why.

-37- //:-:
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Lynn: Nöq urn naat tuwat qa And you yourself haven't found

hakiy tuwa? anyone?

CarolYn: Qa'e-. Nu' naat pas No. I'm being very choosy.

kyaanawakna.

Lynn: Is askwali. Nu' pay Thank you. I,arn going horne, it

nirnani, taq kus tavki. is late evening already.

Carolyn: Ta'a'. Urn ason piw a'ni. Okay. You corn back again.



LESSON 8: NEGATION

"a'alliarwm11111C-""lifitalb

Vocabulary
kuuyi 'water'
Hopilavayi 'Hopi language'
tuupevu '(cooked sweet) corn'
ngahu 'medicine'
ta skyavi 'yellow'

pa 'angwa 'he 1p'

wehe 'spill'
wehekna 'cause to spill'
tutuqayi 'learn, study'
tutuqayna 'teach'

Grammar
The most common way to niake a Hopi sentence negative is by

adding to it the particle sa 'not'. For in'stance, the sentence Nu' put
*pa 'angwa 'I helped_her', with 2.1 added, becomes Nu' put qa pa'angwa
II didn't help her'. Normally aa... comes directly before the predicate in
a negative sentence; thus it is directly before the verb a 'angwa in the
above example.

Exercise A

Make the following sentences negative, and then translate.
(1) Urn ngahut we'hekna. 'You spilled the medicine. '
(2) I' ngahu wehe. 'This medicine spilled.
(3) Nu' pu' Hopilavayit tutUqayi. 'I am studying Hopi now. '
(4) Itarn tuupevut nöönösa. 'We ate corn. '
(5) David tiyo. 'David is a boy. '

Exerci'se B

Translate.
(1) That woman didn't spill the water.
(2) This corn isn't yellow.
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(3) She isn't teaching Hopi.
(4) The man isn't eating meat now.

(5) We are not women.

Grammar
You have seen that the negative particle sa normally occurs before

the predicate in a Hopi sentence. Occasionally it occurs in some other

position; when it does, the force of negation falls on the element it

directly precedes. For example, consider the sentence Tiyo qa kuuyit

wehekna 'The boy didn't spill the water'. Here al precedes the object

kuuyit 'water' rather than the predicate wehekna 'spilled'. The sentence

implies that it wasn't the water the boy spilled, but rather something

else. That is, the sentence does not deny that spilling occurred, only

that the spilling happened to the Water. The object kuuyit 'water'

receives the force of the negation.

Exercise C
Translate.

(1) Wuuti qa ngahut we'hekna.

(2) Pam nuy qa Hopilavayit tutuqayna.
(3) Puma tootim qa taavok Oki.

(4) Ina qa nuy ngahut maga.

(5) Ina nuy qa ngahut maga.

Exercise D
Translate.

(1) The women didn't run.
(2) My father isn't around.
(3) The girl isn't making piki now.
(4) The horse didn't bite the dog.
(5) The horse didn't bite the dog.
(6) The horse didn't bite the dog.

gb



(7) Men are not women.
(8) Those horses didn't run yesterday.
(9) You arenIt'ea ng now.

(10) She isn't teaching us Hopi now.

Answers

Exeicise A
(1) Urn ngahut qa wehekna. 'You didn't spill the medicine. '
(2) I' ngahu qa wehe. 'This medicine didn't spill.'
(3) Nu' pu' Hopilavayit qa tutuqayi. 'I \am not studying Hopi now.
(4) Itam tuupevut qa nöönösa. 'We didn't eat corn.'
(5) David qa tiyo. 'David is not a boy.'

Exercise B
Pam wuuti kuuyit qa wehekna.

tuupevu qa taskyavi.
Pam Hopilavayit qa tutuqayna.
Pam taaqa pu' sikwit qa tuumoyta.
Itarn qa rnornoyam.

Exercise C
(1) The woman didn't spill the medicine.
(2) She isn't teaching me Hopi.
(3) Those boys didn't arrive yesterday.
(4) My father didn't give me medicine.
(5) My father didn't give me medicine.

Exercise D

Puma momoyam qa yuutu.
Ina qa wa yn u ma

Pam rnaana pu' qa piklawu.

Kawayo pookot qa kuuki.
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(5) Qa kawayo pookot kuuki.
(6) Kawayo qa pookot kuuki.

(7) Taataqt qa rnomoyam.
(8) Puma kawayom qa .taavok yuutu.

(9) Um qa pu' tuumoyta..
(10) Pam pu' itamuy Hopilavayit qa tutuqayna.



Vocabulary

kwuhu 'wood'
sikisve 'car'
sipaltsoki 'peach tree'
manawya 'little girl'
tsay(hoya) 'child'

LESSON 9: POSSESSIVES

rilmour

awta

-cptioqa 'older sister'
- na 'father'
siihu 'intestine'

- niSöma 'wife'

Grammar

In the phrase hiy dog, the word mx.is called a "possessive",
because it indicates that I possess the dog. Possessives in Hopi are not
separate words; instead they are attached directly to the noun they goy
with. For example, to say 'my dog' in Hopi, you attach the possessive
i- 'my' to the ndun pooko 'dog', giving you the two-part word ipooko
'my dog'. Here are the basic Hopi possessives:

Singular Possessives Plural Possessives
!my/ itaa- OUT

UU- 'your' umuu- 'your PL'
-'at 'his, her,. its' - 'am 'their'

Observe that the poErsessives -'at and'.- am follow the noun they
modify, while the others all precede. 'His dog', for instance, is
pookolat.

There are a few irregularities you should be aware of, particularly
in the case of kinship terms. For exaMple, itaa- shortens to ita- before
-na 'father': itana 'our father'. With a preceding possessor element
(but not with - 'at or - 'are), -1:18t5qa and -nööma shorten their first
vowel, e. g. inöma 'my wife'.

-43-
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Exercise A
Translate.

(1) pooko'am
(6) umuutsay
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(2) ina (3) itana (4) siihulat (5) uukwuhu

imanawya ") itaaciocia (9) moosa'at(7)

(10) umuukawayo

Exercise B
Translate.

(1) their dog (2) your peach tree (3) my wife (4) our meat

(5) your PL older sister (6). our medicine (7) her mouse

(8) my bird (9) your father (10) their eagle

Grammar *04

\
You should be aw'are of sever;L ihings that sometimes happerilto

a noun whena possessive is.added to it. With some nouns, in particular

kiihu 'house', the ending -hu may drop when a possessive is added.

1/sAy house',can therefore be either ikiihu, with the ending, cSi. iki, without

it. Notice that .the vowel ii of kiihu-shortens to i when thevpossessive is

added and -hu is dropped; this is due to two other phenomena.

First, adding a possessive to a noun may cause the placement of

accent to change, since it changes the nuMber of syllables in the word

and the number of syllables affects accent. As you learned in Lesson

3, words with two syllableS are always stressed on the first; words with

more than two syllables' may be stressed on either the first or the second.

Ngahu 'medicin;e' has just two syllables, so the first must be accented:

ngaThil. However, ngahu'am 'their medicine' has three syllables, and

since the vowel of the first syllable is short and followed .by only one

consonant, it_is the second vowel that is stressed: ngahti'am. Note that

the accent follows the regular rule of Lesson 3 in both instances.

Second, a vowel that is normally long may shorten when it is unstressed

and follows the stressed vowel. For example, the aa of kwaahu 'eagle' is

stressed when this noun occurs by itself or in the combination ikwaahu
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'my eagle't, kwaahu, ikwaahu. With itaakwahu 'our-eagle', however,.
accent (by the regular rule) must fall on the aa of itaa- itaakwahu; and
the first vowel of kwaahu thus shortens from at to 2, since it is unstressed
and follows the stressed vowel.

1:P -
Now consideN'my house' once again.' When i- my' i added to

kiih-oPhouse', the ending -hu drops, yielding ikii; since thi word has_
two syllables, stress must fall on the first: ikii. Now, since the vowel
ii is unstressed and follows the stressed vowel, it shortens to i, giving ieki

,'my houte'. We see, then, that the precise forth of a 'word often depends
on the interaction of several different principles. 1

Finally, you will recall that words which we write with an initial-
vowel in reality begin with a glottal stop, which we do not write because
its presence is automatic in this position and thereis no need to write it
all the time (Lesson 2). Thus a word, like awta 'bow', were we to write,
it in full detail, would actually be 'awta. When a possessive is added to
the beginning of such a word, we write the glottal Stop, becAtin.--it is
no longer word-initial: i'awta 'my bow'. Observe that the four possessive
elements that go at the beginni g of a word themselves all begin in glottal
stops, according to the same rinciple. Thus, if-we were to write 'my
i;ow in full detaIl, it would b given as 'ilawta (and with accent marked,
as 'iqwta).

xercise C
Give the Hopi forms for the expressions below. Write these forms

in full phonetic detail, including accent marking and all glottal.stops.
Then write the same forms as they will-normally be written, witii regular
accent and word-initial glottal stops omitteid:
(1) wood (2) their wood (3) little girl (4) Iny little girt
(5) our little, girl (6) your PL bow (7) his bow
(8) his4house (two ways) (9) my intestine (10) your intestine
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Exercise D
Change the possesilives in the
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wordØq below from singular to the

corresponding plural form. Then transl

(1) sit.kisveat (2) uusipaltsoki (3) imoosa (4) uukwahu

(5) na'at (6) ikuuyi

, Grammar
With.the possessives -tat and - 'am, ¶ noun

can be 'used in additIon to the, possessive ending.

object form, and it precedes the
man's medicine' would be taagat
pattern that must be followed:

possessed noun.

ngabu'at:

designating the possessor
This noun aRpears in

For example, ' .e

This formula describ the

POSSESSOR
NOUN

OBJECT
ENDING

POSSESSED
NOUN ,

POSSESSIVE
ENDING

talqa ngahu - 'at

The object pronouns put 'him, her, it' and pumUy 'them.' may also be used

in this pattern. Thus 'his medicine' can be either put ngahu'at or simply

ngahu'at, and 'their medicine' can be either pumuy ngahulam or simpli-

J

Angahu'am.

Exercise E
Trans late.

(1) wuutit awta 'a t (2) pumuy

(4) tsayhoyat sipaltsokilat

Exercise F
Translate.

(1) My bow is red.
(2) Their horse is running.
(3) Our cat is small.
(4) Your PL older sister is

sikisve'am (3) manawyat qeseca'ato

(5) pumuy pooko'am

making piki.

5

(66) maanat moosa'at
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(5) His house is new.
. (6) Your eagle isn't eating the meat.
(7) The boy's medicine \Ps yellow.

(8) The girl's mouse is white.
(9) His car is black.

(10) Our house isnl.t white.

Answers

Exercise A\
(1) their dog (2tO, my father (3) our father (4) his intestine
S5) your wood. (6) your PL child' (7) my little girl
(8) our older sister (9) his cat (10) your PL horse

Exercise B
(1) pooko'am (2) uusipaltsoki (3) inöma (4) itaasikwi
(5) umuuq8qa (6) itaangahu (7) po8sa'at (8) itsiro
(9) uuna (10) kwaahu'am

Exercise C

4

(1) kwihu, kwuhu (2) kwuhil'am, kwuhu'ani (3) manawya, manawya
(4) 'imanawya, imanawya (5) 'ita'arnanalwya, itaamanawya
(6) 'urniiu'awta, umuulawta (7) '..wta'at, awta'at

e .
. (8) kuhu at, kiihu'at; kiiiat, kiilat (9) iiscihu, isiihu-

(10) qiusihu, uusihu

Exercise D
'Jr°

(1) sikisve'am 'their car' (2) umuus.ipaltsoki 'your PL peach tree'
(3) jtaarnosa 'our catl (4)`- umuukwahu 'your PL eagle'
(5) na'arii 'their father' (6) itaakuyi 'our water'

Exercise E
(1) the woman's bow (2) ,their car (3) the little girl's older sister

0

(4) the child's peach tree (5) their dog (6) the girl's cat

14.



Exercise F
(I) Ilawta paalangpu.
(2) Pumuy kawayotazIwarikiwta.
(3) Itaamosa hiisayhoya.
(4) Umuuqi5qa piklawu.

(5) Put kiitat puuhu.
(6) iJukwahusikwit qa tuurnoyta.

(7) Tiyot ngahulat taskyavi.
(8) Maanat peeSsa'at qöötsa.
(9) Put sikisve'at qornavi.

(10) Itaaki qa qeotsa.

Rm.
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LESSON 10: DUAL NOUNS

Vocabulary

atsvewa44-Innit' suukya' one
kyaaro 'parrot' ltSeSylim' 'two'
taavo 'cottontail' naayawi 'fighting'
sowi 'jackrabbit'

ç saavuta 'chop'
nevni 'greens' tuku

Gramma'r

A word like girl, whicii refers to just one person, is said to be
"singular". Girls, on the other hand, refers to more than one person and is
said to be "plural". You have already learned the plural form of
certain Hopi nouns; for example, htikpa 'girl' is singular, and the
corresponding plural form is mamant 'girls'.

In Hopi, when a noun is plural it is understood to designate three
or more individuals. If you want to designate precisely two individuals,
you must use a special form of the noun called the "dual". The rule for
making dual nouns is simple: just add the ending -vit to the singular form
of the noun. Thus the dual of maana, for instance, is maanavit 'two girls'
(or 'girls DL').

Exercise A

Translate.
(1) taaqavit (2) 188yöm kyaarovit (3) suukya' kyaaro
(4) lböyöm sowivit (5) momoyam (6) wuutivit (7) loöyöm pookovit
(8) suukya' taavo (9) atsvewavit (10) 18oyom
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Exercise B
Translate.

(1) one boy (2) two boys (3) boys 134) cat's DL (5) two mice

(6) one man (7) men DL (8) men (9) two houses (10) eagles DL

Grammar
For most dual nouns ending in -vit there is a shorter version

ending just in -t. Thus for 'girls DL' one can say either maanavit or just

rnaanat. The form with -t alone happens to look like the object form of

the noun, vkich also ends in -t, but you must be careful not to confuse

the two. Maanat 'girls DL' is a subject form, not an object form; when

rnaanat is an object noun, it is always singular.

Exercise C
The following are all dual nouns. Change the long form of the

dual ending to the short form, or conversely, and translate.
(1) pookovit (2) moosat (3) atsvewat (4) tsirovit

(5) kiihuvit (6) kawayovit (7) kwaahut (8) kya-aiot

(9) taaqat (10) taavovit

Exercise D
Translate the following sentences, being particularly careful

to distinguish between dual subjects and singular objects.

Nu' maanat pa'angwa.

Maanat nuy pa'angwa.

Pookot sowit nöasa.

Pam pookot tuku.

Pam taavot taavok tuWa.

Taavot nevnit taavok nbösa.

Grammar
You have seen that dual nouns can be preceded by the numeral

looytSm 'two' if ,one wishes to emphasize that precisely two objects
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are involved. Demonstratives can also accompany dual nouns; when they
do, they precede both the numeral (if present) and the noun. You do not
have to learn any new demonstrative forms, however, since the regular
plural demonstratives you already know are used with dual nouns. For
example, puma .00Am maanavit means 'those two girls'.

Exercise E
Translate.

(1) these cats DL (2) yonder two houses (3) those parrots DL
(4) these two car,s (5) those children DL (6) yonder two horses
(7) those two jackrabbits (8) yonder cottontails DL
(9) these two chairs (10) those two women

Grammar

You may remember from Lesson 6 that verbs have special forms
when their subject is plural; for example, Maana pitu means 'The girl
arrived', but for the plural, we have Mamant öki 'The girls arrived'.
However, verbs do not have special dual forms. When the subject of a
verb is dual, the regular singular form of th .verb is used. Thus
Maanavit pitu means 'The girls DL arrived'.

We see, then, that dual nouns behave in some respects like singular
nouns (for example they take the singular form of the verb) and in other
respects like plural nouns (for example they take the plural form of
the demonstrative). Sometimes a subject consists only of a Plural
demonstrative or plural pronoun. When this happens, you can tell from
the form of the verb whether the subject is understood to be dual or
plural. If the verb is singuLar, as in the sentence Puma pitu 'They DL
arrived', you know the subject must be dual; if the verb is plural, as in
the sentence Puma oki 'They PL arrived', you know the subject must be
plural. For further illustration, go back to Lesson 5; numerous sentences
with plural pronoun subjects and singular verbs were given in that lesson,
and in each case the subject is understood to designate precisely two
individuals.
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Exercise F
Translate.

(1) Puma wari. (6) Mima yeese.

(2) Puma yuutu. (7) Uma taavok pitu.

(3) Itam sikwit nbösa. (8) Uma taavok old.

(4) Itam sikwit nöön5sa. (9) Ima qa wari.

(5) Mima qatu. (10) Ima qa yuutu.

Exercise G
Translate.

(1) The cats DL are fighting.
(2) Those two men chopped the wood.

(3) The woman ate the ,greens.
(4) The women DL ate the greens.
(5) The women PL ate the greens.

(6) The men me.

(7) Those boys D are fighting.
(8) One chair arrived.
(9) These two men chopped the peach tree.

(10) We DL didn't fall yestgrday.

Answers '

Exercise A

(1) men DL (2) two parrots (3) one parrot (4) two jackrabbits

(5)

(9)

women (6) women DL (7) two dogs (8) one cottontail

chairs DL (10) two cars

Exercise B

(1) suukya' tiyo (2) 168yom tfyovit (3) tootim (4) moosavit

(5) 186yom p256savit (6) suukya' taaqa (7) taaqavit (8) taataqt

(9) looyöm kiihuvit (10) kwaahuvit
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Exercise C
(1) pookot 'dogs DL' (2) moosavit 'cats DL' (3) atsvewavit 'chairs DL'
(4) tsirot 'birds DI,' (5) kiihut 'houses DL' (6) kawayot 'horses DL'
(7) kwaahuvit 'eagles DL1 (8) kyaarovit 'parrots DL'
(9) taaqavit 'men DL' (10) taavot 'cottontails DL1

Exercise D

I helped the girl.
The girls DL helped me.

The dogs DL ate the jackrabbit.
She cut the dog.

He found a cottontail yesterday.

(6) The cottontails DL ate greens yesterday.

Exercise E
(1) ima moosavit (2) mima 1158ylim kiihuvit (3) puma kyaarovit
(4) ima lotiyom sikisvevit (5) puma tsayhoyavit (6) mima loöyrom
kawayovit (7) puma lööyöm sowivit (8) rnima taavovit
(9) ima 10.5ylim atsvewavit (10)

Exercise F

puma lööyöm wuutivit

(1) They DL ran. (6) Those yonder PL sit.
(2) They PL ran. (7.) You DL arrived yesterday.
(3) We DL ate meat. (8) You PL arrived yesterday.
(4) We PL ate meat. (9) These DL didn't run.
(5) Those yonder DL sit. (10) These PL didn't run.

Exercise G

Puma moosavit naayawi.

Puma lotiy8m taaqat kwuhut saavuta.
Pam wuuti nevnit nöösa.

Puma wuutivit nevnit

Puma momoyam nevnit nöönösa.
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(6) Taaqavit nuy tuku.

(7) Puma tiyovit naayawi.
(8) Suukya' atsvewa pitu.
(9) Ima 168yom taaqavit sipaltsokit saavuta.

(10) Rath taavok qa poosi.



LESSON 11 : PLURAL NOUNS

J

Vocabulary
sino 'person' tsomo
tama 'tooth' yaqa 'nose'
soohu 'star' suru 'tail'
siivu 'pot' qolo
tam8 'knee' saaqa 'ladder'
mangya 'lamb' mongwu

Grammar

There are a number of different ways of forming plural nouns
in Hopi. Plural noun formation follows certain patterns which are easy
to learn, but you must remember which pattern is applicable to each
particular noun. For some nouns, however', the plural is completely
unpredictable; it follows none of the general patterns and may not even
resemble the singular. You will recall, for example, that the plural of
wuuti 'woman' is momoyam 'women'.

The simplest pattern for forming plural nouns is to add the ending
-rn to the singular noun form. The plural of tsiro 'bird', for instance,
is tsirom 'birds'.

SINGULAR PLURAL
NOUN ENDING

tsiro

Exercise A

p
)

Translate.

PLURAL
NOUN

tsirom

sinom (2) tootim (3) kawayom (4) iqbqam
(atsyewam (6) sowim (7) sikisvem (8) itanarn

-55-
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Grammar
The second pattern consists of two steps: (1) duplicate the initial

consonant and vowel at the beginning of the word; and (2) shorten the

original initial vowel. Take the noun saaqa 'ladder', for example. The,

initial consonant and vowel, i.e. the initial syllable, is saa. By duplicating

this syllable at the beginning of the woed, we otitain saa-saaqa. Then we

shorten the original occurrence of aa to a, yielding saa- saga. This is

the correct plural form: saasaqa 'ladders'.

In the previous example, the initial vowel happened to be long. if

it happens instead to be short, the same steps are carried out, except

that the shortened version of a short vowel must be understood to be no

vowel at all; t is, the original initial short vowel disappears in the

plural aft it is duplicated. Consider tama 'tooth', for example. First

we duplicat the initial syllable: ta-tama. Then the original initial vowel

is shortened, i.e. dropped: ta-tma. This is the correct plural form:

tatma 'teeth'.
Here is a way of viewing these steps:

SING ULA R NOUN: saaqa tama

DUPLICATION: saa- saaqa ta-tama

SHORTENING: saa- saga ta-tma

PLURAL NOUN: saasaqa tatma

I
Exercise B

Make the following nouns plural, then translate.

(1) kiihu (2) tamö (3) siihu (4) sino (5) yaqa

(6) wuuti (7) siivu (8) tsomo (9) OM (10) tsiro

Grammar -

The third pattern for forming plurals is a variant of the second

pattern. You simply make the plural aipredicted by the second pattern,

and then add the ending -t or, less commonly, -m to the result. Consider
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kwaahu 'eagle', for example. We duplicate the first syllable to give
kwaa-kwaahu. We shorten the original initial vowel: kwaa-kwahu. Then
we add the ending -t: kwaakwahut 'eagles'.

With some nouns which form thejr plural in accordance with this
third pattern, the final vowel is dropped when -t is added, for example
with the noun taaqa 'man': taataqt 'men'. Below the formation of these
two plu'ral nouns is sketched step by step.

SINGULAR NOUN: kwaahu taaqa
DUPLICATION: kwaa-kwaahu taa-taaqa
SHORTENING: kwaa-kwahu ta a- taqa
ADD ENDING: kwaa-kwahu-t taa- taqa- t
DROP FINAL VOWEL: ta a- taq- t
PLURAL NOUN: kwaakwahut taataqt

Exercise C

Give the singular for each of these plural forms.
(1) soosohut (2) moomost (3) mamant (4) sUsrut
(5) mamngyam (6) taatavt (7) momngwut (8) momoyam
(9) sipa lt sot ski (10) kwukwhu

Exercise D
Make these nouns plural.

(1) kawayo (2) yaqa (3) taavo (4) suru (5) saaqa
(6) mangya (7) tiyo (8) tamö (9) soohu (10) uuqbqa

Exercise E
Translate.

(1) The people are sitting.
(2) That cat ran.
(3) Those cats DL ran.
(4) Those cats PL ran.
(5) We are women.



(F%We are not men.

(7) onder eagles ate the meat.

(8) 1Le found a hole.

(9) The owls arrived yesterday.
(10) They are not lambs.
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Answers

Exercise A

(1) people (2) boys (3) horses (4) my older sisters

(5) chairs (6) jackrabbits (7) cars (8) our fathers

Exercise B
(1) kiikihu 'houses' (2) tatmO 'knees' (3) siisihu 'intestines'

(4) sinom 'people' (5) yayqa 'noses' (6) momoyam 'women'

(7) siisivu 'pots' (8) tsotsmo 'hills'
(10) tsirom

(9) qacilo 'holes'

Exercise C .

(1) 'soohu (2) moosa (3) maana (4) suru (5) mangya

(6) taavo (7) mongwu (8) wuuti (9) sipaltsoki (10) kwuhu

Exercise D
4

kawayom (2) yayqa (3) taatavt (4) susrut

saasaqa . (6) mamngyam (7) tootim (8) tatm8

soot;ohut (10) uuqöqam

Exercise E
(1) Sinom yeese.
(2) Pam moosa wari.
(3) Puma moosavit wari.
(4) Puma moomost yuutu.

(5) Itam momoyam.

A,' I s\/
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(6) Itam qa taataqt.
(7) Mima kwaakwahut ikwit nSönösa.
(8) Pam qolot tuwa.

*(9) Momngwut taavok

(10) Puma qa mamngyam.



Vocabulary

niina

ngöYva tcha se'

hiiko 'drink'
soma 'tie'
ngu'a lcatich'

Grammar

LESSON 12: MORE ABOUT OBJECTS

`'"imitramixigir'°1844Nriwwwwirmeligt'

aw tayta, 'look at'
/-

siiwi onion

koona 'squirrel'
tumna 'potato'
palamori 'red beans'

In Lesson 7 you learned that object nouns and pronouns have special

forms that mark them as objects. Object nouns take the ending -t 'for this

purpOse. The object pronouns are puy, una, put, ifamuy, umuy? and

2umuy; note that one of them ends in t and four of them in/.

Demonstratives also have special object forms ending in t or i.

They are used when theldemonst i itself the object of a verb or

when modifies a noun thaat is e object f a verb. Her is a summary

of the demonstrative forms, including the subject forms, which

already know, and the object forms, which you Ethould now learn.

Demonstratives
C:ps

Sub'ect Ob'ect

Singular Plural Singular Plural

ima it imuy

puma/pam put purnuy

mi I m mi t mimuy

Observe that the singular object demonstratives end in t, and the plural

object demonstratives in.i.

- 60-
j
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Exercise A

Give the object forms of the expressions below. Remember that
an'expression consists of both a demonstrative and a noun, both have to

be put into object form.
(1) P koona (2) pam palamori (3) mi' pooko (4) puma

(9) pam siivu(5) it
(10) ima-

xercise B
Translate.

(1) That jackrabbit ran.
(2) I chased that jackrabbit.
(3) This potato is. red.
(4) She looked at this potato.,

(5) Yonder house is white.
(6) He is painting yonder house.

(6) mi' atsvewa (7) mima

Grammar

L.

(8) um

You know that simple nouns take the ending -t to mark them as
objects. However, when a noun is m'ade complex in certain ways,
rather thA -t is used when it functions as an object. One such case
is that of dual nouns.

From Lesson 10 you recall that nouns are made clual by the addition
of the ending -vit, or sometimes just -t. When dual noun is used as

objectt the object ending is added on after the dual ending; as are
certain other endings, however, the dual ending is lengthened to -vitu
or -tu when the object marker is attached to it. With maana 'girl',
for example, the dual is either maanavit or just maanat, and the object forms
of these respective duals are maanavituy and maanatuy.. Here is the
formula for making dual nouns into objects:
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SINGULAR DUAL OBJECT
NOUN ENDING ENDING

maana

maana

-vitu
-tu

- y

Y

DUAL NOUN
OBJECT

maanavitty
maanatuy

The numeral lOtiyöm Itwo' also has an object form, namely löqmuy.

Corresponding to the subject form puma Moyöm maanavit 'those two girtt',

then, we have the object form pumuy loqmuy maanavituy.

Exercise C
Changesth se object forms from singula to dual.

(1) put maanat . (2) it koonat (3) kawayot (4) mit kiihut

(5) atsvewat (6) taavot (7) it sikisvet (8) mit kwaaliut

(9) siiwit (10) put ngahut

Exercise D
Translate.

(1) My dog killed these squirrels DL.

(2) I looked at those two houses.

(3) She tied yonder horses DL.
(4) Our cat ate two onions.
(5) She chased the mice DL.
(6) Milo caught two jackrabbits..

Grammar to

ygp

Two other typeg:of nouns that take -_,y for their object ending are

*possessed nounds and plural nouns. For example, 'my medicine' is

ingahu when use-d as a subject, but ingahuy when Used as an object.
, i

Plura

nouns ending in-.t or -rri expand these to -tu and -mu when -.i is added_ _
to the.uktto make plural object nouns; for instance, the object form of

mamant 'girls' is mamantuy.
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Exercise E

Give the object forms of the expressions below.
(1) ipooko (2) itana (3) moomost (4) uukwuhu (5) rnamngyam
(6) sowim (7) umuukwahu (8). kawayorn (9) taatavt (10) tsirorn

Exercise F
Translate.

(1) Pam ingahuy hiiko.
(2) Urn irnuy kookontuy qa tuwa.
(3) Pam wuuti atsvewarnuy penta.
(4) Mi' moosa ipöosay ngu'a.
(5) Pam uukwahuy niina.

Exercise G
Translate.

(1) Those women DL killed this squirrel.
(2) That man's horse is eating red beans.
(3) The two boys tiedirny eagle.
(4) I chased the two boys.

(5) This sq.uirrel bit my older sisters.
(6) The tail of this mouse is white.
.(7) You spilled my medicine.
(8) I didn't recognize those boys.
(9) The little girl gave rnetwo onions.

(1d) My cat's tail is black.

4 Answers

Exercise A
(1) it koonat (2) put'palarnorit (3) mit pookot (4) pumuyAp.

(5) itamuy (6) mit atsvewat (7) mimuy (8) ung
(9) put siivut (10) imuy



Exercise B
(1) Pam sowi wari.
(2) Nu' put sowit ngt5yva.

(3) It tumna paalangpu.

(4) Pam it tumnat aw tayta.
(5) Mi' kiihu qöotsa.
(6) Pam mit kiihut penta.

Exercise C
(1) pumuy maanavituy (2) imuy koonavituy (3) kawayovituy

(4) mimuy kiihuvitty (5) atsvewavituy (6) taavovituy

(7) imuy sikisvevituy (8) mimuy kwaahuvituy (9) siiwivituy

(10) pumuy ngahuvituy
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Exercise D
(1) Ipooko imuy koonavituy niina.

(2) pumuy 16qmuy kiihuvituy aw tayta.

(3) Pam rnimuy kawayovituy soma.
(4) Itaamosa 18qmuy siiwivituy nt55sa.

(5) Pam paösavituy ngöyva.
(6) Milo löqmuy sowivituy ngula.

Exercise E
(1) ipookoy (2) itanay ,(3) moomostuy (4).0 uukwuhuy

(5)

(9)

mamngyamuy (6) sowimuy

taatavtuy (10) tsiromuy

Exercise F
(1) She drank my medicine.
(2) You didn't see these squirrels.
(3) The woman is painting chairs.
(4) Yonder cat caught my mouse.

(5) He killed your eagle.

(7) umuukwahuy (8) kawayomuy
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Exercise G
(1) Puma wuutivit it koonat niina.

(2) Put taaqat kawayo'at palamorit tuumoyta.
(3) Puma lööyöm tiyovit ikwaahuy soma.
(4) NuT pumuy 15qmuy tiyovituy ngoyva.

(5) I' koona iqoqamuy kuuki.
(6) It pöösat suru'at q5eltsa.
(7) Urn ingahuy wehekna.

(8) NuT pumuy tootimuy qa maamatsi.

(9) Pam manawya nuy löqmuy siiwivituy maqa.*-'

(10) Imoosay suru'at q6mavi.

4?



DIALOG 3: A TALK WITH GRANDMOTHER

Vocabulary

tuvko 'younger brother'
hohonaqa 'play sun 'still, motionless'
tsaki 'do' hak 'who?'
wikkyang 'take along' hinoq 'why?' )
aqui 'go there' amum 'with him'
haalayi -'be happy' amumum 'with them'

wuuyavo 'long time' ang 'around'

Dialog

Grandmother: Urn hinoq pu' sun pa' Why are you sitting there so still?
qatuwta? Um ang Go walk around so you can be

waynume' haa la yni. happy.

Julian: Nu' kus hakiy amum I don't know who to play with.

hohonaqlawni. Nu' I went to Duane and David,

as Duane nit David but they are busy.

pisoq'a 'busy'

aqniqw, puma

pisoq'a.

Grandmother: Puma hintsakqe pas
pisoq'a?

Julian: Puma Hopilavayit

tutuqayi.

Grandmother: Tsaingawpi'i. Hak
pumuy tutuqayna?

Julian: Pumuy na'armi. Pu'
pay wuuyavo

tutuqayya.

What are they doing to be so

busy?

They are learning the Hopi language.

That is good. Who is teaching them?)

Their father. They've been studying

for some time.

6 6
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GAndrnother: Urn agile' arrnimurn Go over and study with them.
tutuqay-ni. Urn Take your little brother Perry
uutuvkoy Per ryt a long.

wikkyangni.
Julian: Tala.

01

Okay.

4

t)



Vocabulary

wunu 'stand'
wa'ö 'lie'
wayrna 'walk'

yokva 'rain'
umu 'thunder'
nuvati 'snow'

LESSON 13: DURATIVE VERBS

401/11,4

riya 'spin'
riyakna 'cause to spin'
wuuwanta 'think'
naayawva 'fight'
noonova 'eating PL'
8ht5 I cough'

Grammar
You learned in Lesson 4 that many Hopi verbs distinguish

between a "simple" form, which views the action as a whole

and tends to imply its completion, and a "durative" form, which

emphasizes the duration or ongoing character of the action and

does not imply its completion. In this lesson we will study

the ways of form*g--clfative verbs from their simple forms.

Th, re many patterns for making verbs durative, and

one cannot l predict which pattern a given verb will follow.

Nevertheless y learning these patterns you will simplify the

task of learning the durative forms.
For some verbs, basically those in which the notion of

duration is inherent, the durative form it the same as the simple

form. This is true, for example, with the verb qatu 'sit'. The

sentence Pam qatu can thus mean 'He sits', 'He sat', 'He is sitting',

or 'He was sitting'.

-68-
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Exercise A

The verbs in these sentences are all durative. Translate.
(1) Itaaso qatu.
(2) Mil wuuti wuuwanta.

(3) Pam pooko sowit aw tayta.
(4) Ituvko yev wunu.

(5) Um qa wayma.

Grammar
One way of making a verb durative is by adding an ending to

the simple form. A number of different endings can be used. One

such ending is - lawu, as in maamatslawu 'recognizing', the Aurative
form of maamatsi 'recognize'.

Another very important durative ending is -ta. It can be used
alone, or in the expanded versions -wta, -nta, and -1ta. You already know,

for example, that penta 'painting' is the durative form of peena 'paint'.
Similarly, by adding -nia to niina 'kill' we oblain niinanta 'killing', and
by adding -wta to qatu 'sit' or wunu 'stand' we obtain qatuwta 'sitting'

'9*
or wunuwta 'standing' (which are alternatives to qatu 'sitting' or wunu
tstanding'). Tuwa'ta 'seeing' is the durative of tuwa 'see'.

Notice that adding a durative ending to a verb may cause vowels
to shorten or drop. Thus, when -ta is added to peena, the ee of peena
shortens, and the a drops, leaving pen: penta 'painting'.

Exercise B
T rans late.

(1) Nu' purnuy qa pa'angwanta.

(2) Pam qa wunuwta.
(3) Puma moosavituy niinanta.
(4) manawya siivut penta.

(5) Nu' yev qatuwta.

kit)



'Grammar
The ending -ta enters into still other patterns for making verbs

durative. Often the -wta version of this ending is used in conjunction

with the ending -ki, forming the longer ending -kiwta. An example is
warikiwta 'running', the durative form of wari

With certain verbs, such as riya 'spin', a longer form with the
meaning 'cause' can be formed by adding the ending -ki just mentioned

and the ending -na 'cause'. Thus rfyakna means 'cause to spin'

or 'make spin' (or just 'spin', where this is understood as taking

an object) -- note that the vowel drops from -ki in this combination.
The durative form of verbs such as these is m de by adding the ending

-ta. 'Causing to spin is therefore rfyakinta; in this durative form, the
vowel of -ki remains but the vowel of -na drops. You see in such

examples some of the ways in which the precise pronunciation of a
word may be affected by the addition of endings or other elements.

With some verbs, such as umu 'thunder', the addition of the
durative ending -ta causes the last consonant and vowel of the verb to

be duplicated. By duplicating the Last consonant and vowel of umu, namely

mu, we obtain umumu; by adding -ta to darnumu, we obtain the correct

durative form, umumuta 'thundering'.

Exercise C
Translate.

(1) Puma momoyam yuutukiwta.

(2) Pam öhöl)öta.

(3) Tiyo put maanat aw tayra.

(4) Pam pev vl't5kiwta.
(5), Um ngahut wehekinta.

Grammar
Another way to form durative verbs is by duplicating the initial

consonant and vowel of the simple form; the pattern is the same as the

4.
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1
1one you learned for forming plural nouns in Lesson 11; The durative

form of tuku 'cut', for example, is tutku 'cutting', made by copying the
initial tu and then shortening the original first vowel.

Sometimes the durative is formed by omitting the final syllable
1

of the simple form, as when naaa-wva 'fight' shortens to naa wi
'fighting' by Loss of the final syllable -vs..

Often the durative is formed according to two patterns simultaneously.
For instance, ngöyva 'chase.' is made durative by (1) dropping the
final syllable -va; and (2) adding -ta: ngöyta 'chasing'. To take'another
example, the durative of yokva 'rain' is yooyoki 'raining', formed by
(1) duplicating the initial syllable yo; and (2r1 dropping the finaL syllable
va.

Finally, the formation of a durative verb may be partly or totally
irregular. The durative of nötfnösa 'eat PL' is noonoVa 'eating PL',
for example.

Exercise ID

Translate.
(1) Nu' kwuhut saavulawu.

(2) Pam ung tuupevut mamqa.
(3) Uuso piklawu.

(4) Umuuqoqa tsotsollawu.
(5) Pam wuuti put taaqat tsoonanta.

Exercise E

Give the simple.forms of these durative verbs.
(1) wehekinta (2) öht5hOta (3) niinanta (4) penta (5) qatuwta
(6) yuutukiwta (7) tutku (8) nuvalawu (9) tuumoyta (10) naayawi

Exercise F

Give the durative forms of these sirnp[e verbs.
(1') wunu (2) tsolomti (3) ngoyva (4) wuuwanta (5) pikta
(6) pa'angwa (7) wayma ;(8) nöönösa (9) MA (10) yokva.
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Exercise G
Translate.

(1) It is thundering.

(2) It is not snowing.

(3) My father isn't thinking.

(4) Those squirrels DL are fighting.

(5) Yonder boys are eating red beacls.

(6) She is coughing.

(7) The two women are walking.

(8) I am looking at this peach tree.

(9) The cat is lying there.
(10) The eagle is chasing the parrot.

Answers

Exercise A

(1) Our grand'rnother is sitting.

(2) Yonder wOman is thinking.

(3) That dog is looking at a jackrabbit.

(4) 1My younger brother is standing here.

You are ot walking.

Exercise'B
(1) I am not helping them.

(2) She isn't standing.
(3) They DL are killing the cats DL.

(4) This little girl is painting a pot:

(5) I am sitting here,.

Exercise C 4`o

(1) Those women are running.
k.(2) He is coughing.
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.(3) The boy is looking at thatgirl.
(4) She is lying the'lre.

(5) You are spilling the medicine.

Exercise D
(1) I am chopping wood.

. (2) He is giving you corn.
(3) Your grandmother is making piki.
(4) Your,PL older sister is jumping.
(5) That woman is kissing that man.

Exercise E

Ala

(1) wehekna" (2) tSliti (34 niina (4) pleena (5) qatu (6) yuutu
(7) tuku (8) nuvati (9) ntV5sa (10) naayawva

Exercise F
(1)- wunu (2) ts,otso'lawu (3) ngtSyta\ "(4) wuuwanta
(5) pikldwu (6)' pa 'afigwanta (7) wayma (8f4 noonova
(9) 8h8hota. -(10) yooyoki

.Exerciseif
(1) Umumuta.

c,(2) Qa nuvatawu.

(3), Ina ..qa wuuwanta,

, (4) Puma koonavit naayawi.
(5) Mima tootim pala orif noonova.
(6) Pa:m tihöh6ta.

(7) Pna 186y8m Wuutivit wayma.
(8) Nu' it .sipaltsokit aw ta yta .

(9) Moosa pev

(10) Kwaahu kyaarot'ngt5yta.



Vocabularyc
wunima 'dance'

noovata 'cook'

uuya 'plant'

tuuhota 'hurt'

leepe 'fall, detach'

laho'ma

Grammar

f
LESSON 14: PLURAL VERBS

qöya° 'kill PL OBJ'
wunuvtu 'stand up'

kwala 'boil'

aarilti 'hayednair cut'

aw yori 'look at, face'

paka 'hoe'

You ,l,earned in Lesson 10 that the basic`form of a verb is used

when its subject refers to only one or two individuals. When the

subject is plural -- that is, when it refers to three or Alore individuals

a special plural forrn of the verb must be used. In this le)so,n we will

study-some of the diffetgnt patterns for making ve-rbs plural.

-Sometimes the plural form of a verb is completely different

from the singular form; ig follows no general pattern but must be learned

as a separate word. You have already learned, for example, that

the plural form of tuumoyta 'eating' is noonova 'eating PL' Similarly,

the plural fOrm of waynuma 'be around' is yakta, which does not resemble

\it at all, the plural of wunima 'dance' is tiiva, and the plural of wunu

is hoongya (for animate nouns).

Exercise A
Trannate.

(1)

(2)

(3) Puma wari.
(4) Puma yuutu.

Itam yeese.

(5) Uma taavok pitu.\i/ ,
(6) Uma taavok öki.

(7) Itam wunima.

(8) Ram tiiva.

-74- 9
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Grammar
Perhaps the 9st common 'Pattern for making plural verbs in

Hopi is to add the ending -.a to the singular form. The plural form of
rnaama-tsi 'rrcognilze', for instance, is maamatsya. Observe that
adding the ending -.ya, sometimes causes the final vowel of the singular

e,form to drop, as the final i of maathatsi does in this example.
You saw in Lesson 13 that some verbs require the.ending -ki

before the durative ending -wta (e. g. warikiwta 'running'). The sarrie
s,is true with the plural-ending -.a. For example, the plural of öhö 'cough'

is ishokya, with the ending -ki followed by the plural endii 1ya. Notice
once again that tle i of -Id drops in this combination.

You also learned in Lesson 13 that -ki can be used with the
eadJng.na, which means 'cause', as in riyakna 'cause to spin' or
kw7.a.A. -na 'cause to boil'. When a verb formed in this way is made
plural by the addition of.-.n, the -ya follows the other two endings,
e.g. kv,A*laknaya 'cause to boiL PL'.

Exercise B

Translate.
Saasaqa leepekya'.

Tootim saaqat leepeknaya.
Puma momoyam nuy awtat maqaya.
Ima moomost iyaqay kuukiya.
Itaaq8qam itamuy palangwaya.

Grammr
Another important pattern fOr making Arerbs plural is dd the

ending -to. This ending does not go at the wery end of the,word, however.
Rather, it is attached directy efore the final sYllathe of-the Word,
usually -ta or -ti. For exa the plural of saavuta 'chop' is
saavutota.

,^?
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Often the syllabl before which -to is inserted is the durative

ending -ta that you lea ned,in the last lesson. Consider qiiya

for instance. (This_particular verb is used only when the object

is plural, never when it designates only one individual. ) The durative

form of this verb is ql5yanta 'killing', with the -nta durative ending. The

plural form of this durative verb is qi5yantota, with fhe plu`Fer-to inserted

directly before the durative -ta.

Exercise C
Translate.

(1) Mamant noovatota.

(2) Itam taavok pastota.
(3) Puma aariltoti.
(4) Moomost pöösat qa ngöytota.

(5) Puma pu' put pentota.

Grammar
We _will examine just two more patterns for forming plural

verbs. One of them involves substituting the ending -yungwa for the

syllable -ta of the singular. This -ta may be the durativé ending or

part of the basic verb form: For example, the plural of qatuwta

'sitting' is qatuwyungwa.
The final pattern involves duplicating the initial consonant and

vowel of the singular form. This duplication is the same as the one

you learned for plural nouns in Lesson 11 and for durative verbs in

Lesson 13. The plural of nöösa 'eat', for instance, is nöönösa.

There are, of course, various irregularities. For example,

aw tayta 'look at' dues not change in the plural or the singular 'durative.

' The durative plural .nvolves -yungwa, but instead of the expected aw

tayqungwa, we find instead aw taayunglwa. The dur

is duplicated in tile plural, but the final vowel unex ectedly changes to a:
ayawi 'fighting!

naatiVrwa. The plural of laholma 'crawl' is laho isa (see Lesson 29).

You will have to learn these and otheeirregularit s as you encounter theth.

V
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Exercise D

Translate,
(1) Puma put aw taayungwa.
(2), Itarn kwaahut tutwa.
(3) Mornoyam yev wa''ökiwyungwa.

(4) Marnant hoongya.

(5) Tootim naanaywa.

Exercise E

Give the singular of these plural verbs.
(1) niinantota (2) tiiva (3) peenaya (4) tuuhotota
(5) li.holwisa (6) uyya (7) yakta (8) wunuvtoti
(9) taronantota (10) saavutota

Exercise F

Give the plural of these singular verbs.
(1) tuumoyta (2) leepekna (3) q6yanta (4) tuwa,
(5) qatuwta (6) peena (7) penta (8) hiiko
(10) aarilti

Exercise G

Translate.
(1) It is facing the'pot.
(2) They are not facing the pot.
(3) The cats are looking at the dog.
(4) They crawled.
(5) We DL dance.,

(6) We PL dance.
(7) They are helping'me.
(8) Yonder ipen are painting a house.
(9) They didn't recognize me.

(10) We boiled water.

-1

(9) pa 'angwanta



Exercise A
(1) We DL sit.
(2) We PL sit.
(3) They DL ran.
(4) They PL ran.

Exercise B
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Answers

The ladders fell.
The boys made the\ ladder fall.

Those women gave me a bow.

These cats bit my nose.
Our older sisters helped us.

Exercise C.
(1) The girls cooked.
(2) We hoed yester Y
(3) They had their hair cut.
(4) The cats aren't chasing the mouse.
(5) They are painting it now.

)Exercise D
) They are looking a4 t.

(2) We found an eag

(3) The women are lying here.
(4) The girls are standing.
(.5) The boys are fighting.

Exercise E
(1) niinanta
(5) laho'ma

(9) tsoonanta

(2)

*6)

(5) You DL arrived yesterday.

(6) You PL arrived yesterday.
(7) We DL danced.

(8) We PL danced.

wunima (3) peena (4) tuuhota

uuya (7) waynuma (8) wunuvtu

(10) saavuta

3
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Exercise F
(1) noonova (2) leepeknaya (3) qiiyantlbta (4) tutwa
(5) qatuwyungwa (6) peenaya (7) pentota (8) hikya

'(9) palangwantota (10) aarittoti

Exercise G
(1) Pam siivut aw yorikiwta.
(2) Puma qa siivut aw yorikiwyungwa.

^P.(3) Moomoost pookot a taayungwa.
(4) Puma 1aho'wisa.

(5) Itam wunima.

(6) Itam tiiva.
(7) Puma nuy pa'angwantota.

A

(8) Mima taataqt kiihut pentota.
1,9) Puma nuy qa maamatsya.

A(10) Itarn kuuyit kN..laknaya.



DIALOG 4: TALKING ABOUT KIDS

Vocabulary
wuvaata 'spank, hit'
navotngwu. 'mind, obey'

yu- 'mother'
-taaha 'uncle'

angwu'ta 'control'
kyavtsi'ta 'have respect for'
Hopivewa 'Hopi way'

tuwi'ta 'know, understand'
naawakna 'want, like, love'

-ti 'child'
tuuqa yta 'knowledgeable, listening'

Dialog

Jeannette: Pay pu' pas tsaatsayom
nu'an hiitu'u.

Virginia: Owi. Pay pu' pas qa
hakiy aw tuuqayyungwa.

Naamahinhak wuvaataq

qa nanavtangwu.

Jeannette: Hikis yumat nöq

taaharnat qa
wt. angwu'yungwa.

Virginia: Qa hiita pu' piw qa

hakiy kyavtsi'yungwa.

'10

aytu

haqe'

'leave'
voqh,
'so.rnevhere'

naamahin 'even though'

hikis

nu'an 'really, very'
hiitu 'something PL'

peetum 'some, others'
asa"true'
naav 'oneself'
niikyarig 'but'

tus 'must'

.6\

Today kids are no good.

Yes. Nowadays they leion't listen

to anybody. Even when you spank

them they don't mind.

Dien the mothersçand uncles
can't control them.

They don't respect anything or

anybody.

-130:
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Jeannette: Qa. hiita Hopivewat They know nothing about the
tuwi'yungqe oovili. Hopi way, that's why. There
Hikis peetum qa are even some who don't know
Hopituqayyungwa. -how to talk Hopi.

Virginia: Owc. Hak as purnoy Yes. Someone should teach
tsaatsakmuy Hopilavayit those young ones the Hopi
tutuqaynani. language.

Jeannette: Owl asa'. Nog peetum Yes, true. But some people
.)

sinom pay put qa don't want that, yet they are
naanawakna, niikyang qa not teaching them themselves.
naav tutuqaynaya.

Virginia: Nu tus payni. Taq I'd better go. My kidS are
haqe' itim yuyuttinumya. probably running around somewhere.

Jeannette: Ta 'a. Urn a son piw Okay. You come again.
a'ni.

.11



LESSON 15: HAVE AND NOT HAVE

--,assmar"moollr

Vocabulary
hoohu 'arrow' piiva 'cigarette'

kareeta 'wagOn' oönga 'salt'

kwasa 'dress waakasi

tsoongo 'pipe' lengi 'tongue'

paa sa 'field' naaqa 'earring!

Grammar
To say that someone has something in Hopi, you cro not use a verb

like English have, but rather a special ending that goes on the possessed

noun. This ending is -'ta (for- some Hopi speakers it is -.yta Or - y'ta

instead -- use the form your teacher uses). For qxample, the noun

'salt.' is t5onga. By adding the ending -'ta to this noun, we obtain the

form bonga'ta, which is a verb meaning 'have salt'. Nu' ööng_a'ta

therefore means 'I have .salt'.
Some nouns ending in -hu drop tbis ending when -'ta is added. One

such noun is kiihu 'house', so 'have a house' is thus ki'ta. (Notice the

shortening of the vowel ii to i; the reason for this is discussed in the next

lesson. ) Speakers differ as to which nouns ending in -hu behave this way.

For example, some will say hoohutta for 'have an arrow' and others ho'ta.

Learn what forms your teacher uses.

Exercise A
T rans late.

(1) pooko'ta (2.) naaqa'ta (3) sikisve'ta (4 ) tiyo'ta

(5) kareeta'ta (,6) atsvewa'ta (7) lengi'ta (8) ngahu'ta

(9) paasa'ta (10) ho'ta

-82-
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Grammar

In Lesson 14 you learned variou5, patterns for making verbs
plural. One such palkern was changing a final -ta to -yungwa, as
in qatuwyungwa. 'sitting PL', the plural of qatuwta 'sitting'. This
is the pattern that is followed with verbs formed with the possessive
- 'ta. The plural possessive ending, formed by substituting -yungwa for the
ta of -'ta, is thus -'yungwa. For instance, kwasa'ta is the singular

of 'have a dress', while kwasa'yugra is the plural.
You will recall diat the plural form of a ve% is used only when

the subject designates more than two individuals; tbe singular form is
used when the subject is either singular or dual. The same holds
true with possessive verbs. Thus Itam kwasa'ta, with singular verb,
means 'We DL have a dress', while Itam kwasa'yungwa, with plural
verb, means 'We PL have a dress'.

Exercise B
T zaanslate.

(1) I have a pipe.
(2) You DL have a pipe.
(3) You PL have a pipe.

(4) Those two men have a wagon.
15) Cecilia has a cow.
(6) He doesn't have a cigarette.
(7) The women have a bow.
(8) The gi rls have a cat.

(

Grammar

You have learned that a Hopi sentence cen be made negative by
adding tia, usually before the verb. Sentences with,possessive verbs
can be negatAid.in the same way: Nu' qa pooko'ta 'I don't have a dog'.

There is a second way of negating possessive sentences, by
using the negative word ngasta instead of cp.. Nu' ngasta poOkotta

IS
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also means 'I don't have a dog'. Itam ngasta pookolyungwa means

'We don't have a dog'.
-4.

Exercise C
Translate.

(1) Milo doesn't have a house.
(2) These two boys don't have a cow.

(3) Curtis doesn't have a potato.

(4) They don'4zave medicine.
(5) Our older sister has a bird.
(6) Those men don't have a field.

(7') The people don't have salt.

(8) We have (sweet) corn.

Grammar
When the possessefl object is non-human, a possessive verb'is

sometime's used that is based on4the noun himu 'something': flinu'ta

'have (somethine. Like other possessive verbs, the plural is

formed by substituting Lyungwa for -ta. Itam awtat himu'ta thus

means 'We DL have a bow', while Itam awtat himulyungwa means

'We PL have a bow'.

Exercise D
Trans late.

r
(1) Itarn .sikisvet qa himu'yungwa.

(2) Itan-i stlusvet qa himu'ta.

(3) Nu' ngasta awtat himu'ta.
(4) Puma moosa'yungwa.
(5) Puma moomostuy himu'yungwa,
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Eicercise E

Translate.
( 1 ) I don't have a cigarette.'
(ON Curtis has a wife now.
(3) I don't have- a bird.
(4) That man has an earring.
(5) My cat has a tongue.
(6) My children hav_e cottontails.

(7) The people don'ehave meat.
(8) We DL have cats.
(9) You don't have an onion.

(1O) This girl doesn't have a dress.

Answers

Exercise A

/

(1.) have a dog (2) have an earring (3) have a car
(4 ) have a boy {5) have a wagon (6) have a chair
(7) have a tongue (8) have medi`tine (9) have'a field
(10) have an arrow

Exercise B
(1) Nu' tsoongolta.
(2) Uma tsoongo'ta.
(3) Uma tsoongo'yungwa.

(4) Puma loöyt5m taaqavit kareetaita.
(5) Cecilia waakasi'ta.
(6) Pam qa piiva'ta.
(7 ) Momoyam awta'yungwa.

(8) Mamant moosa'yungwa.

ti

A



Exercis$6
Milo ngasta ki'ta.
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Ima it58y8m tFyov t qa waakas 'ta.

Curtis ngasta turn 'ta.
Puma qa ngahuiyu gwa.

Itaaqoqa tsiro'ta.
Puma taataqt ngasta paasalyungliia.

Sinom ngasta ntSriga' yungwa

Itarn tuupevu'yungwa.

Exercise D
(1) We don't have a car.
(2) We DL don't have a car.

(3) I don't have a bow:

(4) They have a cat.
(5) They have cats.

Exercise E
(1).1.Nu.' ngasta piiva'ta.

(2) Curtis p nt5t5ma'ta

(3) Nu' qa tsiro'ta.
(4.) Pam taaqa naaqa'ta.
(5) Imoosa lengi'ta.
(6) Itim taatavtuy himuTyungwa.

(7) Sinorn ngasta sikwi'yungwa.

(8) Itam moomostuy himu'ta.

(9) Urn qa

(10) I' maana ngasta kwasa'ta.
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Vocabulary
tatsi 'b 11'

patukya 'top' lemitsmi 'Lick'
utspi 'door, cover' pootaLawu 'weave a basket'

LESSON 16: FUTURE VERBS

yuku 'finish, mend, fitx, make'

hOta 'open' momos lawu 'Swim'
p- inaanOrokna 'bore, make a hole' 'laugh'

Grammar

You already know how to make the sirrip1e and durative forms
of verbs; these are used to describe actions%r situations in the paist or
presen't. In this' Lesson we will study future verbs.

Fundamentally the formation of future verbs very simple: you
simply add the ending -ni to the basic form of t e verb. For example,
the future of kuuki 'bite' is kuukini 'will bite'.

Exerc1se

Change the sentences below to the future,
(1) Taaqa u'utspit höta.
(Z) Nu' tiyot piivat maga.

pyt qa yuku.

(4) I' maana put tatsit ttAva.-
(5) Yokva.

Grammar

tken translate.

You learned in Lessons 13 and 14 that Some verbs take a special
ending -ki when certain other endings are added. For example,
wari 'run' takes the ending -ki when the dusrative ending -wta is added:

-87-
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wL.rikiwta 'running'. Similarly, äht5 'cough' requires -ki, in its shorte

form -1(', before the plural ending - ya:hökya 'cough PL'.

TheSt vetbs also require -1d in its shortened form -k, when the

future ending -ni is added. For example, the future of wari 'run'
\

is wa'rikni 'will run'. Verbs with the endings -ki and -na 'cause' keep
t4-.---

_
both endings in ilie future. Rcyakna, for example, means 'cause to .

spin'; in the future this is rlyaltiaani 'will cause to spin'.

Exercise B
Translate.

(1) Pam wuuti 8hökni.

(2) Saaqa qa leepekni.
(3) Puma saaqat qa leepekna,yani.

(4) Moosa kuuyit weThekinta.
sir(5) Moosa kuuyit wehelsnani.

Grammar
You have learned that adding endings to a word often causes

it to be modified in various ways. Here we will examine some of the

changes in pronunciation that result from putting the future ending -ni

on a v\rb.
'Since the addition of an ending changes the number of syllables

in a word', it may affect the placement of stress according to the

regular stress rule you learned earlier. You probably observed, for

instance, that maqa 'give' is accented, on the first syllable (as words of

two syllables regularly are), while magani 'will give' is accented on the

second syl ble (-since there are more than two syllables and the first

vowel is ither Long nor followed tirectly bi*two consonants). As

long as this shift in accent follows the regular rules, we need not mark

the placement of accent. Citcasionally, though, the rule is violated, as

in ishökni 'will cough'; in such cases accent will be marked.
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You have seen that final vowels sometimes drop when an ending
ts added; this is also true with -ni. For example, the future of
momoslawu 'swim' is momoslawni 'will swim', in which the final u
drops. However, a vowel will not drop if this results in three adjacent
consonants. Consider riya 'spin'. When -ki and -na are added to this
verb to express 'cause to spin', the vowel drops from -ki, since this
does not result in three adjacent consonants: rfyakna 'cause to spin'
However, the final a of riya cannot also drop, since three consonants
would come together and give an unacceptable result: riykna. When the
future - ni is added to rIyakn,a, the result is rfyaknani 'will cause to
spin'. The 'final a of riyakna cannot drop because of the prohibition
against three adjacent consonants; riyaknni would be wrong. You
should also be aware,that final vowels do not always drop even if three
consonants would riot result; for instance, stressed vowels do not
drop (maqani will give', not maqni), and the future of naani 'laugh'
is naanini 'will laugh' (not naanni).

You have also learned that long vowels sometimes shorten;
for example, when a durative or plural form is made by duplicating
the initial syllable of a verb or noun, the original first vowel shortens
(saa a 'ladder', saasaqa 'Iadders'). Vowels also shorten when they
are followed directly by two consonants. Consider peena: 'write',
for instance. The durative form of this verb is made by adding the
ending -ta, which causes the final vowel to drop, so we might expect
peenta. However, when the final vowel drops, it leaves the long vowel
ee directly before two consonants, nt, so it shortens to e, resulting
in penta 'writing'. The same thing can happen with the future -ni. When
this ending is added to n88sa 'eat', the final vowel drops, yielding n8ösni,

-which is actually pronounced nösni 'will eat' because 88 shortens to 8
before the consonant sequence sn.

Theoverb hiiko 'drink' is slightly irregular. When the plural
ending -ya is added, the final o drops; when the future -ni is added,
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however, the final ko changes instead to kw. In both cases the ii is left

before two consonants and shortens to i : hikya 'drink PL', hikwni 'will

drink'.

Exercise C
Translate.

(1) Nu' ingahuy hikwni..
(2) Pam poroknani.

(3) Itana awtat yukuni.

(4) Iso pootalawni.

(5) Puma p686at niinayam.

Exercise D
Trans late.

(1) The boy will spin the top.

(2) The ball will spin.
(3) Our cat will lick this pot.
(4) The woman will not laugh.

(5) The squirrels drank the water,
(6) She will not help me.
(7) The boy will cut this meat.
(8) They are painting the door.
(9) The girls will kiss us.

(10) We will arrive.

Answers

Exercise A
(1) Taaqa u'utspit hötani. 'The man will open the door.'

(2) Nu' tiyot piivat maqani. 'I will give the boy cigarettes.

(3) Urn Put qa yukuni. 'You will not finish it. '

(4) I' maana put tatsit tuwani. 'This girl will find that ball. '

(5) Yokvani. 'It will rain. '
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Exercise B

(1) That woman will cough.
(2) The ladder will not fall.
(3) They will not make the ladder fall.
(4) The cat is spilling the water.
(5) The cat will spill the water.

Exericise C
(1) I will drink my medicine.
(2) It wiltl make a hole.

7.(3) Our father will make a bow.
(4) My grandmother will weave.a basket.
(5) They wilt kill the mouse.

Exercise D
(1) Tiyo patukyat riyaknani.,
(2) Tatsi

13.) Itaamosa it iiivut lemitsmini.
1"(4) Pamswuuti qa

(5) Kookont kuuyit hikya.
(6) Pam nuy qa Oa'angwani.
(7) Tiyio it sik, it tukuni.
(8) Puma u'utiipit pentota.
(9) Mamant itamuy tsootsonayani.

(10) Itam ökini.



ocabulary
kuntuva 'kick'
tuu'iha ,'sew'
wiwakna 'rope'

LESSON 17: REFLEXIVES

""crattil=g15=711006'"amet

qaavo"tomorrow'
tootsi 'shoe'

navna

siskwa 'skin' -ma 'hand'

tavi 'set down' kapiri 'goat'

Grammar
"Reflexive" sentences are those in which the subject and object

are the same. For example, I hu"rt myself is a reflexive sentence in

English. Sentences with each other or one another are a special

kind-of reflexive sentences called "reciproCal" sentences. For

example, We hurt each other and We hurt one another are reciprocal

sentences.
, It is easy to form reflexive and reciprocal sentences in Hopi:

you simply add naa- at the beginning of the verb. Nu' naatuhota, for

instance, means 'I hurt myself'; Itam naatuhotota means 'We hurt

ourselves' or 'We hurt each other'. Notice that the initial vowel of a

verlc; may shorten when naa- is added; thus tuuho(to)ta shortens to

tuho(to)ta in the above examples.

If naa- causes the initial vowel to shorten and results in two

adjacent consonants, naa- may itself shorten to na- as you learned

in the previous lesson. When naa- is added to tuku 'cut', for example,

the first vowel of tuku shortens, yielding naatku, and since the long aa

is followed directly by the two consonants tk, it shortens to a: natku

'cut oneself'.

9Z -
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Exercise A

T rans_late.

. (1) Urn natku.

(2) Itam naapa'angwantota.

(3) Ron naatuwa.

(4) Pam taaqa naawiwakna.
(5) Puma naatuhotota.

Grammar

The reflexive or reciprocal sense of a sentence can be ethphasized by
adding to it the "particle" naav. Puma naav naatuhotota is thus the ernphaftic
version of both 'They hurt6themselves' and 'They hurt each other'. Naav can
also be used wifhout naa- on the verb, in which case it has the meaning '(by)
oneself'. Thus Pam naav kiihut peena means 'He painted the house

Otherdparticles related to naa- can also be used. Naala also means
'by oneself', as in Pam naala kiihut peena 'He painte the house by himself'.
The plural of naala is nanalt. Another such particle is naarni 'together, to each
other', as in Puma naami warikiwta 'They DL are running towards each other'.

Exercise B
Trans late.

(1) Pam.naav inavnay tuu'ihani.
(2) Nu' naav qaavo' pootalawni.
(3) Puma naav naaqöqya.
(4) Itam naami yu'a'a-tani.

(5) Mornoyam nanalt yuutukiwta.

Grammar

You learned in Lesson 9 that the possessive endings - 'at and - 'am
are added to nouns for 'his, her, its' and 'their' respectively.
These endings are omitted from possessed object nouns when the

-

possessor is identical to the subject. For example, Pam may kuuki
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means 'He bit his (own) hand'; the object consists of ma 'hand' with

the object ending -/ that is use on possessed nouns.

Possessive forms other than at and - 'am are retained when the

subject and possessor are the-same. or instance, Nu' inavnay

tuu'iha means 'I sewed my (own) shirt'.

Exercise G
Translate.

(1) Maana may tsootsona.

(2) 'Urn uukapiriy kuntuv'a.

(3) Tiyo tootsiy lemitsmi.
(4) Pam taavoy siskwani.
(5) Itaaso waakasiy wiwakna.

Exercise D
Translate.

(1) The girl put it down by herstlf.-

(2) -I will awim alone tomorrow.

(3) They will teach each other Hopi.

(4) The two men killed-each other.

(5) The squirrels are chasing each other.

(6) We roped ourselves.

(7) I skinned my own cat.

(8) Milo didn't skin his own cat.

(9) The two women are swimming.

(10) I will sew it by myself.

Answers

Exercise A

(1) You cut yoursOf.

(2) We are helping each other.

4.?
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(3) Ron ..mi himself.

(4) That man roped himself.
(5) They hurt each other.

Exercise B
(1) He will sew my shirt by himself.
(2) I myself willweave a basket tomorrow.
(3) They killed each other.
(4) We DL will talk to each other.
(5) The women are running by themselves.

Exercise C
(1) The girl kissed her own hand.

(2) Yotkicked your own goat.
(3) The boy licked his own shoe.
(4) She will skin her own cottontail.
(5) Our grandmother roped her own cow.

Exercise D
(1) Pam maana put naav tavi.
(2) Nu' naala qaavo' momoslawni.
(3) Puma Hopilavayit naatutuqaynayani.
(4) Puma löt5y6m taaqavit naanina.

(5) Kookont naangoytota:.

(6) Itam naawiwaknaya.

(7) Nu' imoosay siskwa.

(8) Milo moosay qa siskwa.
(9) Puma lobybm wuutivit momoslawu.

(10) Nu' put naav tuu'ihani.



t

DIALOG 5 : HOME FROM SCHOOL

Vocabulary
aw maamatsi 'figure
tumais 'work'
tungni

pasiwta

'name'

itsivu'iwta 'angry'
L

owihapi 'so, true'

Dialog

Perry:

out'

Uri naat pu' pitu? Itam Ray

tuwat seelaq

Sidney:, Owi. Nu' 'pay as piw

so'onqe seelaq pitunyang
dumalay qa iits yuku.

Perry: Hiita p6.s uni.aw qa

maamatsi?

Sidney:

Perry:

Sidney:

'Mit'a. Hinrtikfk elephant

nit dinosaur tungniyamuy

peenangwu.

Noq ung tutuqaynaqe qa

pa 'angwa?

Qa'e. TuWat inumi

itsivu'iwtaqe, ooviti. Nu'

nawis'ew su'an peenaqe

pu' a' nirna.

so'onqe 'for sure'
kye 'probably'

su 'an 'correctly, exa ctly'

iits 'early'
nawis'eW 'finally'

You just came home? We came

a long time ago.

Yes. I would have come a long

time ago also, but I didn't get

my work finished soon enoiugh.

What weren't you able to figure

out?

That. How you spell the words

elephant and dinosaur.

1

And the person who is teaching

you didn't help you?

No. She was mad at me, that's

why. I finally Wrote it correctly,

so I came home.

- 96-
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Perry: Pev q'atu'u. Urn kye Sit down. You're probably
pasiwta. tired.

Sidney: Owihapi. That is so true.



LESSON 1 8: COMMANDS

Q31willellirwaingreggliffaIrmlalWarirs

Vocabulary

tihu 'doll' laalayi 'herd sheep'

sihu 'flower' yanti 'do thus, do this'

aanu 'ant' lavayti 'talk, speak'

maspa 'sweep'

Grammar
When you give a command to someone in Hopi, you use a special

form of the verb called the "imperative". It is easy to form imperative

verbs: simply add to the end of the simple verb the sequence of a

glottal stop, ' , followed by a copy of the final vowel. The imperative

form of tso'omti 'jump' is thus.tso'omti'i 'Jump.", and the imperative

form of rnaspa 'sweep' is maspa'a 'Sweep! '. The imperative of the ,

plural form peenaya 'paint PL' is peenay'a'a 'Paint PL! '.
You have learned that certain verbs take an ending -k or -ki when

su'anti 'do correctly, do it right'

other endings are added to them. These verbs also take this ending, in the

form -ku, in imperative sentences. For example, the imperative form

of wari 'run' is wariku'u 'Run! '. Note that the vowel of the imperative

ending - 'u is a copy of the final vowel of wa'riku-, which is formed from

wari through the addition of -ku.

Often the imperative ending i\s pronounced with stress, in addition

to the normal stress of the verb in non-imperative uses. It is also

common for the imperative ending to be pronounced very weakly, so that

it sounds like a non-imperative verb if you do not listen very carefully.

Observe the different ways ,your teacher pronounces these forms.

-98-
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Exercise A

Give the imperative form of the verbs below.
(I) peena (2) qatuvtu (3) yanti (4 )0 maga (5) wa '8 (6) kutai
(7) wayma (8) nöösa (9) lavayti (10) niinaya

Grammar

When you tell somebody nott to do something in Hopi -- that is,
when ou give a negative command -- you use a different kind of sentence,
not one ith an imperative verb. The sentence you use is a negative
futureA

sentence, with the negative, qa and the futufe form of the verb.
'Don't run!&,._for instance, is Um qa warikni' (literally: 'You will not
run').

Exercise B

Change these positive commands to negative commands.
(1) Kiihut peena'a!
(2) Tso'omti'i!
(3) Hopilavayit tutuqayna'a!
(4 ) Aanut niinaJa!

, -
(5) Laho'ma'a!

Grammar

You have probably noticed in the dia-4 that words often have
special, longer forms when they occur at the end of a sentence, or in
the middle of a long sentence if they ocCur before a pause. We can call
these "pausal" forms, because they are used when a pause directly
follows. For example, oovi 'therefore' has oovi'i. as its pausal form.
The negative qa 'not' has the form qa'e 'no' when it is used alone as the
answer to a question and thus occurs before a pause. The pausal form
of yev 'here' is yev'e.

Imperative verbs can be regarded as pausal forms. You can see
from pairs like oovi and oovi'i, or yev and yev'e, that pausal forms are
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normally made by adding to the basic form a glottal stop felowed by a copy

of the final vowe,l; this is how imperative verbs are constructed.

Things are not always quite this simple, as qa and qa'e show, but

the most common pattern for deriving-pausal forms is the same as

that for deriving imperative verbs.

Exercise C
Translate.

(1) Sifanti'i!
(2) Urn sihut aw qa yorikni!

(3) Um qaavo' qa laalayni!

(ii) Urn tihut qa tavini!

(5) Nuy pa'angwa'a!

Exercise D
Translate.

(1 ) Chop the wood!

(2) Don't do this!

(3) Don't cough!

(4 ) Give me that shirt!

(5) Don't chase my dog' -

(6) That's why!

(7) Stand up!
(8) Don't paint these chairs!

(9) Sit!

(10) You PL run!

A nswe rs

Exercise A
, ÷

(1 ) peena'a (2) qatuvtu'u (3) yanti'i (4) maqa'a (5) wa'öku'u

(6) kuuki'i (7) way-ma'a (8) nöösa'a (9) layayti'i (10) niinaya'a
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Exercise B
(1) Urn kiihut qa peenani!
(2) Urn a tso'omtini!
(3) Urn H pilavayit qa tutuqaynani!
(4) Tim aan t qa niinani!
(5) Urn qa o'mani!

Exercise_ C

(1)- Do it right!

(2) Don't look at the flower!
(3) Don't herd sheep tomorrow!
(4) Don't set the doll down!

(5) Help me!

Exercise D
(1) Kwuhut saavuta'a!
(2) Urn qa yantini!

(3) Urn qa öhökni!

(4) Nuy put navnat rnaqa'a!

(5) Urn ipookoy qa ngöyvani!
(6) Oovi'i!

(7) Wunuvtu'u!

(8) Urn imuy atsvewarnuy qa peenani!
(9) Qatu'u!

(10) Yuutuku'u!

_/



LESSON 19: QUESTIONS

"""mislit7.11Callrik,
,f?

LESSON 19: QUESTIONS

Vocabulary
taapalo 'blanket, shawl'
toovi 'fly'
ma sa 'taqa 'airplane'
söhövtsoki 'cottonwood tree'

Grammar

a'ne 'hard, well, strongly'
tumalta 'work'
tumala'ta 'working'
töqti 'yell, howl'

One way of forming a question. in English is to uttyts a statement

with special rising intonation, as in the following question: The blanket

is red?. Use of special intonation is the normal way in Hopi of forming

questions answerable by 'yes' or 'noi. The special intonation is the

only overt difference between questions and 4e borres pond ing statements;

thus Taapalo paalangpu means 'The blanket is red', and Taapalo paalangpu?,

with t same words in the same order, means 'The blanket is red?'

or 'Is the bla ket red?'.
This special question intonation is difficult to describeryou must

liseen to a native speaker of Hopi and imitate him. This intonation is

not like the rising intonation in English questions, but it does involve

higher pitch on the predicate than is foupd in statements.

Some speakers of.Hopi mark questions of this kind by the

"particle" ya in addition to the special intonation (other paAicles,

such as ha, haw, or yaw:, are used by still other speakers). Ya goes

at the beginning of the sentenCe. For speakers who mark questions

in this way, 'Is the blanket red?' would be Ya taapalo paalangpu?.

-102-
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Exercise A

Practice pronouncing these questions with your teacher. Then
translate.
(1) Pam kyaaro toavit aw yori?
(2) Itaaso söhövtsokit saavulawu?
(3) Mi' maana töötöqa?
(4) Yooyoki?

(5) Ya pain kuuyit kwalaknani?

Grammar

You have already learned from the dialogs how to answer
questions of this kind. Owf. is 'yes', and qa'i is o'. These words
may be used alone in answer to a question, or they may be used with
a repetition of the full sentence. To answer the question Taapalo
paalangpu? 'Is the blanket red?', for instance, you could say any of
the following: Owl: 'Ves'; Owi, taapalo paalanuu 'Yes, the blanket
is red'; Qa'e' 'No'; Qa'e, taapalo qa paalangpu 'No, the blanket is not red'.

Exercise B

Answer each of the questions in Exercise A both positively
negatively, using full sentences:

Grammar

There are of course many other kinds of questions besides those
answerable by Wes or 'no'. For example, the question word haqam
'where?' can be used to ask questions about location: Haqam maana
taaqat tuwa? 'Where did the girl find the man?'. Other question words
to be studied in this lesson are hisat 'when?', hin 'how?', and hinoq
'why?'.

The question word in sentences like these is often in initial
positiafi-,gs in the above example, but it can be in other places as
well, either after the subject or before the verb. 'Where did the girl
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find the man?' could therefore also be given as Maana haqam taaqat

tuwa? or Maana taaqat haqam tuwa?. The difference in meaning with

these alternate word orders is slight; basically, an element precedes

the question word when the speaker wishes to single it out, to focus the

listener's attention on it prior to initiating the question itself. When

the subject o? the sentence is 'you', this most commonly precedes the

question word: Um haqam taaqat tuwa? 'Where did you find the man?'.

Exercise C
T ranslate.

(1) Moosa haqam pöösat nöösa?

(2.) Um hin rriaatsiwa?

(3) Pam wuuti hin tumala'ta?
(4) Hinoq uutaha töqti?
(5) Pam maana put tiyot hisat tsootsona?

Gramma r
Questions like those in the previous grammar section can often

by answered by just a word or a phrase, but we will consider answers

contisting of whole sentences. With haqam 'where?', hisat 'when?', and

hin thow?', you can answer the question just by replacing the question

word with an appropriate word or phrase. For example, Maana haqam

taaqat tuwa? 'Where did the girl find the man?' could be answered

by the sentence Maana yev taaqat tuwa 'The girl found the man here'.

Other examples are given in Exercise D below; note that yan 'thus'

may be added to the answer of a question with hin 'how?'.

In the case of questions with hinoq 'why?', a single-word answer

will typically not suffice, nor does the answer always resemble the question

in form. Answering these questions involves sentences with a type of

subordinate clause you will study in Lesson 28, sentences in which

the ending -qe is placed on the verb. Such a sentence will describe

')
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e reason for the questioned action, sometimes with the word oovi
herefore'. For instance, the question Um hinoq rta..nani? 'Why are you

laughing?' could be answered as follows: Nul haalayqe, oovi'i 'I'm happy,
that's why'.

Exercise D

Listed below are possible answers to the questions in Exercise C.
Translate. Then make up other qiiteStion-answer pairs and practice them
with your teacher.

(1) Moosa pev pöösat nöösa.
(Z) Nu' Cecilia yan maatsiwa.
(3) Pam wuuti a'ne tumala'ta.
(4) Itaha naatuhotaqe, oovi'i.
(5) Pam maana put tiyot taavok tsootsona.

Exercise E
Translate.

(1) Did you work yesterday?

(2) When will the airplane arrive?
(3) Why did my wife kill this fly?
(4) Are you learning Hopi?

(5) How is that goat running?
(6) Where is the cottonwood?
(7) Where is his mother sitting?
(8) Why isn't that man working hard?
(9) When did the women arrive?

(10) Isn't the dog' eating the meat?

Answers

Exercise A

(1) Did that parrot look at the fly?
(2) Is our grandmother chopping the cottonwood tree?
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(3) Is yonder girl yelling?

(4) Is it raining?
(5) Will he make the water boil?

'Exercise B
(1) Owl, pam kyaaro toovit aw yori.

Qa'e, pam kyaaro toovit aw qa yori.

(2) Owl, itaaso söhövtsokit saavulawu.
Qa'e, itaaso söhövtsokit qa saavulawu.

(3) Owl, mi' maana töötöqa.
Qa'e, mi' maana qa töött5qa.

(4) Owl, yooyoki.
qa yooyoki.

(5) Owl, parn kuuyit kwa'laknani.
Qa'e, pam kuuyit qa kwalaknani.

Exercise C
(1) Where did the cat eat the mouse?
(2) What is your name? (Literally: How are you called?)
(3) How is that woman working?

(4) Why did your uncre yell?

45) When did the girl kiss the boy?

Exercise D
The cat ate the mouse there.
My name is Cecilia.
That woman is working hard.

My uncle hurt himself, that's why.
(5) The girl kissed the boy yesterday.

Exercise E
(1) Um taavok tumalta?
(2) Masa'taqa hisat pituni?

0



(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)
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Inöma hinoq it toovit niina?

Ya urn Hopilavayit tutuqayi?

Parn kapiri hin warikiwta?

Haqarn st5h6vtsoki?

Yu'at haqarn qatu?

Hinoq parn taaqa qa a'ne turnalaqa?

Hisat mornoyam ski?

Pooko sikwit qa tuurnoyta?



Vocabulary

piiki 'piki bread'
ööqa 'bone'
songohu 'reed'
toho 'leopard'

""*.e

LESSON 20: MORE QUESTIONS

w'mwillr'maffr'wardwitit

qi5hikna 'cause to break (long object)'
yooha 'cause to break (pottery)'
navota 'hear, find out'
mu'a 'shoot'

Gramma r

In the last lesson you learned a number of question words. In

this lesson you will learn the question words for 'who?' and
These are a little more complicated than those in the.preceding lesson,
because they have different forms for singular and plural and for

subject and object.
Here are the question words for 'who?':

Singular Plural
Subect hak hakim

Ob'ect hakiy hakimuy

Notice that the two plural forms both contain the plural ending -m(u),
while the two object forms both contain the object ending The basic

form for 'who?' is haki, which appears as such when it occurs as the
predicate of a sentence: Pam haki? 'Who is he?'. However, when it is

the subject of a sentence, haki shortens to hak: Hak tohot mu'a? 'Who

-shot the leopard?'.

-108-
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1Exercise A

Translate:
(1) Hak kwuhut qiShikna?

(2) Pam maana haki?
(3) Um hakiy kuntuva?

(4) Hakim taavok öki?
(5) Ina hakimuy maamatsi?

Grammar

Here are the question words for 'what?':

Singular Plural
Subect himu hiitu
Obect hiita hiita

Notice that the object form of 'what?' is the same for both singular
and plural.

Exercise B
Translate.

(1) Himu töötöqa?

(2) Um hiita mu'a?
(3) Hiitu yuut'ukiwta?

(4) Himu siivut yooha?
(5) Hiitu ung tuuhotota?

G ramma r

These and other question words can also be used as "indefinite"
pronouns. Hak, for example, can mean either 'who?' or 'someone'.
Himu can mean either 'what?' or 'something'. Certain sentences can
therefore be interpreted in either of two ways; Hak wa'rikiwta? 'Who is
running?' and Hak wa'rikiwta 'Someone is running' consist of exactly the
same sequence of words. Normally it is clear from context whether a
question or a statement is intended.
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When an indefinite is preceded b}r' the negative qa, the result is a

negative indefinite. For exarnple, Qa hak wrikiwta means 'Nobody is

running', where the phrase qa hak is the equivalent of the English negative

indefinite nobody.

running?'.

Contrast this with Hak qa wairikiwta? 'Who isn't

Exercise C
Translate.

(1) Nu' hakiy tuwa.

(2) Nu' qa hakiy tuwa.

(3) Yu'a.t qa hiita yooha.

(4) Pam hiita navota.
(5) Hakim songohut tukuya.

Exercise D
Translate.

(1) Who are eating piki bread?
(2) What things did _you find out?

(3) Who PL is the leopard chasing?
(4) The leopard isn't chasing anybody.

(5) She broke something (pottery).

(6) Did something howl?

(7) Who are they?
(8) What (long) thing did the boy break?

(9) When did this child break that reed?
(10) ,Someone didn't eat anything.

Exercise A
(1) Who broke the wood?

(2) Who is that girl?
(3) Who did you kick?

Answers



(4) Who PL arrived yesterday?
(5) Who PL did my father recognize?

Exercise B
(1) What is howling?
(2) What did you shoot?
(3) What are running?

(4) What broke the pot?

(5) What PL hurt you?

Exercise C
(I) I saw someone.
(2) I didn't see anyone.
(3) His mother didn't break anything.
(4) He heard something.

(5) Some people cut the reed.

Exercise D
(1) Hakim piikit noonova?
(2) Urn hiita navota?

(3) Pam toho hakimuy ngöyta?
(4) 'Pam toho qa hakiy ngöyta.

k (5) Pam hiita yooha.
(6) Himu töqti?

(7) Puma hakim?

(8) Hjita pam tiyo qimikna?
(9) I' t'sayhoya hisat put songohut qahikna?

(10) Hak qa hiita nbösa.



Vocabulary
ngu'a 'hold'

paas /with care'
pew'i 'come here!

DIALOG 6: DISCOVERING PETS

paaqwa 'frog'
kwakwha 'thank you (man talking)'

aye"over there, around there'

Dialog

David: Duane, tus pew'i. Nu' Duane, come here. 1,,,found

hiita tuwa. something.

Duane: Urn hiita tuwa? Kus nu' What did you find? Let me see.

aw

David: Yev'e. I' aye"' Here it is. This was jumping around

tsotso'tinurnq nu' it tuwa. over there when I found it. What

I' himu? is it?

Duane: Pam tsiro. Kus nu' That's a bird. Can I hold it?

tuwat ngu'ta?

David: Urn paasni. Naat pam Be careful. That's still very

hiisayhoya. small.

Duane: Um qa nuy it maga? NM Can you give this to me? And I

nu' ung it tuwat maqani. will give you this in return. This

I' paaqwa. is a frog.

David: Ta'a. Nu' pas put Okay. I really wanted that.

naawakna. Kwakwhai. Thank you.

- 112-



LESSON 21: POSTI3OSITIONS

Vocabulary

puuyawnuma_ 'flying around'
tsoki 'be perched'
pitanaktsi 'hat'
pono 'stomach'

qötö 'head'
paahu 'water, pond, lake'
tutuqayki 'schoot'
kiisonvi 'plaza'

Gramma r

"Postpositions" are the equivalent of English prepositions. A

postposition is an element that accompanies a noun or pronoun, said
to be its "object", and indicates the location or direction of this object.
The major difference is that English preposi ions precede their object,
while Hopi postpositions, as their name impli ollow their, object.

Pbstpositions may occur in either a longer form or a shorter form.
In its longer form a-postposition stands as a separate word which
follows its object, which is marked as an object in the way you have
learned previously. Far example, angk means 'after, behind, following',
so 'after the girl' would be maanat angk. The particle aw which occurs with
certain verbs, such as aw yori 'look at', is actually a postposition meaning
'to'. Nu' put aw yori thusjneans 'I looked at her' (literally: 'I looked
to her').

Hopi h

aqlaq ,s'near, by'
angq 'from'
ow 'to'
atpiq 'under'
aq 'toward'

fs many postpOsitions. Here are a few for yoU to learn:
atsva 'above'
atsvjq 'on top of'
ev 'in, on, at'
angk 'after,'behind, following'
amuutsave 'between'

- 1 1
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Note ttiat aw'i is the pausal fIrm of aw, and-

ev.

Exercise A
Translate.

(1) kiihut angq
(4) qolot aqlaq

(8) sikisVet aq

maanat angk

iqötöy atsveq

e the pausal form of
45

(3) pumuy amuutsave
-

(6) paaqwat ev (7) atsvewat atpiq

aanut aw (10) put atsva

Exercise B
Translate.

(1) under the car (2) above my head (3) to him

(4) between those two girls (5) toward

(7) on tOp of the hat (8) near them (9) following the horse

(10) from the eagle

the pond (6) in my stomach

Grammar
The shorter fIrm of a ffostpoOtion is not a

it i-s"an ending on a till or 'pronoun.
...A

postpositions you just learned:

-qlaq 'near/ by'
- ngaq 'fr om'

4frni 'to'
tpiq 'unde r'

-meq 'toward'

HVe

separate word. Rthe,\
are the shorter forms of the

-tsva 'above'

-tsveq 'on' top of'

ve 'in, on, at'
- ngk 'after, behind, following'
-tsave 'between''

Some nouns allow these postpositional endings to be attached to them,

but others do not. Among those that do are kiihu 'house, village', paasa

'field', paahu 'water, pond, lake', tutuqayki 'school', and kiisonvi

'plaza'. Kiihu and paahu lose the ending -hu postpositional

ending is attached, for instance kiimeq 'toward the village'. Similarly,

kiisonvi loses the ending -vi, as in kiisonmeq 'toward the plaza'.7

Adding one of these postpositional endings may also cause a noun to b4
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modified by various o£ the phonoldgical processes studied earlier. When
- -meg is added to paasa 'field', the final vowel of this noun drops: r

paas-meq; the firdt vowel is then shortened, because it occurs directly
before two consonants, yieldimg pasmeq 'toward the field'.

Not all of the postp'ositional endings listed above can be aottached to
no ns; some can only be attactied to pronouns, as discussed in the next
gra mar section. Kiiqlaq, for example, "w uld mean 'near the house',
but this is not good Hopi. When a noun do s not allow postpositional endings,
or when a postpositiona,1 endinig cannot be sed with nouns, 'you must resort
to the longer forms of the-postposit ins learned earlier. 'Near the
house' is thus kiihut aqlag, not kiiqlaglii

ExerciSe C

Translate.
(1) pasmi (2) paangaq (3) ponongaq (4) kiisonmeq
(5) paave (6) tutuqaykimi (7) kiisonngaq ,(8) pasve
(9) tutuqaykimeq (10) kiirni

Grammar
All of the postpositional e'ndings listed above can be attached

to special pronouns. Hers are the pronduns, they are used with:

inu-
I

'me'
u- you I

itamu- 'us'
umu- Iyou PL'

For example, inuqlaq means 'by me', and umutsveq means 'on top
of you PL'. For 'her', 'it', and 'them', put and pumuy may
be used viith ate longer postpDsitions, for instance put aqlag 'by him'*
and' atsveg ton, top of them'. Observe, however, that the
lo.nger pos,tpositions can be viewed as being formed by adding the
shorter postpositions to the pronouns a- 'him, her, it' or_amu(u)-
'themtr Thus aqlaq *consists of a- thim7 her, it' plus -qlag, and
amuutsave consists of amuu- 'them' plus -tgave 'between'. The
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longer and shofter postpositions do not always match precisely in

form, though -- compare aw 'to him' and amurni 'to them' -- and

longer postpositions with a- can be used for botheingular and plural.

Exercise D
Translate.

(1) between us (2) in you (3) after us (4) toward me

(5) under you PL (6) near you (7) above me (8) from you PL

(9) to them (10) on top of us
i

Grammar
The postpositional expressions you have learned here can be

us9d in either cif two basic ways. On the one hand, they may be

added to sentences that contain a subject and predicate, as,in Taaqa

pasve qatu 'The man.is sitting at the field'. On the other hand, they may

sometimes themselves be used as the predicate of a sentence, for

instance Taaqa pasve The man is at the field'. A directional

postposition like aw 'to' (pausal form aw'i). can also serve as the

predicate of a sentence, in which case it iridicatee motion-in the

designated direction and translates with 'go'. An example is

N ikiy awli 'I'm going to My house'. When a postposition functions

as the predicate of a sentence, it martakeler4ain endings hormally

found on verbs, such as the plural ending -a: Puma pasveya thus

means 'They are at the Veld'.

Exercise E
Translate.

(1) Momoyam pasve yeese.
(2) Tsiro sipaltsokit ev tsoki.

(3), Toovi ikiy ey'e.
(4) Taataqt kiimiya.
(5) Puma naameq warikiwta.



Exercise F
Translate.

(1) The bird is flyii around inside it.
(2)

(3)

(4) The squirrel is between the cottonwood
(5) The men are running from the field.
(6) She is walking
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The fly is flying around in my house.
The hat is sitting (i. e,. percheld) on top of my head.

toward me.
(7) My father is working under this car.

The airplane is flying around above us.
He ran to the school.

I am walking after the girl.

Answers

Exercise A

trees.

(1) from the house (2) after the girl (3) between them
(4) near the hole (5) on top of my head (6) on the frog
(7) under the chair (8) toward the car (9) to the ant
(10) above it

Exercise B
sikisvet atpiq(1)

(4)

(2) iqi5t8y atsva (3) put aw
pumuy 18qmuy maanavituy amuutsave (5) paahut aq

(6) iponoy ev (7) pitanaktsit atsveq (8) pumuy aqlaq
(9) kawayot angk (10) kwaahut angq

Exercise C
(1) tO the field (2) from the water (3) from the stomach
(4) toward the plaza (5) at the water (6) to the school
(7) from the plaza (8) at the field (9) toward the school
(10) to the village
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Exercise D
(1) itamutsave (2) uve (3) itamungk (4) inumeq (5) umutpiq

(6) uqlaq (7) inutsva (8) umungaq (9) amumi (10) itamutsveq

Exercise E
(1) The women are sitting at the field.

(2) A bird is perched in the peach tree.

(3) There is a fly in my house.

(4) The men went to the village.

(5) They DL are running toward each other.

Exercise F
(1) Pam tsiro put ev puuyawnuma.
(2) Toovi ikiy ev puuyawnuma.

(3) Pitanaktsi iqt5tby atsveq tsoki.

(4) Koona söhövtsotskimuy amuutsave.

(5) Taataqt pasngaq yuutukiwta.

(6) Pam inumeq wayma.
(7). Ina it sikisvet atpiq tumala'ta.

(8) Pam masa'taqa itamutsva puuyawnuma.

(9) Pam tutuqaykimi wari.
(10) Nu' maanat angk wayma.



Vocabulary
muki 'hot'
wuuyoq'a 'big'
rno'a 'rnouth'

nöhu 'egg'

LESSON 22. ADJECTIVES

"'"aser""latrwswE'ImalL

poyo 'knife'

mansaana 'apple'
poosi 'eye'
waha 'bark'

Gramma r

In this lesson we will study certain phenomena involving
adjectives, i. e. forms like qootsa 'white' and wuuyoq'a 'big'.
First, however, we must examine some other topics which bear
on the study of adjectives. These include "compounds" and certain
phonological processes.

Compounds are complex words formed by joining two other
words together, such as battleship, from hattle and ship. Com-
pounding is corm-non in Hopi, and you have already encountered a
number of compounds, such as sipaltsoki 'peach tree', söhövtsoki
'cottonwood tree', and Hopilavayi 'Hopi language'.

When two elements are joined together in a compound, they may
be modified in form in ccordance with various phonological processes,
some of which you have already learned. For example, when
mansaana 'apple' is added to -tsoki 'tree' (which only occurs in
compounds), the result is mansantsoki 'apple tree'. Mansaan has
been modified in two wp.ys in this compound. First, the final
vowel a drops, yielding mansaantsoki; in this the long vowel aa
is followed directly by two consonants, so it shortens to a, giving
us mansantsoki as the actual form.

419-
10 '1

1
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One phonological process we have not yet discussed is the

change of 2 to v in compounds and elsewhere. Consider what

happens when poosi 'eye', also used with the meaning 'seed', is

made the second element of a compound, as in sipalvosi 'peach seed'.

Poosi.shows up as vosi because of two phonological modifications:

the change of 2 to y; and the shortening of oo to o, in accordance

with the tendency (Lesson 9) for an unstressed long vowel to shorten

when it is adjacent to the stressed vowel.
The change of 2 to y also occurs in plurals formed by duplicating

the initial consonant and vowel of a noun beginning in 2. For

,example, the plural of poosi 'eye' is poovosi 'eyes', 'formed by

three processes. First, the initial consonant and vowel are duplicated:

poopoosi. Second, the original initial vowel is shortened: pooposi.

Third, the original initial 2 changes to v: poovb,s-kr'

Exercise A
Translate.

(1) pOykot (2) mansantsotski (3) povyo (4) paavasa

(5) tatmö (6) kookont (7) povno (8) paavahu

(9) moomost (10) tsaatsayom

Grammar
You already know that an adjective can be used as the

predicate of a Hopi sentence, as in Taaqa wuupa 'The man is tall'

and Imo'a wuuyoq'a 'My mouth is big'. We are concerned in

this lesson, however, with cases in which an adjective is not the

predicate of a sentence but rather simply modifies a noun in a

sentende in which some other element serves as predicate; These

are cases like white dog in.the sentence The white dog barked.

When Hopi adjectives are used in this way, the result is a

compound in which the adjective is the first element and the noun

1
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it modifies is the second element. The Hopi equivalent of white dog,
for example, is qötsavoko, and The white dog barked is Qötsavoko
waha. The accent in compounds is usually (but not always) on the
second syllable, the lyllable which directly precedes the second
element of the compound: qötsa'voko. The various phonological
processes we have talked about will naturally affect these compounds.
In qötsavoko, pooko 'dog' shows Lip as voko due to the change of .2 to v
and the shortening of an unstressed long vowel when it is adjacent
to the stressed vowel; this latter process also shortens the first vowel
of qöötsa 'whiter to give q.ötsa.

Some adjectives have special, shorter forms that are used in
compounds. For instance, paalangpu 'red' shortens to pala- in
compounds, and wuuyoq'a 'big' shortens to wuko-. 'Big dog' is thus
wukovoko. 'Red house' is either palaki or palakihu -- the final hu
of kiihu may be dropped in compounds. Compounds also sometimes
have special meanings that you cannot predict from the meanings
of their parts. For example, wukonavna, from wuko- 'big' and navna
'shirt', does not mean just 'big shirt', but rather 'coat'.

Exercise B
T rans late.

(1) wukovasa (2) qötsapbsa (3) q&rnavkwahu (4) mpkikuyi
(5) qötsa'önga (6) pala'u'utspi (7)',rnukinöhu (8) *wukoki
(9) qötsatavo (10) qismavkihu

Gramma r

Sometimes more than one adjective occurs with a noun; in this
'case the adjectives and noun may join together in a compound of three
or more members. For example, laki is 'red house'. To say
'big red house', the adjective wuko- 'big' is added to the compound
palaki to form the larger compound wukopalaki 'big red house'. The
accent is then on the second syllable of the entire compound: wuk'opalaki.

11)')
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An adjective may tself be modified even when it is part of

a compound. N , for example, modifies adjectives and has the

meanin very'. Nu'an wukopalaki thus means 'very big

red ho se'.
T e adjectival notion 'little' may be expressed by an ending on

a noun rather than through a compound. For instance, the ending

-wya_ can be added to maana 'girl' to give the expression manawya

'little girl'. Another ending meaning 'little' is -hoya, so that 'child'

can be either tsay or tsayhoya. Similarly, pokhoya means 'little dog'.

Note that -hoya lengthens to -hooyam when plural.

Exercie C
Translate.

(1) nulan wukopalaki (2) nu'an wupataqa (3) povokhooyam

(4) qötsamomost (5) qötsamornoshoyam

Exercise D

(1) This knife is big.
(2) The boy is very tall.
(3) A very tall boy is standing here.

(4) A big eagle is flying around.
(5) The big house is very red.
(6) 'The red house is very big.

(7) This bird isn't really very yellow.

(8) That red ant bit me.
(9) The little girl is chopping the apple tree.

(10) A white bird is sitting next to me.

"09
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Answers

Exercise A 4 i
( 1 ) dogs (2) apple trees (3) knives (4) fields (5) knees
(6) squirrels (7) stomachs (8) ponds (9) cats (10) children

Exercise B
(1) big field (2) white mouse (3) black eagle (4) hot water ,
(5) white salt (6) red door (7) hot egg (8) big house
(9) white cottontail (10) blaCk house

Exercise C
(1) very big red house (2) very tall man (3) Utile dogs
(4) white cats (5) little white cats

Exercise D
(1) I' poyo wuuyoq5a.

(2) Pam tiyo nu'an wuupa.
(3) Nu'an wupatiyo yev wunu.

(4) Wukokwahu puuyawnuma.

(5) Wukokihu nu'an paalangpu.

(6) Palakihu nu'an wuuyoq'a.
(7) I' tsiro qa pas nu'antaskyavi.
(8) Pam pala'anu nuy kuuki.

(9) Pam manawya mansantsokit saavulawu.

(10) Qötsatsiro inuqlaq qatuwta.

1'1



LES/SOX 23: RELATIVE CLAUSES
.

Vocabulary

puuwi 'sleep'
piluyalti 'fly'
tawlawu 'sing'

-

mooki 'die'
waaya 'run away'
watqa 'run away PL'

Grammar
A "relative clause" is a clause which modifies a noun. For

example, that I hit is a relative clause, modifying boy, in the sentence
The boy that I hit ran away. We will study Hopi relative clauses in
this lesson, but first we must examine the use of a special verb

ending, -32.
The verb ending -3,1 in Hopi is roughly equivalent to the ending

-er in English. By adding -er to a verb in English, we obtain a noun

designating a person or thing that carries out the action of the verb.

By adding -er to the verb write, for instance, we obtain the noun

writer, which means 'one who *rites'. Hopi -32 works in the same

way. From the verb penta: 'writing', for instance, we can form,

by adding _aa, the noun.pentaqa, which means 'writer' or 'one who

writes'.
The ending -aa can be added to different forms of the verb. Often it

goes on the durative form, as in pentaqa (penta 'writing' is the durative

form of peena 'write'). Commonly it is added after the verb suffix

-ngwu, which translates as 'habitually' or 'always', FrOm penta, then,,

we have pentangwuqa, which means 'writer,' or 'one who is always

writing'.

- 1Z4-
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As you might expect, the combination of a verb and the ending
is sometimes irregular in one way or another. It may be

irregular in form. For example, when added to wari 'run', -qa
can yield either warikngwuqa 'runner', which is what you might
expect, or wawasngwuqa 'runner', which is not. On the other hand,
the combinatiod may have a special meaning. The verb masa'ta
means 'have wings'; it is formed from ,the noun masa 'wing' and the
ending -'ta 'have', which you studied in Lesson 15. By adding _aa to
masa'ta we obtain the noun masa'taqa, which literally means 'wing-haver'
or 'one that has wings', but this is normally used in the more
specialized sense 'airplane'.

Exercise A

Translate.
(1) tawlawngwuqa (2) puuyaltingwuqa (3) tutuqaynaqa
(4) puwngwuqa (5) noovalawngwuqa

Grammar

Like other nouns, those derived by the ending can be marked
as plural or as objects. The endings used to,do this are those you
have already learned for other nouns. The ending -rn is used -for the
plural, for instance pentangwuqam 'writers'. For objects, the enchng
is -t pentangwuqat 'writer OBJ'. For plural objects, the object'
ending -/ is added to the plural ending -mu; pentangwuqamuy

ters OBJ'.

Exercise B
Translate.

- (1) Qisyangwuqam watqa.

(2)

(3)

f.

Kwaakwahut rnasa'yungqamuy ngöytota.
NU' wawasngwuqat aw yóri

(1) Naayawngwuqa waaya.
(5) Pam kapiri tawlawngwuqamuy kuuki.

1 3
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Grammar
The ending - sa is used to mark the verb of a relative clause.

For example, Maana warikqa lolma means 'The girl that ran is

pretty'. The relative clause in this sentence is wL.ikqa, which

modifies the noun maana tgir1'.
Various factors determine the precise form that a relative

clause will have. One of these factors is whether or not the

subject of the main clause and the subject of the subordinate

relative clause are identical, that is, whether or not the two

subjects designate the same object or individual. The main and

subordinate clause subjects are identical in our example, Maana

warikqa lolma 'The girl who ran is pretty': Maana 'girl' is the subject of
lolma 'pretty': it is also understood to be the subject of wari 'run', i.e.
the person understood to do the rumling is maana 'girl'. In this

grammar section we will concentrate on examples where the main
-r-and subordinate clause subjects are the same.

The ending -2a can be attached to .different forms of the verb

in a relative clause. In Maana warikqa lolma 'The girl who ran is

pretty' it is attached to the simple form of the verb, hence the

subordinate verb is translateVith the English past tense: warikqa

'who ran'. Compare this with a relative clause using the durative

form of the verb: Maana warikiwtaqa lolma 'The girl who is running

is pretty'. With the future verb we have still another sense: Maana
.0warikniqa lolma 'The girl who will run is pretty'. The meaning is

always what you would expect from, the use of these verb forms

in simple sentences.
When the relative clause modifies the subject of theksentence,

as in all the above examples, the relative clause verb will be marked

plural if the subject noun it modifies is plural. As we saw before,

the plural form of 'The'girls who ran are pretty' is

thus Mamant yuutukqam loololrnsatu. All the elements in this sentence

131
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are plural. The main clause is Mamant loololmatu 'The girls are
pretty', with the plural subject noun marnant 'girls' and the plural

' adjective loololmatu 'pretty PL' (adjectives must be plural when th,e
subject noun is plural). The sub3ect noun mamant 'girls' is modified
by the relative clause yuutuqam 'who'ran PL'; since the plural !girls'
is understood to be the subject of the subordinate verb, the plu l form
of this verb is used, namely yuutu, and this combines with the plural
form of the ending, namely -qam.

When the relt.tive clause modifies an object noun rather than a
subject noun, an object form of -qa, ,specifically -3,E, is added to the
verb of the relative clause (for both singuLar and plural nouns). (This ending

can be regarded as a special pronunciation of -qay, wSich consists
of ,-qa plus the object ending ) For example,,Nu' maanat naawaknaqe
tsootsona means 'I kissed the girl that I like'. Note that the subjects
of the main and subordinate clauses are identical ('I' is the subject
of both 'kiss' and 'like'), though this subject is omittcd, in the
relative clause rather than beirigtepeated. The relative clause
naawaknaqe 'that I like' modifies an object noun, maanat, so the
verb naawakna appears with an object form of the ending, -qe.

Exercise C
Translate.

(1) Pam taaqa sikwit nosqa mooki.
(2) Pam tiyo waayaqa nima.
(3) Puma tootim watqaqam ninma.
(4) Nu' maanat ngöyvaqe ngu'a.
(5) Nu' maanavituy ng8yvaqe ngu'a.

Grammar

4

In this section we consider cases where the subject of the main
clause is not identical to the subject of the subordinate clause. In
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such cases, the noun that is modified will always function as the objeci

in either the hin clause or the ielative clause, so the verb of the .

4f

relative clause is rnaraed with an object form of This 'form will

be 7qat when the modified noun is singular, and -qarnuy when it is plural.

The relative clause may mbdify the object of the main clause.

Fox example, 'I kissed the girl'that ran' is Nu' maanat wa'rikoat

tsootsona. Here the relative clause is warikqat 'that ran', and it is

marked with the object ending -qat because it modifies the object noun

maanat. The plural of this, as you might expect, is Nu' maman9uy

yuutukqtamuyy tsootsona 'I kisstd the girls that ran'.

Another possibility is for the modified noun to be the object,of

both Ow main clause and the subordinate clause. Examples are Nu'

rnaanat um naawaknaqat tsootsona 'I kissed the girl you like' and Nu'

rnamantuy um naawaknaqamuy tsootsona 'I kissed the girls you like'.-

As in previous examples, the relative clause (um naawaknaqat or um

naawaknaqamuy 'that ou like') directly follows the noun it modifies

(mamant 'girl OBJ' onmalmantuy 'girls OBJ').

The final possibility is for the modified navn to be the object of the

subordinate clause only. Examples are Maanat nu' tsootsonaqat pas

lolma 'The girl I kissed is very pretty' arid Mamantuy nu' tsootsonaqamuy

pas loololmatulThe girls I kissed are very pretty'. Here the modified noun

('gii.1' or 'girls') is the subject of the main clause (with the predicate

'pretty') and the object only of the relative clause (the object of 'kissed').

Observe one peculiarity of this kind of sentence: the mNdified noun

occurs in its object form (maanat or mamantuy) even though it is the

main clause subject.

Exercise ID

Translate.
(1') Pookot nu' kuukiqat mooki.

(2) Nu' wuutit urn tsootsonaqat tuwa.

(3) Nu' moomostuy pam pooko kuukiqamuy ngbyva.
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(4) Urn taavot waayaqat naawakna?

(5) Uzi taatavtuy watqaqamuy qa naawakna?

'Exercise E'
Translate.

0

(1) The eagle is a flier.,
(2) I found the keeper. --

(3) What are the singers looking at?
(4) The girl who laughed is my older sister.
(5) The dogs that are running are pretty.
(6) I sinned the rsabbit that I killed.

,

(7) He shot the eagle that flew.
(8) I don't like the girls you kissed.'
(4') The man you shot died.

(10) A woman vo is coughing is walking toward me.

f

Answers

Exercise A
(1) singer (2) flier (3) teacher (4) sleeper (5) cook

Exercise B
(1) TN killers ran away.

(2) The eagles are chasing the airplanes.
(3) I looked at the runner.
(4) The fighter ran away.

(5) That goat bit the singers.

Exercise C
(I) The man whii ate the meat died.
(21 The boy who rat away went home.

(3) Thoes who ran awly went twine.

1 3
.1)



(4) I caught the girl I chased.

(5) I caught the girls DLAfthased.
.6)
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Exercise D
(/) The dog I bit died.
(2) I found the woman you kiss'ed.

(3) I chased the cats the dog bit.
(4) Do you like the cottontail that ran away?
(5) Don't you like the cottontails that ran away?

Exercise E
(1) Kwaahu puu\yaltingwuqa.

(2) Nu' puwngwuqat tuwa.
(3) Puma tawlawngwuqam hiita aw taayungwa?

(4) Pam maana naaniqa iqöqa.
9

(5) Povkotjuutukiwtactaml8ololtriatu.
(6) Nu' taavot niinaqe siskwa.
(7) Pam kwaahut puuyaltiqat mu'a.
(8) Nu' mama:ntuy um tsootsonaqamuy qa naawakna.

(9) Put taaqat um mooki.

(10) Wuuti ohohotaqa inurneq wayma.

r



DIALOG 7: GOING TO TOWN

Vocabulary
aa'awna 'tell, let know'
tsongmoki 'get hungry'
wiiki 'take along'
huuya 'sell'
pane 'do thus, do that'

Dialog

Janet: Haqami uukongya?

Mary: Pam pay se'el tumala'tato.
Janet: Uma as nuy Homol'omi

wikni? Nu' as aw nöösiw at
oovi huuyatoni.

Mary: Ason pituq't5. $Naat yaw

pam piw uuyiy aw kuyvatot
pu' a' nimani.
Ta-11. A son pituq urn nuyJanet:

Mary:

Janet:

aa'awnani.
Ta'ai. Pay ason itarn
nöönösat pn' awyani, ne'
itam qa tsöngmokyani.

Ta'4. Pay itam pantotini.

-koongya 'husband'
nötssiwqa 'food, groceries'
uuyi 'cornfield'
se'el 'early'
net I Iso

Where is your husband?

He went to work verir early.

Could you two take me to
Winslow? I want to go shop for
g roc e ries.

When he comes. He also wants
to stop by his cornfield on his
way home.

Okay. Let me know when he
comes.

Okay. We will eat first before
we go so we don't get hungry.

Okay. We'll do that.



Vocabulary

tiposi 'child, baby'

tiihu 'dance, ceremony'
aama 'bury'

LESSON 24: PASSIVES

q'"?'"VMAreWillr111.116

tuupe 'bake, roast'
taawi 'song'
tiita 'have a baby'

Grammar
A sentence such as The boy kicked the football is said to be

"active". Corres'ponding to this active sentence is the "passive"

sentence The football was kicked by the boy. A passive sentence is-

one which describes an event from the viewpoint of a noun that would

normally be the,object of the verb, such as'the football in the examples

above. The noun which would normally be the subject of the verb, such

as the boy in these examples, ei'ther shows up in some other role

(such as the object of by) or does not show up at all (as in The football

was kicked).
There are several different ways of making passive, senterfces

in Hopi. You will have to learn which of these is appropriate with

a given verb. In all these ways of forming passive sentences, the noun

which would normally be the subject can be omitted and almost always is.

One way of forming the passive is by means of the verb ending

-ilti. When this ending is added to a verb, the last vowel of the verb

drops. For instance, yuku means 'mend', 'fix', or 'finish'. By dropping

the final u and adding -ilti, we obtain-the passiveyerb form yukilti-. The

sentence Taawi yukilti can be translated in various ways, such as

'The song was finished', 'The song got finished', or 'The

song is finished'. Notice that taawi 'song' is the subject in
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,this passive seritencee even though it would normally be the object
of a verb like yuku.

Exer cise A

Translate.
(1) Pam kiihu peenilti.
(2) Taawi yukilti.
(3) Paasa uuyiltini?
(4) Tiihu yukilti.
(5) Mukilti.

Grammar

Another way of forming the passive i by adding the ending -iwa
to the verb. As with -ilti, putting this ending on a verb causes the
final vowel of the verb to drop. Tiita, for instance, means 'have a
child' or 'bear', while tiitiwa is its passive and means 'be born'.
The noun that would normally be the object Df a verb functions instead
as the subject when the verb is marked by -iwa. Tiposi 'child' is
thu6 the subject inthe passive sentence Ti osi taavok tiitiwa 'The
Child was born yesterday'.

The ending -iwa may be less common than -ilti, but you will encotinter
it both in passive sentences with certain verbs and as part of
various complex words. For example, you may remember the noun
nöösiwqa 'food, groceries' from Dialog 7. This noun is formed from
the verb nötisa 'eat', by first adding-the passive ending -iwa:to yield
nöösiwa 'be eaten', and then adding the ending -aa_. (Lesson Z3) to yield
ndtSsiwqa 'that which is eaten, food'. The verb maatsiwa 'be named' is
passive, though there is no longer any active verb maatsi (except as part
of maamatsi 'recognize'); tungwa 'name, calF is used instead.
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Exercise B -41

Translate.
ci

(1) Um hin maatsiwa?
(2) Hisat taaqa tiitiwa?
(3) Inavna qa tuu'ihiwa.
(4) Kawayo ngu'iwa.

(5) Tsirom ngu'iwya.

Grammar
Yet another way of making a passive sentence is by using a plul'al

verb with-no subject. For example, Taavot niinaya means 'The cottontail

was killed', 'Somebody killed the cottontail', or 'TheY (but no one in

particular) killed the cottontail'. Notice that taavot 'cottontail' is an

object in this s(entefice, since it is marked by the object ending.-t; there

is no subject.
Sometimes hak 'someone' is used as the subject in sentences such

as these. For instance, Taaqat hak tuku means 'The man was cut'

or 'Someone cut the man'; observe that the object taaqat precedes the

subject hak in this sentence, and the verb is singular.

Exercise C
Translate.

(1) Wuutit pa'angwaya.

(2) It 'Pookot hak niina.

(3) Kuuyit weheknaya.

(4) Put pookot tuuhotota.

(5) Sikwit tuupeya.

Exercise D
Translate.

(1) What will be painted?

(2) Your dress Was sewn.
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(3) The peach tree will be planted tomorrow.
(4) My cat was hurt.

(5) They buried the pot.
(6) He is named Milo.

When was she born?
Who was caught?

A big eagle was caught.

My grandmother went to buy groceries.

Exercise A

(1) That house got painted.
(2) The song was finished.
(3) Will the field be planted?

(4) The ceremony is finished.
(5) It got hot.

Exercise B
What is your name?

When was the man born?

My shirt was not sewn.
The horse was caught.
The birds were caught.

Exercise C
The woman was helped.

Someone killed this dog.
The water was spilled.
They hurt that dog.,_

The meat was roasted.

Answers
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Exercise D
(1) Himu peeniltini?
(2) Uukwasa tuu'ihiwa.

(3) Sipaltsoki qaavo' uuyiltini.

(4) Imoosay tuuhotota.
(51 Siivut amya.
(6) Pam Milo yan Maatsiwa.

(7) Pam hisat tiitiwa?
(8) Hak ngu'iwa?

(9) Wukokwahut ngu'aya.

(10) Iso ntSosiwqat huuyato.



Vocabulary

sipala 4peach'
asi 'sneeze'
aasi 'wash hair'

LESSON 25: CONJUNCTIONS

"twalalrwitallrwmalC"'"walt,
.01

novna 'feed'

tu'i 'buy'

sayti 'smile'

Grammar

"Conjunctions" are words like and and or. They are used to
connect, or "conjoin", sentences or parts of sentences of the same
type. By using the conjunction and, for example, the two simple
sentences The man is standing and The woman is sitting can be conjoined
to form the longer sentence The man is standing and the woman is sitting.
In The man and the woman are standing, and conjoins the two subjects
the man and the woman.

The Hopi conjunction nog and' can be used in both of these ways.
Pam taaqa wunuwta means 'The man is standing', while Pam wuuti

qatuwta means 'The 'Woman is sitting'; these can be conjoined with
nog to give the longer sentence Pam taaqa wunuwta nöq pam wuuti
qatuwta 'The man is standing and the woman is sitting'. Similarly,
nog conjoins the subjects pam taaqa 'the man' and pam wuuti 'the woman'
in Pam taaqa nog pan-i wuuti wunuwta 'The man and the woman are standing'.
(The complete subject is dual, since it designates just two individuals --
thus the verb is singular.)

Nol is also pronounced as niqw; use the pronunciation your teacher uses.

Exercise A

Trans late.

(1) this apple and that peach (2) Ron and Curtis (3) ,boys and girls
(4) the knife and the pot (5) this flower and yonder reed
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Exercise B
Translate.

(1) Nu' taavot aw yori nöq urn kawayot aw yori:.

(2) Ina sayti noq inöma naani.

(3) Yev yooyoki noq pev nuvalawii.

(4) Pooko nöq moosa taavot ngöyva.
(5) Mi' taaqa nöq mi' tiyo pasve turnalaqa.

Grammar
You have seen that the cpnjunction nog is used to conjoin two(rduns

.when these combine to function as the subject of a sentence. Object

nouns can also be conjoined; when they are, a different conjunction

is used, namely nit. Thus Taavo pookot nit moosat ngöyva 'The

cottontail chased a dog and a cat' contains the conjoined object
pookot nit moosat. Note that both object nouns, as well as the conjunction,

are in object form.

Exercise C
Change these conjoined nouns from subject form to obiect form.

(1) aanu nöq toovi (2) ipono nöq itama (3) i ts"oongo nöq pam tihu

(4) paaqwa nog waakasi (5) pam nevni nöq pam ötinga

Exer ci se D

Trans late.

(1) Nu' pookot nit moosat tuwa.
(2) Pam pooko itamby nit irnay kuuki.

(3) Pam wuuti kwasat nit pitanaktsit tu'i.
(4) Hak kawayot nit waakasit novnani?

(5) I' q8yangwuqa mansaianat nit sipalat nöösa.

Grammar
The Hopi word for 'or' is sen. When sen is used to combine two

simple sentences into a longer one, it is used before both: Sen Milo
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kawayot novnani sen LouVina waakasit novnani. 'Either Milo will
feed the horse or LouVina will feed the cow'.

When sen is used to conjoin subject nouns, it is also repeated
before both: Sen tiyo sen maana asi 'Either the boy or the girl
sneezed'. Sen also occurs with object nouns. In this case_iyyan be
repeated before each, or it may occur only before the second. 'I
will kill a jackrabbit or a cottontail' can therefore be translated
either as Nu' sen sowit sen taavot niinani, with two occurrences of
sen, or as Nu' sowit sen taavot niinani, with just oriett.

Exerci
T rans late.

(1) Sen yooyoki sen nuvalawu.
(2) Sen wouti sen maana aasi.
(3) Pam kwasat sen navnat tuu'ihani.
(4) Sen taaqa wuutit tsootsona sen wuuti taaqat tsootsona.
(5) NU' sen nevnit sen palamorit nösni.

Exercise F
Translate.

(1) She ate meat and red beans.
(2)

(3)

(4)

She ate meat or red beans.
The ladder fell and then the man yelled.
The leopard caught a parrot and a mouse.

(5) This cat and his dog bit each other.
(6) Either you wiftë1me or I will help you.
(7) My wife and olcjies ster are sitting next to me.
(8) I will wash my hair and you will feed the cat.
(9) My grandmother cut the potato and the greens.

(10) This boy has a top and that girl has a doll.
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Answers

Exercise A
(1) P mansana nöq pam sipala (2)/1on nöq Curtis

(3) tootirn nöq mamant (4) pam poyo nöq pam siivu

(5 ) sihu nöq mi' songohu

Exercise B

(1) I looked at a cottontail and you looked at a horse.

(2) My father smiled and my wife laughed.

(3) It is raining here and it is snowing there.

(4) The dog and the cat chased a cottontail.
(55 Yonder man and yonder boy are working in the field.

Exercise C
(1) aanut nit toovit (2) iponoy nit itamay (3) it tsoongot nit put tihut

(4) paaqwat nit waakasit (5) put nevnit nit put ööngat

Exercise D
I found a dog and a cat.
That dog bit my knee and my hand.
The woman bought a dress and a hat.

Who will feed the horse and the cow?

This killer ate an apple and a peach.

Exercise E
Either it is raining or it is snowing.
Either the woman or the girl washed her hair.

She will sew a-dress or a shirt.
Either the man kissed the woman or the woman kissed the man.

I will eat greens or red beans.



Exercise F
(1) Pam sikwit nit palamorit nöttl-sa.

(2) Pam sikWit sen pala'morct nötfsa.

(3) Pam saaqa 1espe nöq parr' taaqa töqti.
(4) Pam t9ho kyaarot /tit pötSsat ngu'a.
(5) I' moosa nöq pooko naakuuki.
(6) Sen um nuy pa'angwani sen nu' ung pa'angwani.
(7) Inöma nöq iqöqa inuqlaq qatuwta.

(8) Nu' asni nöq um moosat novnani.
(9) Iso tumnat nit nevnit tuku.

(10) P tiyo patukya'ta nöq pam rnaana tihu'ta.



D/ALOG 8: AT PLAY

Vocabulary

114eol_.!.1reiCan'

tuuwa 'sand'
tavi 'hand over'
qaatsi 'sit there'
hangwa 'dig'
heeve 'look for'
yuku 'make'
haaki 'wait'

Dialog

Angie: Pruhie, tus pa' put tavi'i. Prunie, hand me that. That one

Put uqlaq qatsqata. sitting by you.

Prunie: Ita'? Haaki, naat nu' iL This orie? Wait, I am still
.40;5

3

kuyto ' o get water'

yukuto go get'

ii'itsi 'hurry up'

pisoq'iwta 'hurrying'
ahoy 'pack, in return'
sen 'perhaps'
akw 'with it'

-ngern

.N\
akw haThgwanta. digging with it.

Angie: Ii'itsi, taq nu' as Hurry up, I am in a hurry to

pisog'iwta. finish.

Prunie: I' tura'. Niikyang Here, then. But be sure to

inumi ahoy tavini. giveilit back to me. 0

A

Tristan: Uma hintsaki? Nu' umuy What are you doing? I've been

teevev hevntirna. looking for you two all day.

Prunie: Itam homokit yuyku. Sen We are making a hogan. Perhaps

um itamuy pa'angwani? you can help us?

Angie: Itamungem aw kuyto'o. Nit GD get water for us. Arid then

pu' piw urn tuuwat yukutoni. also get sand. Run.

riku'u.

Tris6.n: Pas uma put

lomayuyku.

OkaY. You two are making that

good.
142-



LESSON 26 PARTICLES
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Vocabulary
hoonaw 'bear' wikoro 'jug'
bomaw 'cloud' sakwa 'turquoise'
komo 'brown', tsaava 'short'

Grammar

You have noticed by now that Hopi'sentences ciften contain onee
or more small words, called "partic,les", that contribute in various
subtle ways to their meaning. There are many particles that you
must learn to use pitoperly if you want to be a fluent Hopi speaker.
In this lesson we will study just a few of them.

One important particle is as. It has not just one meaning, but a
variety of related mea-nings that depend in part on the nature of the
sentence in whichit occurs. Sometimes it mere ndi tes that the
situation described by the sentence occurred in the p st. Kuuyi muki,
for example, means 'The water is hot' and describes the present;

aKuuyi as muki, on the other hand, means 'T e water was hot' and
describes the past.

As may also indicate unachieved intentift.. Nu' as kuyto, for
instance, means 'I went to get rater' and carries the imp'filation
that I did not actually succeed in getting it. This meaning of
unachieved intention is possible even when the verb is marked widi
the futiire en/ding -ni. Nu' saytini means 'I will smile'. Nu' as saytin.i,
however, means 'I was going to smile' or 'I tried to smile', implying\
that I did not actually do so. The range of possible meanings is actually
broader still. Nu' as saytini can also mean, f r example, 'I wanted to
smile' or 'I shourd smile'.

p.
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Exercise A
Translate.

(1) The bear was brown.
(2) The jug was turquoise.

(3) I should wash my hait
(4) The woman tried to sneeze.
(5) He was going to crawl.

Grammar

100.

The particle as normally occurs before the predicate. However

its position in the sentence- is not fixed, and it often occurs elsewhere.

If the verb has an object, as can appear either before 6fter it. Thus

'I was going to cut it' can be either Nu' put as tukuni or Nu' as put

tukuni. This particle can even occur at the end, of the sentence, in v>hich

case it appears in the special pausal form asta: Nu' put tukuni as'a 'I

was going to cut it'. One restriction is that as cannot appear in

sentence-initial position, before the subject (unless another particle

accompanies it).

Exercise B
Translate.
Pam put tuu'ihani as'a.
Taawi as lomahinta.
Iqoqa as put saavutani.
Mi' taaqa as kiihut peenani.
Oomaw qt3ötsa as'a.

Grammai-
Another important particle is yaw. This particle means that the

speaker has no direct knowledge of the situation described in the

..sentence, and it can be translated by 'it is said', 'I litaard', 'people

say', 'they say', and so on. Pam put tuku means 'He cut itr and
fir
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suggests that the speaker has direct knowledge o the event; Pam put yaw
tuku means something likeo'I heard he cut it' 'He cut it, they say'.

Yaw can occur in various positions, even sentence-initial position.
The following are all correct: Pam put yaw tuku, Pam yaw put tuku,
Yaw pam put tuku. The particle yaw can also occur at the end of a
sentence, in which case the pausal form yawli is used: Pam put tuku
yaw'i 'He cut it, Pm told'. Yaw and as can be used in the same
sentence, and the meaning is just what you would expect. For instance,
Pam put as yaw tukuni means 'He was going to cut it, they say'.

Exercise C
T rans late.

Pooko ung yaw kuUki.

Hoonaw put ngoyva yaw'i.

Yaw navna'at sakwa.

Pam u'utspit as yaw hötani.
Iti yaw homokit yuyku.

Grammar

The last particle we will look at is kus, which.implies that the
situation described by the sentence has not been directly,experienced
by the speaker, but rather is inferred to be true. The closest
translation is perhaps 'evidently': Pam put kus kt4iki 'Evidently he bit
her'.

Like the other particles, kus can occur in different positions.
'Evidently he bit her', for example, can be given as any of the
following: Pam put kus kuuki, Pam kus put kuuki, Kus pam put kuuki.
When it occurs at the end of a sentence, kus has the pausal form
kura': Pam put kuuki kura' 'He bit her, evidently'.

When kus and yaw occur in the same sentence, kus usually
precedes: Pam put kus yaw kuukini 'Evidently he is going to bite her,

1.7



it is said'. Order is variable, however. All three particles can

occur in the same sentence, with the complicated meaning you
Os

might expect: Pam put kus as yaw kuukini 'Evidently he was going to

bite her, it is said'. When as combines with another particle, it can

come at the beginning of a sentence: As kus parn put kuukini 'Evidently

he was going to bite her'.

Exercise D
Translate.

(1) Pam maana k wlawni.

(2) Kus yaw hoonaw 1oonat ngu'a.

(3) As kus kikmongi tsaava.
(4) Wikoro as sakwa kurL
(5) Pam wuuti nuy kus as yaw mu'ani.

Exercise E
Translate.

(1) The cloud is black.
(2) The cloud was black.
(3) The cloud was evidently black.
(4) Evidently the cloud is black, I am told.

(5) The cloud was evidently black, it is said.

(6) My wife evidently broke the jug and the pot.

(7) The song was very pretty, they say.
(8) He tried to catch the fly.
(9) Evidently they DL didn't kill each other.

(10) She was evidently going to wash her hair, they say.

Answers

Exercise A
(1) Pam hoonaw as komo.

(2) Wikoro as sakwa.
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(3) Nu' as asni.
(4) Pam wuuti as
(5) Pam as laho'mani.

Exercise B
(1) She was going to sew it.
(2) The song was pretty.
(3) My older sister wanted to chop it.
(4) Yonder man was going to paint the house.
(5) The cloud was white.

Exercise C

(1) A dog bit you, I hear.
(2) They say a bear chased it.
(3) It is said his shirt is turquoise.
(4) He tried to open the door, it is said.
(5) My child is making a hogan, I hear.

Exercise D
(1) That girl will evidently sing.
(2) Evidently the bear caught a squirrel, they say.
(3) Evidently the village chief was short.
(4) The jug was evidently turquoise.
(5) Evidently that woman was going to shoot me, I hear.

Exercise E
(1) Oorriaw qi5mavi.

(2) Oomaw as q8mavi.

(3) As kus oomaw q8mavi.

(4) Oomaw kus yaw qiimavi.

(5) Oomaw kus as yaw qi5mavi.

(6) Inöma wikorot nit siivut yooha kurL



(7) Taawi pas as yaw lomahinta.

(8) Pam as toovit ngu'ani.
(9) Kus puma qa naanina.

(10) Pam kus as yaw'asni.



LESSON 27: TEMPORAL CLAUSES

Vocabulary
paklawu 'cry'
pakrnurnuya 'crying'

paki 'enter, come in'
asisita 'sneezing'

Grammar

In Lesson 23 you learned about relative clauses, which are
subordinate clauses that modify nouns. There are various other
kinds of subordinate clauses in Hôpi. In this lesson we will study
two new types of subordinate clauses; since they pertain to time
relations, we will call them "temporal clauses".

The first type of temporal clause indicates that the actions of the
subordinate and main clauses occur in 4equence. The verb of
the subordinate clause is marked by the ending -t, which indicates
that the action of the subordinate verb precedes that of the main verb
in temporal order. For example, Nu' pakit pu' qatuvtu can be trans-
lated variously as 'I came in and sat down', 'Afte'r entering I sat down',
or 'Having entered I sat down'. Notice that accent sometimes falls on
the vowel immediately preceding the ending -t , even though it would not
normally be expected there. Notice also that pu', which can be
translated here as 'and then', often occurs after the subordinate
clause and before the main clause.

Exercise A

Trans late.

(1) Pam warikt pu' tso'omti.
(2) Pam rnaana naanit pu' paklawu.
(3) Urn nöst pu' hiiko.
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(4) I' taaqa öhökt pu' asi.
(5) Nu' moosat tuwat pu' put kuntuva.

Grarnrnar
The second type of temporal clause indicates that the actions of

the subordinate and main clauses are simultaneous. The verb of the

Ittbordinate clause is marked by the ending -kyang, which sometimes

causes the final vowel or ending of the verb to drop. For example,

Pam tuumoyta means 'He's eating'. When this is made into a

subordinate clause, the durative ending -ta is dropped from tuumoyta

and -k an is added: tuumoykyang. A sentence such as Pam tuumoykyang
6

hiihiko has various translations, for instance 'While eating he's drinking'

or 'He's eating and drinking'.

Exercise B
Translate.

(1) Pam tawlawkyang wunima.

(2) Pam maana naThankyang pakmurnuya.

(3) Nu' Mohotikyang asisita.
(4) Puma yeskyang pentota.

(5) Mi' taaqa warikiwkyang na'nani.

Grammar
In all the examples studied so far in this lesson, the main cLause

subject has been the same as the subordinate clause subject. In

Nu' pakft pu' qatuvtu 'I came in and sat down', for example, the

subject of both 'came in' and 'sat down' is understood to be 'I'. Of

course it will not always happen to be the case that the two subjects

are identical. When they differ, for either type of temporal

clause, the subordinate verb is marked by the ending -E,(sometimes

pronounced -qw) rather than by -t or -kyang. For instance, Nu'

pakiq pu' pam qatuvtu means 'I came in and she sat clown'. The ending
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-E, rather than -t , is required on the subordinate verb paki 'enter'
because the two subjects, '1' and 'she', are different.

Exercise C

Translate.
(1) Nu' moosat tuwaq pu' [Dam put kuntuva.

(2) Pam tiyo tuurnoytaq pu' parn_maana hiihiko.
(3) Nu' sowit ngu'aq pu' urn put niina.
(4) Pam nananq nu' turnala 'tani.
(5) Pam pooko tso'orntiq pu' [Dam kapiri wari.

Grammar

In all of the examples considered above, the subordinate clause
preceded the main clause. This is the typical order, but with
subordinate clauses marked by -t ot -3 it is also possible for the
subordinate clause to follow the main clause. In this event the
subordinate clause verb will typically be final in the sentence,
which means that it must occur in its pausal form. The pausal form

"of -t is -t'a, and that of -3 is -q'ö. 'I came in and sat down', then,
can be given as Nu' qatuvtu pakit'a, with the pausal -t'a on the
subordinate verb paki. Similarly, 'I came in and she sat down' can
be given as Pam qatuvtu nu' pakiq21.

Exe rcise D

T rans late.

(1) Pam rnaana paklawu naanit'a.
(2) Pam rnoosat kuntuva nu' put tuwaq'o.
(3) Um hii.440,n8st'a.

(4) Nu' tumala'tani pam nananq't5.
(5) Pam kapiri wari pam pooko tso'omtiq'ö.
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Exercise E
Trans late.

(1) After entering, I will drink.
(2) After I enter, you will drink.

(3) I will drink after I enter.
(4) You will drink after I enter.
(5) The woman is eating and talking.

(6) While laughing, he jumped.
(7) While I was laughing, he jumped.

(8) He yelled and ran away.
(9) He chased the dog and caught it.

(10) He caught the dog after I chased it.

Exercise A

Answers

After running he jumped.

The girl laughed then cried.
Having eaten, you drank.

This man coughed and then sneezed.

I found the cat and kicked it.

E)c.ercise B

He is singing and dancing.
While laughing, the girl is crying.

I am coughing and sneezing.

They are sitting and writing.
Yonder man is Laughing while running.

Exercise C
(1) After I found the cat, he kicked it.

(2) The boy is eating and the girl is drinking.
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(3) I caught the jackrabbit and you killed it.
(4) While she is laughing, I will be working.
(5) The dog having jumped, the goat ran.

Exercise D
(1) The girl cried after laughing.
(2) He kicked the-cat after I found it.
(3) You drank after eating.
(4) I will be working while she is laughing.
(5) The goat ran after the dog jumped.

Exercise E
(1) Nu' pakft pu' hikwni.
(2) Nu' pakfq pu' urn hikwni.

(3) Nu' hikwni pakit'a.
(4) Urn hikwni nu' pakiq't5.

.(5) Pam wuuti tuurnoykyang yu'a'ata.
(6) Pam n'anankyang tsolomti.
(7) Nu' nananq pam tso'omti.
(8) Pam töqtit pu' waaya.

(9) Pam pookot ngöyvat pu' put ngu'a.,...

(10) Pam pookot ngu'a nu' put ngöyvaq't5.



DIALOG 9: BERTHA COMES HOME

Vocabulary

poota 'check'
yuwsi 'get dressed'
kiikinumto 'come visit'

Dia log

Jennie: Um pitu? Pas urn nawis'ew

pu' a' itamurni poota.

Bertha:

Jennie: Tsangaiwpi'i. Pu' yaw

Owi, nu' pu' hiisavo qa
tumala'taqe, oovi angqö.

Munqapeq tiihunoq, oovi

itarn yuuyuwsiya. Sen urn

itamum aqni'?
Bertha: Pay ason qaavo'o. Naat

nu' so'on Wits yuwsini.
Nu' piw naato mangu'iwta.

Jennie: Urn inurneq ason

kiikinurntoni.

Bertha: Pay ason qaavo'o.
Jennie: Pay nu' urni yorikqe

haa yti.

rnangu'iwta 'be tired'
hiisavo 'for a little while'
ii'its 'right away'

You're' around? You finally
came to check on us.
Yes, I'm not working for a little
while, that's why I came.

That is good. Today there is

a dance at Munqapi, so we are
getting ready. Perhaps you
want to go with us?

Wait till tomorrow. I protably

will not get dressed right away.

I am still tired.
You come visit with me.

Wait till tomorrow.
I'm happy now that I've seen

you.
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LESSON 28 ; CONDITIONAL CLAUSES

Vocabulary
.itsivuti 'get angfy'
tuutuyti 'get sick'

suhimu ohandsome'

hilkya'ta xpensive'

Grammar

In this Lesson we will study subordinate clauses that express
a .condition for the fulfillment of the situation described by the main
clause. These "coriditional" clauses are of two basic types, those
ro ughly equivalent to Engli0 clauses marked by if, and those roughly
equivalent to English clauses marked by since or because.

4%.When the subjects of the main and subordinate clauses are
identical, 'if' is expressed by the ending -e' on thS subordinate
verb, as in the following example: Nu' put tuwe' nu' waayani 'If
I see him run away'. Notice that the ending -e' replac-es the final
vowel of the verb; thus the final a of tuwa drops when -e' is added,
yielding tuwe'. Notice also that the main claiise verb takes-the future
ending -ni.

The subordinate clause normally precedes the main cl(Witse in
sentences such as these, but the opposite order is also possible.
When the subordinate clause follows, the verb marked by -e' may
be final, in vichich case it occurs in the pausal form -e'e: Nu'
waayani put Cuwe'e 'I'll run away if I see him'. Observe that the
subject, being identical for the two clauses, need not be repeated.

Exercise A

Translate.
(1) Itam naatuwe' pu' waayani.
(2) Itam waayani naatuwe'e.

a
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(3) Pam nirrie' haalayni.

(4) Urn it kuuyit hiikwe' ury tu'utuytini.

(5) Urn tuutuytini it kuuyit hiikwe'e.

Grammar
When the subjects of the main and subordinate clauses are 'not

identical,- the subordinate cil se verb.is marked byac

in temporal clau'ses: Pa

as it is

nuy tuwaq pu' nu' waayani 'If he sees me

run away'. The pausal form of -a is -q't5.: Nu' waayani pam titty

tuwaq't5 'I'll run away if he sees me'.

Exercise B
Translate the following sentences, and indicate whether

the main and subordinate clause subjects are the satne or different.

(1) Pam nimaq nu' haalayni.

(2) N ' haalayni pam ni.rnaq'ö.

,(3) Pam nimaq pam itsivutini.
(4) Pam nirne' pam itsiyutini.

(5) Urn tumala'taq nu' tawliwni.

ier'

Slightly differenit forms of these endings are used' when the

subordinate clause describes a characteristic of the subject

Gramma r

rather than an action. Instead of -e', the basic endinr
Urn wuutine' kyaahakini 'If you were a woman you would be, rich'.

When the two subjects are different, the ending is -nt5c1 rather than just

-a. The pausal form of -ne' is -nee, and the pausal form of -.nöq

\-)
is -eq't5.

Exercise C
Trahslate.

(1) If you were a woman I would be happy.

(2). If you were tall you would be happy.



(3) If you were tall.I would be happy.
(4) You would be happy if you were tall.
(5) I'would be happy if-,you were tall.

Grammar

Special mention should be made of certain particles that
freqUently, occur in conditional sentences. For one thing, the
particle as (studied in Lesson 26) tends to be used in conditional
sentences that express a sitpation known to be counter to fact. For
instance, in the sentence Pam as wuupane' haalayni 'If he were tall

'he would be happy' the particle as makes explicit the idea that
the subject is in fact not tall; the sentence is talking about a
situation known not to exist.

Hopi has two'rnarkers of negation, qa and so'on. Qa is the
most common but in certain types of senterj.ces, conditional sentences
in particular, so'on is often used instead: Pam wuupane' so'on haalayni
'If he were tall he would not be happy'. When so'on and qa are used
together, the res.ult is a particle so'onqa (also pronounced so'onqe)
with positive or emphatic force: Pam qa wuupanel sOlonqa haalayni
'If he were notAall he would"be happy'.

aombinations Of golon arld as or of so'onqa and as can also be
used, with the expected meanings, for example: Pam nuy tuw.;,q nu'
so'on as waayani 'If he had.see4n me I wouldn't have run'.

'Exercise p
Translate.
Pam nuy tuwaq so onqa as nu' Waayani.
Nu' put tuwe' sO'onqe as waayani.
Pam pu' a-s tumala'te' haalayni.
Um it kuuyit hiikwe' urn so'onqa tuutuytini.
Pam haalayni as siihirnune'e.



Grammar
The-second type of conditional clauses we will examine are

those equivalent to since or because clauses in English. Hopi

has various ways of expressing -t-iiese notionsrbut we will look

at only one.

,
When the subjects of the main and subordinate clauses are the

same, the subordinate clause verb is marked by the ending _as

(-qay for some speakers): Pam nuy tuwaqe pu' nuy ngöyva Because

he saw me he chased me' or 'He saw me so he c sed me'. The

ending is -a when he subjects are different, atrith various other

types of subordina e clauses. The causal relation between the two

clauses is sometimes made more explicit by the addition of Oovi, which

can variously be translated as 'therefore', 'thus', 'that's why', or 's '

Exert*e E
Translate.

(1) Nu' put tuwaqe pu' waaya.
(2) Pam nuy tuwaq oovi nu' waaya.
(3) Kawayo qa hiikya'taq oovi nu' put tu'i.

(4) Nu' kawayot tu'i pam qa a'ne hiikya'taq oovi'i.

(5) Itam naatuwaqe oovi waaya.

Exercise F
Trahslate.

(1) If you get sick you will die.

4142) I would be happy if he were handsome.
d

(3) If she Rills me I will get angry.
i

(4) If she kills me I will not get angry.

(5) If she kills me I will really,get angry.
(6) Because he went home he is happy.

, (7) Because he went home I am happy.

(8) If I were pretty' I would really be happy.
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(9) I would really be happy if I were pretty.
(10) He is singi-bg because he is working.

Answers

Exercise A
(1) If we DL see each other we'LL run away.
(2) We DL win run away if we see each other.
(3) If he goes home he will be happy.
(4) If you drink this water you will get sick.
(5) You will get sick if you drink this water.

Exercise B
(1) If he goes home I will be happy. (d.ifferent subject)
(2) I will be happy if he goes home. (different subject)
(3) If he. goes home he will get angry. (different subject)
(4) If he goes horne he will gei angry. (same subject)
(5) N you work I will 5ing. (different subject)

Exercise C
(1) Urn wuutinoci nu' haalayni.
(2) Urn wuupane' haalayni.
(3) Urn wuupa Oci nu' haalayni.

(4) Urn haalayni wuupane'esp.

(5) Nu' haalayni urn wuupantiq16.

Exercise D
4

(1) If he had seen rne I would have run.
(2) If I had seen him I would have run.
(3) If he were working now he would be happy.
(4) If you drink this water you'll get sick for sure.
(5) He wquld be happy if he were handsome.
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Exercise E
(1) I saw him so I rankway.

(2 ) Because he saw me I ran away.

(3) Since the horse wasn't expensive I bought it.

(4) I bought the horse because it wasn't very expensive.

(5) We DL saw each other so we ran away.
A

Exercise F
(1) Urn tuutuyte' urn rnokni.

(2) Nu' as haalayni pam suhirnunoq'o.
(3) Pam nuy niinaq nu' itsivutini.
(4) Pam nuy niinaq'so'on nu' itsivutini.

(5) Pam nuy niinaq sO'onqa nu' itsivutini.

(6) Pam nimacie oovi haalayi.
(7) Pam nienaq oovi nu' haalayi.

(8) Nu' as lolmane' so'onqa haalayni.

(9) Nu' so'onqa haalayni as lolmane'e.

(10) Pam tawlawu tumala'taqe'oovi'i.
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Vocabulary

muuna 'flow'
yama 'cross '

Grammar

LESSON 29: MORE VERB FORMS

wi'ta 'be fat'
sutsev 'always'

1
In previous lessons you ave learned many different endings

or modifications that ....-flect verbs in Hcipi. There is much more
about verbs that you will have to learn, in becoming a fluent speaker
of Hopi, than we could possibly cover in a short book like this. In
this lesson will simply examine very briefly a number of common
verb endings that we have not previously discussed.

Some endings have the effect of turning a verb into a noun. You
will recall from Lesson 23, for example, that by adding to the vez.b.,4,
penta 'writing' the ending -qa you obtain the noun pentaqa 'writer'
or 'one who writes'. Another ending which turns a verb into a noun is
-pi or -vi, which means roughly 'place'. This ending can be added to
nouns as well as verbs, and sometimes the element to which it is
added is modified in the process.

The noun for 'running place', wawaspi, which derives from
the verb wari 'run', is a typical example. The first syllable
wa is duplicated, the final vowel i drops, and r chalages to s when_ _
-gi is added. U'utspi 'door', related to the verb uuta 'close', is
similar. Kuypi fwar container, bowl', from kuuyi 'water', shows\

)-. attached to a noun Many Hopi place names (written here to
,i:eflect their pronunciation) are formed With this. ending. For example,

Munqapi 'place where (water) flows' is related to the verb muuna 'flow'.

-161-
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Derived from nouns are Walpi 'place of the gap' and Paaqavi 'place of

bamboo'. Naturally certain forms derived with - have specialized,

not fully predictable meanings. For instance unukpi, from 'thunder',

means 'gun'.

Exercise A
Can you guess what these forms mean?

(1) yarnakpi (2 ) puvuwpi (3) qaqatspi (4) Songoopavi

(5) Sit_som'ovi

Grammar
The endipg -to can be added to verbs and contributes the

meaning 'go to'. For example, tu'i means 'buy', and tu'ito means

'go to buy'. Thus Pam moosat tu'ito means 'He went to buy a cat'.

The plural of -to is -wisa, hence Puma moosat tu'iwisa means 'They-

went to buy a cat'.
The ending -to can also be added to nouns/where it means

'go to' or 'go to get'. Sometimes a longer form, -mokto, is added

instead. From öönga 'salt', for instance, we can derive ongmokto

'go to get salt'.

Exercise B
Translate.

(1) Nu' sikisvet huuyato.

(2.) Itaha pastato.

(3) Pam wuuti kuyto.

(4) Nu' sikwirnoktoni.

(5) ham sikwimokwisni.

Grammar
,The ending -ti is'often used to contribute the meaning 'get'

or 'become'. From wuupa 'tall', for example, we can derive
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wuupati 'get tall'. The plural form is -toti, So 'They got tall' is
Puma wuupatoti.

The ending -va also sometimes translates as 'get', as in
Pam wi'va 'He got fat', from wi'ta 'be fat'. More commonly,
however, it translates as 'start' or 'begin'. Pam tumala'va means
'He began to work', for ,instance. Note that tht ending -ta drops
from tumalaita 'working' when -va is added. In ot er cases -va
causes a preceding vowel to change to i; thus from sa ta 'chop'
we get saavutiva 'begin chopping'.

Exercise C
Translate.

(1) Itaaso tuumoyva.
(2) Pam maana lolmatini.
(3) I' mansa'ana qa paalangputi.
(4 ) Puma yuutukva.

(5) Taataqt tumala'tivaya.

Grammar

The ending -ngwu, mentioned briefly in Lesson 23, means
'habitually or 'always'. Often it is used on the durative form of
the verb in conjunction with sutsev 'always', as in Pam sutsev naThanngwu
'He always laughs'.

The ending -ma, whose plural form is -wisa, means roughly 'go
along'. For instance, Pam asisitima means 'He is going along
sneezing'. Note that the durative ending -ta has been modified to
-ti by the following ending -ma. In other forms this ending may
translate as 'is getting', for instance in Pam wi'ma 'He is getting fat'.

4

The ending -numa means '(go) around', as in Pam pentinuma 'He's
going around writing'. Here also the durative ending -ta has been modified
to -11. Notice the contrast between the simple durative, as'in Pam
tawlawu 'He is singing (while stationary)'; the form with -ma, as in
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Pam tawma 'He is going along singing'; and the form with -numa, as in

Pam tawnuma 'He is going around singing'.

Exercise D
Translate.
Mi' masa'taqa puuyawnuma.

Puma wi'wisa.
sutsev nösngwu.

Pam tootoqtima.

Mamant tawnumya.

Exercise E
Translate.

(I) I didn't find the running place.
(2) My father will go to run.
(3) He is going to sing.
(4) They are going to sing.

(5) If you don't go home I will get angry.

(6) If you go home I will become happy.

(7) I always run away when he sees me.

(8) He is going around hoeing.

(9) The boy'began to sleep.

(10) You are going along coughing.

A nswers

Exercise A

(1) 'bridge, crossing place'
(2) 'bed, steeping place'
(3) 'sitting place'
(4) 'water place where reeds grow'
(5) 'hill place where flowers grow'
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Exercise B
(1) I went to sell a car.
(2) My uncle went to hoe.

(3) The woman went to get water.
(4) I will go to get meat.
(5) We will go to get meat:

Exercise C
(1) Our grandmother be an eating.
(2) The girl will get p tty.
(3) This apple didn't t red.
(4) They started to run.
(5) The men began working.

Exercise D
(1) Yonder airplane is flying arTund.
(2) They are getting fat.
(3) I always eat.
(4) He is going along yelling.

(5) The girls are going around.'singing.

Exercise E
(1) Nu' wawaspit qa tuwa.
(2 ) Ina .riktoni.

(3) Pam tawlawto.
(4) Puma tawlawwisa.

(5) Urn qa nimaq nu' itsivutini.
(6) Urn nirnaq nu' haalaytini.

(7) Nu' sutsev waayangwu parn nuy tuwaq'ö.

(8) Pam pastinurna.
(9) Pam tiyo puwva.

(10) Urn öhöhötima.



DIALOG 10: WHERE ARE THE KIDS?

Vocabulary -

ayata 'ask for help'
na'öna 'lazy one'

kaphe 'coffee'

yaavo 'far'

Dialog

Uncle: haqami

tsaatsayomya? Nu'
pumuy as a' ayatato.

Grandmother: Puma pay seelaq
haqamiya. Noq hiita
as urn a' pumuy
ayatato?

Mother: Puma pay nanatönt,

niiqe oovi panis

niionösat pay watqa.

Uncle: Taq nu' pisoq'iwta,

panis 'right afte'r'
haak 'for a while'
niiqe 'thus, for that reason'

All right, where are the

kids? I came to ask for

their help.
They went somewhere a long

time ago. What i d of

help did jrou come to ask them

for?
They are lazy, that's why they
ran off ri.ght after they ate.

4I am in a huTry, go look for

)haqami inungern them somewhere for me.. We'"

hevto'o. Itam are going to the field. We

pa smiyani. Itarn are going to hoe and plant

pastotat pu' pay piw today.

uyyani.
Grandmother: Tus nu ungem pumuy I will go look for them for you.

heyto. Pay so'on naat They couldn't have gone too far'

pas yaavo haqarniya. yet.
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LESSON 30: MORE SUBORDINATE CLAUSES

Vocabulary

navoti'ta 'know'

u'ni'ta 'remember'

Gramma r

011MANYMNIM.IMR.11=1W

tuuvingta 'ask'
taa panta -4-po und ing

In Lessons 1,9 and 20 you learned to make questions. In this

-final lesson we will study questions that occur as subordinate

-clauses. WEI will also consider other types of subordinate clauses

not. treated previously.
One type of subordinate clause,question employs the particle

sen, -which means 'perhaps' or 'whether'. This particle can also

be used in simple s'entences; for instanee, Sen pam tumala'ta means

'Perhaps he's working' or 'I wonder whether he's working'.

When used in subordinate ques on clauseS, sen is the

equivalent of English whether, and ke whether it is repeated when

alternatives are explicitly specifie n the subordinate clause.

Consider the following: Nu' qa navo ta sen pam tumala'ta sen

hohonaqtawu don't know whether he's working or playing'. -Here

two stkbordinate clauses, sen pam tumala'ta 'whether he is wOrking'

and sen hohonaqtawu 'whether he is playing', are joined together and

function as a complex object for the main clause verb navoti'ta 'know'.

The two conjoined cliuses specify two alternative possibilities, and

the sentence as a whole states that the speaker does not know the

answer to the question of which alternative is correct.

The two alternatives in such a sentence ma\y be related as

,positive and negative versions of the sarne proposition, as in the
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following: Nu' q4 navoti'ta pam sen tumalaqa sen qa tumalaqa 'I
don't know whether he's working or not working!. In this situation,
however, it is more common to shorten the sentence by omitting
any explicit statement of the second alternative: Nu' qa navoti'ta
pam sera tumala'taq't5 'I don't know whether he's working'. Noticp
that the subordinate clauseVerb takes a special ending'in such
sentences; here the ending happens to be -q't5, which is the pausal form
of the ending used when the main and subordinate clauses subjects
are different. The ending is _a rather than the pausal -q'owith
different subjects when the s rdiriate clause precedes: Pam sen
turriala'taq nu' qa navoti'ta 'Whether he's working I don't know'.
When the main and subordinate clause subjects are identical, the
ending -qe is used in this type of sentence; its pausal form is -qa'e.

Exercise A

Translate.
(1) Nu' aa,navoti'ta sen tumala'taniqa'e.
(2), Sen nu' tumala'taniqe qa navoti'ta.
(3) Pam nuy tuuvingta sen nu' haalayq'6.
('4) Nu sen haaLayq pam nuy tuuvingta.,
(5) Sen pam tawlawu.

Grammar

4

A subordinate clause question can also involve que Lion words
such as who, what, where, when, etc. The various Hopi question
words you learned in Lesson 19 'and 20. can be used in this way, for
example in Nu' navota hak turnala'taq'ö 'I found out who is working', with
the question word hak 'who'. The same ndings you learned in the
previous section are usedon the subordinate clause verb: when the main

-and subordinate clause subjects are different,' -q is usfx (pausal form
-q't!!); when they are the same, -qe is used (pausal form qa'e).
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Exercise B
Translate.

W. Nu' qa navoti'ta pam haqam tumala'taq't5.

(2) Pam haqam tumala'taq nu' qa navoti'ta.,

(3) Nuy, aa 'awna 'a um hiita tUwaqa'e.

(4) Nu' qa u'ni'ta hiita tuwaqa'e. fj

(5) Hiita tuwaqe nu' qa u'ni'ta.

Grammar,
These sarne'endings can be used in other types of subordinate

clauses as well. For example, when combined with the future ending

'tqc they can be Vsed for 'so that' or 'ink orcter to' clauses, Par%qatuvtv
\.)

tumala'taniqa'e thus means 'He sat down in order to work'. An

example with different mail and subordinate claause subjects is

Nu' tuwaniq p8rn oovi qatuvtu 'So that I could see he sat down'.

These endings are also used to ma rkrnon-interrogative
At

subordinate clauses that function as objects of various mac'In clause ;
verbs. Consider the f011oWing: Nu' navOti'ta pam

know he is working'. Heltthe clause zam turnala'taVo 'he is working'

functions as the object of the main clause verb navoti'ta 'know'. Since

the main and subordinate claJuse subjects are different, the ending -q

is used, and it assumes the pausal form -q't5 because it is in final

position. As you would expect, ,the non-pausal form is used in the

next example: Pam taapantaq nu' navota heard him pounding'.

Here the object clause, precedes the main clause:

With certain verbs, in particular naawakna 'want', a Subordinate

clause functioning as object is marked somewhat differently. -

Specifically, the subordinate verb is marked with -qe when the

subijects are identical, but with -qa't when they are not. Note the

following ex 'ples, whit* show that the particle as and the future

ending are also used: Pam as nösn aawakna 'He wants to eat';
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Pam as- nuy nösniqat naa' wakna 'He wants me to eat': Obs-erve that
onuy 'me' in the second example appears.in its object form even though it

understood.a's the subject of 'eak.

Exercise C
Translate.

(1) Pam as itamuy nöönösaniqat naawakna.
(2) Nu' navota pam taapantaq'ö.
(3) Pam wunuvtu tuwaniqe oovi'i.
(4) Pam tuwaniqe oovi wunuvtu.
(5)- Nu' u'ni'ta nu' tumala'taqa'e.

Exercise D

Translate.
) I asked him.why he wasn't happy.

(2) Tell rri.e whether you are happy.
(3) wants me to sleep.
(4) He doesn't know whether Pm,eating or not eating.
(5) I heard him gOing along yelling.
(6) He didn't ll me what he wanted.
(7) I sat down in, order to eat.
(8) He stood up so I could eat'.
(9) He askcd you whether you were happ)i-.

I

(10) I don't remember what he found.

TS>,
Aniswers

Exercise A
(1) *1 dOn't know whether I'll be working.
(2) I don't know Wihether I'll be çking.

.(3) He ask.ed me_whether f was happy.
(4) He asked me whethir I waS happy. .

(5) I wonder whether he's singiug.

1. 1j \

4
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Exercise B

(1) I don't know wherel1e is working.

(2) I don't know where he is working.

(3) Tell me what you found.

(4) I don't remember what Ilound.

(5) 14 don't remember what I found.

Exercise C
(1) He wants us to eat.

(2) I heard him pounding.

(3) He stood up in order to see.

(4) He stood up in order to see.

(5) I-retnembered that I was working.

Exercise D
(1) Nu' puCtuuvingta hinoq qa haalayq't5.

(2) Nuy aa'awna'a urn sen haalayqa'e.

(3) Pam as.nuy puwniqat naawakna.

(4) Pam qa`onavoti1ta nu sen tuurnoyta seri qa tuurnoyta.

(5) Pam töötöqtimaq nulr Aavota.

(6) Pam nuy qa aalawna hiita naawaknaqa'e.

(7) Nu' nosniqe oovi qatuvtu.

f 8) Pam wunuvtu nu' nosniq oovi'i.

(9) Pam ung tuuvingta sen urn haalayq'ö.

. (10) Nu' qa u'ni'ta hiita parn tuwaq'ö.

A



APPENDIX 1: COUNTING NUMBERS

A V e

The numbers 1 through 10, as used in counting, are listed beLow:

1 s t_v_lkya '

2. lööyöm

paayom
4 naalöyöm

tsivot

6 navay

7 tsange'
8 nanalt
9 pevt

10 pakwt

For multiples of 10, adorm based on pakwt is used, except that
there is e s pe cia L form for .0:

10 pakwt

20 sunat
30 payiv pakwt

40 naalöv pakwt
50 tsivotsikiv pakwt

6 0 nava ysikiv pakwt
7 0 tsange'sikiv pakwt
80 nanalsikiv pakwt
90 peve'sikiv pakwt

pakwt

The other numbers between 1 and 100 aro derived from the terms
just given for multiples of 10. The multiple terms are followed
optionally by niikyau 'and' (in the case of sunat this is obligatory),
followed in turn by the appropriate number from 1 through 10 in its
object form, followed in turn by siikva'ta 'additional'. This is
exemplified by the numbers from 31 through 39:

31 pviv pakwt (niikyang) suk siikya'ta
32 payiv pakwt (niikyang) löqmuy siikya'ta
33 payivipakwt (niikyang) 'paykomuy siikya'ta
34 payiv pakwt (niikyang) naalöqmuy siikya'ta
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35 payiv pakwt.(niikyang) tsivot siikya'ta

36 payiv pakwt (niikyaong) navay siikya'ta

37 payiv pakwt (niikyang) tange' siikya'ta

38 payiv pakwt (niikyang) nanalt siikya'ta

39 payiv pakwt (niikyang) pevt siikya'ta

k
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APPENDIX 2: COLOR TERMS

ta skyavi 'yellow'

paalangpu 'red'
q8mavi 'black'
qbbtsa 'white'

sakwangpu 'green'
sikyangpu 'orange'
maasi 'gray'
komo fl.brown'

petosi 'purple'
sakwa 'turquoise'

1

sakwapu 'blue'
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APPENDIX 3: HOPI VILLAGES

Hopi villages are situated on three adjacent mesas, commonly
called First Mesa, Second Mesa, and Third M seNT4 village
names listed beLow are written to reflect the way they are pronounced

in Hopi (this differs in some cases from the usual spelling). The

etymology of each name is givezi with it.

First Mesa
Walpi ('place of the. gap')

Sitsom'ovi ('hill. place where flowers grow')

Haano (Tewa word, from anopi 'eastern people')
Polaka (named after Thomas Polacca, a Tewa who built the first

store below the mesa)

Second Mesa
Songoopavi ('water place where reeds grow')
Musangnuvi ('place of the black man')

Supawlavi ('place of mosquitoes')

'Third Mesa

Orayvi (tp lace of oray (type of rock)')

Kiqotsmovi ('place of the hill of ruins')

Hotvela (tto skin off one's back')
Paaqavii('place of bamboo')

Munqapi (tip lace where (water) flows')
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APPENDIX 4: KINSHIP TERMS

Listed here are the basic kinship terms of Hopi. It should be noted,
at such a list is far from being a complete description of the Hopi

kinship system, which is beyond the scope of this short appendix.
Each term is given in three forms. The first, with the possessive

i - 'my', is how to say 'my X,', where X is the name of the relation.
The second, with the possessive ending 'at 'his' (or 'her'), is how to
say 'his X'. The third is the sh,ocative form, the form used when addressing
a person bearing the relation in question. Notice that the forms beginning
with a possessive, the forms ending in a possessive, and the vocative
forms may differ from one another, particularly (but not exclusively)
in regard to vowel length.

'my I 'his' ('her') Vocative
ina na'at taata 'father'
ingu Alliat yuuyu ' mothe r'
ipava paava'at vaava 'older brother'
ituvko tuvko'at tuvko 'younger brother'
iqbqa qötiqa'at kaaka 'older sister'
isiwa siwa'at siwa 'younger sister'
iti ti'at havu 'child (male)'
iti ti'at hava 'child (female)'
itiyo tiyo'at tiyo 'son'
imana maana'at maana 'daughter'
ikongya koongya'at koongya 'husband'
intima

1

nOtima'at nöt5ma 'wife'
ikwa kwa'at kwa'a 'grandfather'
iso so'at so I o 'grandmother'
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my 'his' ('her') Vocative

imöyi mööyi'at mööyi 'grandchild'

itaha taaha'at taha 'uncle (maternal)?

ikya kya'at kya'a 'aunt (paternal)'

itTiw'.aya tiw'aya'at tiw'aya 'nephew, niece'

imö'15nang mö'onang'at mö'önang 'in-law (male)'

rnö'wi'at rnö'wi 'in-law (female)'



READING ,1 : LONG AGO

V47

Vocabulary
hahksa'i 'listen, once upon a time' hisat 'long ago'
uuyi'ta 'grow' e -ng 'on, in'
suutoki 'forget' -peq 'in, at'
tutskwa 'Land' papeq 'thereat
antsa 'sacred thing' ohi 'bad'
qa'an'ewakw 'many' aqwhaqarni 'all the way to, even,

including'

Hisat

Haliksa'il Yaw hisat Hopitutskwat apeq sinom yesngwu.- Yaw
qa'an'ewakw sinom papeq yeese.

Yaw hiihiita paasay ang uuyi'yungwu. Pas yaw sinom a'neyangwu.
Pas yaw aa'antsa tuwiyamuy atsve a'ne yokvangwu.

Sinom Hopivewat kyavtsi'yungwu pu' yaw Hopilavayiy tupqayyungwu,
tsaatsakmuy aqwhaqami'.

Noq wuuyavotiq pu' pay ii'it suutokya. Tiitihut yaw qa
kyavtsi'yungwa pu' Hopilavayit tsaatsayorn qa yu'a'atotangwu.

Is ohi yaw i'.

Long A g o

Listen: Long ago there were people living in Hopi country. There
were many people living there.

They grew many things in their fields. The people were very
industrious. Their ceremonies brought about an abundance of rain.

People respected the Hopi way of life and they'all knew their
language, even the little children.

V
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But as time passed these things were forgotten. Ceremonies were

not as respected and the Hopi languaA was spoken less by young

people.

This was bad.



READING 2: RAINDROP

Vocabulary
atkya 'bottom' satribq 'finally'
turnpovi 'edge of the mesa' suus 'once, at one time'
tsölö 'raindrop' soosovik 'all over-'
haawi 'clirrib down' -nawit 'through'
taatayi 'wake up' -tpipaq 'under, beneath'
kit4 'say' -kw 'with, .on'
pangqawu 'say thus' peqw 'to

/
here'

rnaqto 'go hunting'

Tsolo

Tsötö yaw so'oy arnurn Songoopave qatu. Pam pay tsay niikyang
put amurn qatungwu.

Suus yaw put so'at qa tuwa. Pam yaw wuuwanvaqe pu'heyto.
Yaw p.m soosovik kiinawit heeva,

Yaw tsaatsakrnuy hohonaqyaqarnuy amuTni pituqe pu' tuuvingta,
"Uma qa haqarn TsblIpt aw yOrikya? Pam pay se'el haqaminct pas
qa pitu nt5q nu' wuuwanva. "

Suukya manawya yb.w pangqawu, "Pam pay seidaq moorot akw
kwiniweq'a."

"A'skwati." So'at yaw kwiniweq niiqe pu' yaw turnpovaqe Tsblöt
hevnuma. Satnoq pu' yaw atkyameq sipat'uyit aqw haawi. Put yaw
sipaltsokit atpipaq puwqat tuwa. "Tsötö, eaatayi'i, nu' ung teevev
hevnuma," so'at aw kita. "Itam nima. "

Tsolö qatuvtuqe put panhawu, "Nu' as peqw tsiromaqtoq, qa

hirnu pitu nöq oovi kus nu' puwva." "Ta'a, itam tus nima. "
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Raindrop
Raindrop Lived with his grandmother in the village of Songoopavi.

He was very'young when he lived with her.

One day his grandmother couldn't find him. She got worried and

went to look for him. She Looked ail through the village.

She came upon some young children playing and asked, "Have you

seen Raindrop anywhere? He Left early this morning and hasn't come

back, and I began to worry."
One Little girl answered, "He was going north a long time ago on

a donkey. "
".Thank you. " The grandmother went nortboand looked for Raindrop

around the edges of the mesa. Finally she went down to the peach

orchards. There she found him sleeping under a peach tree. "Raindrop,

wake up, I've been looking for you all day," his grandmother said to him.

"Let's go home. "
Raindrop woke up and explained, "I came down here to hunt birds, but

none came so I giiess I fell asleep." "Okay, let's go home'. "



READING 3: 'THE COYOTE AND THE BIRDS

Vinir7W-
(.

Vocabulary

hooya 'teach to fly'
tangata 'put in'
maspa 'throw PL OBJ'
li5hökya 'fall PL'
kwangwa'tuswa 'feel envy'
tsurukna 'stick in'
oya 'put, place PL OBJ'
maawi 'gather, take'
yuuyuyna ,!ipother, tease'
sowa 'eat'
puya 'flap, open out'
puvLlyalti 'flutter'
panta 'be thus'
su'antsana 'do correctly'
tutsaya 'basket'
homa sa 'feather, wing'

himungwa °which one?'
oomi 'up, above'
oomeq 'upwards'
oongaq 'from the top'
pavan 'more'
hihin 'barely'
qa hiinta 'doesn't matter"

N
pantani 'perfect!, okay!
taa"now!, go!

okiw 'poor thing!'
kus hin 'unable, can't'
so'onkye 'impossible'
paysoq 'just'
yaapiy 'from now on'
hiisav(o) 'a little ways'
pasiwni 'plan'

6,c

.!

Iisaw Niqw Pu' Tsirot

Haliksa'i! Yaw hisat Songoopavit atkyave iisaw Nöq yaw

pay hiisav aqlaq tsiro timuy amum ki'ta.
Suus yaw tsirotuy yu'am timuy hooyanta. Yaw tsirohoymuy

tutsayat akw tangatat pu' oomi maspangwu. Okiw yaw tsirohooyam
hihin pu' hiisavo ang puvuyaltinumyat pay ahoy a."18hökyangwu.

Sutsev yaw yantsaki pu' nawis'ew tsirohooyam oomeq kwangwayuyaltotingwu.

Yaw iisaw amurni taykyang kwangwa'tuswa.l. Yaw tuwat as
puuyaltiniqe naawakna. Tsirotuy yuyamuy aw niqe pu' pangqawu,
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"Nu' urni sutsev tayta urn uutirnuy tutuqaynaq'o. ,Urn qa nuy

tutuqaynani?"
Pay s'o'onkye, as pantani, iisaw ngasta homasalta pu' put qa hisat

hak haqarn iisawuy puuyawnurnqattuwa.
Tsirtuy yu'arn wuuwantat pu' pangqawu, "Urn ngasta homasatta,

urn kus bin puuyaltirii." Tsirohooyam nanavtotaqe pul soosoyom

. awyaqe pu' pangqaqwa, "Pay pam qa hiinta, itam suususkya lbqrnuy

ilaahornasay iisawuy aw maqayani." I' i sawuy haalaytoyna, niqw yaw
-
tsirohooyarn hiita tuwat paSiwni'yungwa.

Tsirohooyam yaw suususkya lociMuy homasat iisawuy maqaya

pu' put aw tsiiruknaya. "Ta''i;" yu'am pangqa-wu. Pam tsirohoymuy

nit pu' iisawuy tutsayat aw oyat pu' oomi maspa.

Iisaw homasay puyayatoynat pu' satnoq tsirohoymuy amungk pitu.

Tsirohooyam ii.awuy aw töqtoti, "Oomi'i, piw hihin oomi'i!'" Yaw

pavan iisaw hihin oomeq pituqw pu' suukya tsirohoy5. toqti, "Taa'!"

Tsirohooyam yaw iisawuy sooSoyom aw puuyaltoti nit pu'

himungwa aw pite' panggawngwu', ' nuy." Soosoyom

iisawuy ang homasay mawya.

Pu' iisaw ngast omasa'taqe paysoq oongaq nu'an postokyang,

tutskwat posqe mooki.
Tsirohooyam haaraytotiqe a'ne. töqtoti, "Pantani, pantani,.itam

su'antsatsna: Pu' iisaw itamuy qa yuuyuynani, pu' yaapiy piw tsirohoymuy

qa sowantani!"

N .

The Coyote And The Birds
Listen! Long ago, down at the bottom of the village of Songoopavi,

there lived a .coyote. Nearby lived a r9other bird and her baby birds.

One day the mother bird was teaching her children how to fly.

She would put the little birds inipa basket and then throw them up into

the air. The pbor little birds would flutter around a little ways and

then fall back down. For days she did this, and finally the little birds

were flying better and higher.

I r ,
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All this time the coyote wastwatching with envy. He' too wanted
to fly. He went up to the birdsA nipther and said, "I've been watching

,you train your little ones to fly. Could you teach me how?"
But of course this was almost impossible, for the coyote didn't

have feathers; and besides, who ever saw a coyote fly?

<f?

The mother bird thought for a while and said, "Youthave no

feathers, you can't fly. " The little birds heard this, and they all came
over and said, "That's no problem, each of us will give two of our
feathers"to the coyote." This made the coyote very happy, but the
little birds had their own plans.

The little birds each gave two feathers to the coyote and stuck
them in him. "Okay," said their mother. She put the little bird's
and the coyote in the basket and threrw them up.

The coyote was flapping his wings for a while and finally caught
up with the little birds. The little bird's yelled to the coyote, "Higher,
higher still!" As soon as the coyote got up higher, one little bird
yelled, "Now!'"

The little birds all fleW at the coyote, and as each one arrived he
said, "This is mine, and this one's mine. " Each one took his feathers
off the coyote.

The coyote, now with no feathers, plummeted right -down from the
sky,, and when he hit the ground he died.

The little birds were verjr happy and 'shouted, "Perfect, perfect,
we did it right! Now the coyote won't bother us, and never again will
he eat little birds!"

1tj
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HOPI-ENGLISH LEXICON

rer
This lexicon is not to be considered a full dictionary of Hopi. It

does not 'even attempt to provide all pos#ible forms of the basic nouns,
verbs, and other words it contains. Instead this lexicon is limited essen-
tially to the vocabulary used in this book; a reasonably complete
lexicon of Hopi would require a very large volurnePof its own.

Entries are listed in alphabetical order in accordance with the
Hopi alphabet provided in Lesson 3: ', a, aa, e, ee, h,

, , rn, ngw, ngy, o, oo, 8, 88, 2, qw, r, s, t , ts, u,
uu, v, w, In cases where the English gloss leaves the type of word
in doubt, the Hopi word is identified as a noun, verb, adjective, or
adverb by the respective symbols N, V, ADJ, or ADV, in parentheses.

Entries for fully regular and predictable forms are omitted. For
example, a regular object form for a noun, such as moosat, the object
form of rnoosa 'cat', is not listed. Irregular forms, or essentially
regular forms that cannot be predicted, are given. Thus tootim 'boys',
the irregular plural of tiyo 'boy', is listed; so is the plural of koona
'squirrel', kookont -- this word follows one regular pattern of plural
formation, but it is not fully predictable, as there are several different
patterns of plural formation in competition with one another. Regular
forms that involve some type of phonological modification of a word are
includedtto show how the word behaves phonologically. For instance,
the verb aama 'bury! loses its final vowel (and shortens its first vowel)
when the plural ending -ya is added; thus amya 'bury PL' is listed
under the entry for aama to show this behavior, even though the pattern
is regular.

Complex entries are roughly organized in the following way. First
is listed the basic form of a noun, verb, or other type. Next come the
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various grammatical forms of the word (to the extent that they are

irregular, not fully predictable, or phonologically modified). Listed

last are words or expressions that are probably derived from the

word in question.
The following abbreviations are used: PL 'plural'; DL 'dual';

DUR 'durativef; PS 'pausal'; SUB 'subordinate' (various types of

subordinate verb forms are listed, but the different types are not

specifically labeled -- see the appropriate lessons); FUT 'future';

IMP 'imperative'; PASS 'passive'; OBJ 'object'; VOC 'vocative'

(i. e. forms of address); REFL 'reflexive'; and RAB 'habitual' (i.e.

forms involving -ngwu 'habitually, always'). Forms marked with a

hyphen cannot be used alone as separate words; they occur only in

combination with other elements. A grave accent (' ) marks long vowels

ihat have falling tone in those dialects which distinguish between long
t-
vowels with falling tone and those with level tone.

- 'am their; - 'amii PS.

- 'at his, her, its.
- 'ta have; - 'yungwa PL; hiri4u'ta have (something).

- 'yungwa have PL.

A

from there.

a

a'ne hard; well, strcolgly, very; a'neyangwu
ahoy back (ADV), in return.

ali delicious; is all how delicious!.
amum with him..

amuutsave getween them .
antsa sacred thing; aa'antsa PL; antsa'a good.

were industrious.

antsa'a good.
ang around, on, in it.
anga bangs.

.1"
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angk after, behind, following it.
angq from it; angq8 PS.
angwu'ta control (V); angwu'yungwa PL.
apeq in, at it.
aqlaq near, by it.
aqni go there; aqni' PS.

aq(w) toward it; aqni go there; aqwhaqami all the way to, even,
including.

aqwhaqami all the way to, even, including; aqwhaqami' PS.
as want, try, should; as'a PS.
asLi' true.
asi sneeze; asisita DUR; a'sikni FUT; asisitima go along sneezing.
askwali thank you .(woman talking); is askwali thank you very much.
ason when, later.
atkya bottom.

atpipaq under, beneath it.
atpiq under it.
atsva above it; atsve(q) on top of it.
atsve(q) on top of it.
atsvewa chair; atsvewam PL.
aw to it; aw'i PS.
awta. bow (N); aa'awta PL; i'awta my bow.
ayata ask for help; a' ayatato come ask for help.
aye over there, around there.

aa
aa'awna tell, let know.
aala horn.
aama bury; amya PL.
aanu ant; pala'anu red ant.
aarilti have hair cut; aariltoti PL.
aasi wash hair; asni FUT.
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ev in, on, at it; ev'e PS.

hak who?, someone; hakim PL; hakiy OBJ; hakimuy PL OBJ;

haki PS; qa hak nobody.

haliksa'i listen:, once upon a time.

hangwa dig; hL.ngwanta DUR.

haqam where?, somewhere; haqaq' where from?; haqami where

(to)?; aqwhaqami all the way to, even, including.

haqe' somewhere; haqam where?.

hava my child (female) VOC.

havu my child (male) VOC.

haak for a while; )haaki wait.
411 haaki wait.

haalayi be happy; haalayq SUB; ha.layti get happy; ha'alaytoyna

make happy.

haalayti get happy; haalaytoti PL.
haalaytoyna make happy.

haawi climb down.
heve thank you (woman talking).
heeve look for; hevto go look'for; hevnuma go around looking for;

heeva finish looking for.

hihin ba rely.

hikis even.
hikwsi breath.
himu what?, something; hiitu PL; hiita OBJ; himu' PS; qa hirnu

nothing, none; hiihiita many things OBJ; himungwa which one?;

hirnu'ta hav.e (something); nulan himu no-good person.

him&ta have (something); himu'yungwa PL.

himungwa which one?.
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hin, how?; hintsaki do what?; hinoq why?; kus hin unable, can't;
hihin barely; naamahin although, even though; lomahinta
good; qa hiinta doesn't matter, nothing to it.

hinoq why?.

hisat when?, sometime, long ago; hisat raki, satnöq finally;
hiisav(o) for a little while, a little ways.

hiiko drink; hikya PL; hiihiko DUR; hikwni FUT; hiikwe' SUB.
hilkya 'ta expensive; kyaahaki rich.
hiisav(o) for a little while, a little ways.
hiisayhoya small.
hilta what?,
hiltu what?,

something OBJ; hiihilta many thingsNQBJ.
something PL.

htionaqa play (V); hohonaqya PL; hohonaqlawu DUR.
homasa feather, wing.
homoki hogan.

Honngyam Bear Clan.
Hopilavayi Hopi language.

Hopituqayta knowHopi.
Hopitutskwa Hopi country.
Hopivewa Hopi way.
-hoya little; -ho'oyam PL; -hoyrnuy PL OBJ; hiisayhoya small;

tsayhoya child; pokhoya little dog; povokhoOyam little dogs;
tsirohoya little bird; tsiroho'oyam little birds; qötsamomoshoyam
little white cats.

hoohu arrow; ho'ta, hoohu'ta have an arrow.
hoonaw bear; Honngyam Bear Clan.
hoongya stand PL.
hooya teach to fly; hooyanta DUR.

höfa. open (V).

höwi dove (N).

huwi trap (N).
huZiya sell; huZiyato go buy, go sell.
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my.

i' this; ima PL; it OB(J; imuy PL OBJ; ii'it PL OBJ (distributive);

i'wa this one.

ima these; imuy OBJ.
is really, very; is ali how delicious:; is askwali, is kwakwha'

thank you very much; is ohi it's bad.

itam we; itamuy OBJ; itamumeq toward us.

ital- our.

itsivuti get angry; itsivu'iwta DUR, be angry.

ii'its right away; ii'itsi hurry up.

ii'itsi hurry,up.
iisaw coyote, fox; iisawuy OBJ.

z

.1

fits early; ii'its right away; ii'itsi hurry up.

k1
kaphe coffee.
kapiri goat.
kareeta wagon.
kawayo horse; kawayom PL; kawayvatnga watermelon.

kawayvatnga watermelon.
kikmongwi village chief.

kita say.
kiva kiva.
kiihu house, village; kiikihu PL; ikiihu, iki my house; ki'ta have a

house; kiimeq toward the village; kiinawit through the village;

kiikinumto go visit, come visit; palaki(hu) red house; homoki hogan;

kiisonvi plaza; kikmongwi village chief; tutuqayki school.

kiikinumto go visit, come visit.

kiisonvi plaza; kiisonmeq toward the plaza.
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komo brown.
koona squirrel; kookont PL.
-koongya husband; koori-gya'at her husband; ikongya my husband.
kuntuva kick.

kus evidently (no direct knowledge); kurL. PS; kus hin unable, can't.
kuypi water container, bowl.
kuyto go get water.
kuyva see, look upon, go look at.
kuuki bite; kuukiya PL; kuukuuki DIJR; "naakuuki REFL.
kuuyi water; itasakuyi our water; mukikuyi hot water; kuyto

go get water; kuypi water container, bowl.

kw
-kw with, on.

-kwa grandfather; kwa'a VOC; ikwa my grandfather.
kwakwh L. thank you (man talking); is kwakwha' thank you very much,
kwala boil; kwL.lakna cause to boil.
kwL.lakna cause to boil; kwL.laknaya PL.
kwangwa good; kwangwavuyalti fly well; kwangwaytuswa feel envy.
kwangwa'tuswa feel envy.
kwasa dress (N).
kwaahu eagle; kwaakwahut PL; itaa'kwahu ogr eagle; wukOkwahu

big eagle.

kwaatsi friend.
kwiniwi north; kwiniweq toward the north; kwiniweq'a toward the

north PS.
kwuhU wood; kwukwhu PL.

-kya aunt (paternal); kya'a VOC; ikya my aunt.
kyavtsi respect (N); kyavtsi'ta have respect for.

2 (-)
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kyavtsi'ta have respect for; kyavtsi'yungwa PL; kyavtsi'yungwu

HAB PL.

kyaahaki rich; kyaanawakna particular, choosy.

kyaanawakna particular, choosy.

kyaaro parrot; kyaakyast PL.

kye probably; sO'onkye impossible.

laho'ma crawl; ho'wisa PL.
lavayi languag ; Hopilavayi Hopi language; lavayti talk, speak.

lavayti talk, s eak.
laalayi herd sheep.

lernitsmi lick.

lengi tongue.
leepe fall (down), detach, crush; leepekya PL; leepekna cause to fall,

detach, crush.
leepekna cause to fall, detach, crush; leepeknaya PL.

lolma pretty, good, good health; yloololmatu PL; lolmati get pretty;

lomayuku make well; lomahinta good, pretty.

lomahinta good, pretty.
lomayuku make well.

lilhökya fall PL; LiShokyangwu HAB PL.

180 pine.
1860 marry, go through wedding ceremony.

188yöm two; löqmuy OBJ; naalöyöm four; lövwat two

-ma hand.
-ma go along; -wisa PL.
mansantsoki apple eree; mansantsotski PL.

mansaana apple; mansantsoki apple tree.

mangya lamb; mamngyam PL.

maga give; maqaya PL; mamqa
2
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maqto go hunting; tsiromaqto hunt birds.
masa wing; masa'taqa airplane; homasa feather, wing.
masa'taqa airplane; masa'yunggam PL.
maspa sweep, throw PL OBJ.
maamatsi recognize; rnaamatsya PL; maamatslawu DUEL;

aw maamitsi figure out; maatsiwa be named.
maana girl, daughter; mamant PL; mamantuy PL OBJ; maana'at

his daughter; imana my daughter; manawya little girl.
rriaangu'i get tired; mangu'iwta DUR, be tired.
maasi gray.
maatsiwa be named; maamatsi recognize.
maawi gather', take; mawya PL.
-meq toward; inumeq toward me; aq toward it; naameq toward each

other; oomeq upwa rds.

-mi to; inumi to me; aw to it; naami _together, to each other;
haqami where (to)?; oomi up, above.

mi' that, yonder; mima PL; mit OBJ.
mima those, yonder PL;, mimuy OBJ.
mo'a mouth.
-mokto go to, go get; -mokwisa PL.
-mokwisa go to, go get PL.
momo bee.

momoslawu swim; momoslawni FUT.
momoyam woMen.

mongwi chief; kikmongwi village chief.
mongwu owl; momngwut PL.
moohu yucca.

rnooki die; mokni FUT; t'söngmoki get hungry; -mokto go to, go get.
mooro donkey.

moosa cat; moomost PL; italmosa our cat; qötsamomost white
cats; qötsamomashoyam little white cats.

20
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vair

mö'önang in- law (male); imes'anang my in- law.

mö'wi in- law (female).

mööyi grandchild; möoyi'at his grandchild; imöyi my grandchild.

mu'a shoot; mu'ilti, mu'iwa PASS; mu aqat SUB.

muki hot; mukilti get hot:
-mum with; amum with him; amumum with them;- itamum with us.

muuna flow; Munqapi (place name).7-

muuyaw moon.

- na cause.
- na father; -nam PL; taata VOC; itana our father,

natema lazy one; nana'önt PL.
nanalt eight; nanalsikiv pakwt eighty.

navay six; navaysikiv pakwt sixty.

navna shirt; wukonavna coat.

navota hear, find out; nanavtota PL; nanavlawu DUR; nanavlalwa

DUR PL; navotngwu HAB, mind, obey;4navoti'ta know, remember.

navoti'ta know, remember.
navotngwu mind, obey; nanavtangwu PL.,
nawis'ew finally.
- nawit through.
naa- self- r each other; naami together, to each other; naameq

toward each other; naala by oneself; naav oneself, by oneself,

alone; naat(o) just now, self, still, yet, again; naamahin

although, even though; naalbyöm four; navay six; nanalt eight.
/

naala by oneilelf; nanalt PL.

naalöyöm four; naalogmuy 01BJ; naalöv pakwt forty; nanalt eight.

naamahin although, even though.

naami together, to each other.

na ani lapgh; nanani DUR; nananngwu HAB; lnLinankyang SUB.

nipqa earring.

co
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naat(o) just lir, self, still, yet, again; piw naato as usual.
naav oneself, by oneself, alone.

naawakna want, like, love; naanawakna(ya) PL; kyaanawakna parti-
cular, ckoosy.

,ngayawva fight; naayawi DUR; naanaywa DUR PL; naayawngwuqa
fighter.

ne' so.

nevni- greens.
nima go home; ninma PL; nimani FUT; nimaqe SUB.
niqw and.

nit and.OBJ.

(-)ni(i) go, be.

niikyang but, and, when.
niina kill; niinaya PL; niinanta DUR; niinantota DUR PL; naanina

REFL; qöya PL OBJ.
niiqe thus, for that reason.
novna feed.'

noonova eating PL; noovata cook (V); novna feed.
noovata cook (V); noovatota PL; noovalawt; DUR; noovalawngwuqa

->cook (N).

nöhu egg.

TIbq and; nit OBJ; satn8q, hisat nöq finally.
-nööma wife; -nöönömat PL; nööma'at his wife; inöma my wife.
nöösa eat; nöönösa PL; tuumoyta DUR; noonova DUR PLJ) nösni

FUT; nt)sngwu HAB; nöst SUB; nösqa SUB; nöt5nsat SUB PL;
nliönbsaniqat SUB; nbösiwqa food , groceries.

nöösiwqa food, groceries.
nul I; wiy me; inumeq toward me.
nu'an really, very; nu'an himu no-good person.
numa liver.
-numa go around; -numya
'riuvati snow (V); nuvalawu DUR.

.11
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-ng on, int
k

ngahu medicine; nganghut PL.

-ngaq from; inungaq from me; angq from it;'' angq8 from it PS;

oongaq from the top.

not (have).

- ngem for.

- ngk after, behind, following; inimgk after me; an& after it.

nemaapi juniper leaves.
ng8ya encircle.
ngöyva chase; ngöyta DUR; ngoytota DUR PL.

ngu'a catch, hold; ngu'ta DUR.

-ngwu habitually, always.

ohi bad; is ohi it's bad.

iw or thing:.

owl ye , owihapi that is so true.

oya put, place PL OBT.

ngw

0 0

oomaw cloud. i
oomeq upwards. A

oomi up, above; oomeq upwards.

oongaq from the tOp.
i

(...4,....oovi therefore, thus,- that's why, so; ooviri PS.

8

8118 cough; iihökya PL; thöhöta DUR; 8h8kni FUT; öhöhötima go

along coughing; 8118h8tikyang SUB; ohokt SUB.

öki arrive PL.
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oo
öönga salt; qötsa'tInga white salt; Ungmokto go get salt.
ööqa bone.

pa' there, from there.
pa'angwa help (V); pa'angwaya PL; pa'angwanta DUR; pa'angwantota

DUR PL.

pahaana white man.

paki enter, come in; yungya PL; pakit SUB.
paklawu cry; pakmumuya DUR.

pakwt ten; pakotsikiv pakwt hundret'
palamori red beans.
pa.rn that, he, she, it; puma PL; put OBJ; atpiq under it.-
panis right after.
pantani perfect: ,

panti do thus, do that.
pangiipu lips.

pangqawu say thus; pangqaqwa PL; pangqawngwu HAB.
papeq there.
paqwri dough.

pas really, very, so.
pasiwna plan (V); pasiwni plan (N).
pasiwni plan (N).
pasiwta tired..
ya-sta hoe (V); pastota PL; pastato go hoe; pastinuma go around

hoeing; pastotat SUB PL.
patnga pumpkin; kawayvatnga watermelon.
patukya top.
pavan more.

pay just, really; pay seelaq a long time ago; pay a' specifically;
paysoq just.
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pay'u leave; payni FUT.
paysoq just.
paahu water, pond, lake; pa4vahu PL; paave in the water; Songoopavi

(place name).
paalangpu red;. palamori red beans; palaki red house; paalangputi

get red.

paaqwa frog.
paas with care.
paasa field; paavasa PL; pasve in the field; wukovasa big field;

pasmi go to the field;' pasta hoe (V).

- paava older brother; vaava VOC; paava'at his older brother;

ipava my older brother.
paayom three; paykomuy OBJ; payiv pakwt thirty; navay six.

- peq in, at.
peqw to here.
petosi purple.

pev there.
pevt nine; peve'sikiv pakwt ninety.
pew'i come here!.
peehu remainder; peetum some, others.
peena write, paint; peenaya PL; penta DUR; pentota DUR PL;

pentani FUT DUR; peenilti, peeniwa- PASS; pentinuma go

around writing; penta(ngwu)qa writer.
peetum some, others.
peev almost.
- pi place; puvuwpi bed; qaqatspi sitting place; yamakpi bridge;

kuypi water container, bowl; fu'utspi door; wawaspi running

place; umukpi gun; Walpi (place name); Munqapi (place name).

pikta make piki; piklawu DUR.
pisoq'a busy; pfsoq'iwta DUR, hurrying.

pitanaktsi hat.
pitu arrive; öki PL; aw pitu meet, come across.

2
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piw also, again; piw naato as usual.
piiki piki bread; pikta make piki.
piiva cigarette.
pono stomach; povno PL.
poro drill hole; .pOrokna. bore, make-a hole.
porokna bore, make a hole.
poyo knife; povyo PL.
poOko dog; povkot PL; qötsavoko white dog; pokhoya little dog;

povokhoiiyam little dogs.
poosi eye, seed; poovosi PL; sipalvosi peach seed.
poOsi fall; liShokya PL; posto DUR; lithökiwwisa DIM posqe SUB.
poOta check (V).

pootalawu weave a basket; pootalawni FUT.
pöhu road; povhu PL.
ptiosa mouse; pöövöst PL; qötsapösa white mouse.
pu' now, today, and then; pu' seelaq a while ago.
puma those, they; pumuy OBJ; amumi to them.
puvuwpi bed.

puvuyalti fhitter; puvuyaltinurnya flutter around PL.
puya flap, open out; puyayata DUR; piiyakna cause to flap; puuyalti fly.
puyakna cause to flap; puyayatoyna DUR.
puuhu new.

puuwi sleep; puwni FUT; puwva begin to sleep; puvuwpi bed;
puw(ngwu)qa sleeper.

puuyalti fly (V); puuyaltoti PL; puuyawnuma flying around;
puuyawnumqat flying around SUB; puvuyalti flutter; .

puuya:ltingwuqa flier; kwangwavuyalti fly well.

qa not; qa'e PS, no.

qa'an'ewakw many.
qa'e no.

2 1
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qatu sit; yeese PL; qatu(wta) DUR; qatuwyungwa DUR PL; qatuvtu

sit down; qaatsi sit there (thing).

qatuvtu sit down.

qaa'8 dried corn.
qaatsi sit there (thing); "qaqatspi sitting place; qatsqata the one sitting there.

qaavo' tomorrow; qaavolo PS.
-qlaq near, by; inuqlaq by me; aqlaq by it.

q6hikna cause to break (long object).

OM hole; Ogles PL.
q6mavi black; qiimavkihu black house.

qtSte head.
qeya kill PL OBJ; q/Sqya PL; q6yanta DUR; q6yantota DUR PL;

naaq/Sqya PL REFL; q6yangwuqa killer.

-q8/5qa older sister; -q8qam PL; kaaka VOC; q158qa'at his older sister;

iqöqa my older sister.
q/Mtsa white; q8tsamomost white cats.

riya spin; rcyakna cause to spin.

riyakna cause to spin; riyakinta DUR; riyaknani FUT.

ruupa slip (V).

sakwa turquoise (ADJ); sakwapu blue; sakwangpu green.

sakwangpu green.

sakwapu blue.
satnöq finally (abbreviation of hisat nt3q).

sayti smile.
saaqa ladder; saasaqa PL.
saavuta chop; saavutota PL; saavulawu DUR; saavutiva begin

chopping.

se'el early; seelaq ago.
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sen or, perhaps, whether.
seelaq ago; pu' seelaq a while ago; pay seelaq a long time ago.
sihu flower; sishu PL; Sitsorn'ovi (place name).

e esikisve ca r; sikisvem PL.
sikwi meat; sikwimokto go get meat.
sikyangpu orange (ADJ).
sino person; sinom PL.
sipal'uyi peach orchard.
sipala peach; sipalvosi peach seed; sipaltsoki peach tree; sipal'uyi

peach orchard.
sipaltsoki peach tree; sipaltsotski PL.
sipalvosi peach seed.
siskwa skin (V).

siwa younger sister.
siihu intestine; siisihu PL; uusihu your intestine.
siikya 'ta additional.
siivu pot; siisivu PL.
siiwi onion.

,\-so grandmother; so'o VOC; iso my grandm er; so'oy his
own grandmother OBJ.

so'on not; ,So'onkye impossible; so'onqa, so'onqe fpr sure, really.
so'onkye impossible.
so'onqa, so onqe for sure, really.
soma tie.
songohu reed; SongoOpayi (place name).
sowa eat; sowanta DUR.
sowi jackrabbit; sowim PL.
soohu star; soosohut PL.
soosoy all; soiisoyom PL; soOsokmuy PL OBJ; sobsovik allbver.
sehövtsoki cottonwood tree; sähövtsotskim PLf.
sööngö corn cob.
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su'an exactly, .correctly; su anti do correctly, do it right; su'antsana

do correctly, do it right.
sifanti do correctly, do it right.
su'antsana do correctly, do it right.

siihimu handsome.

sun still, motionless;
sunat twenty.
suru tail; susrut PL.
sutsev always.
suukya(') one; suk OBJ; suususkya each one; suus once, at one time.

suus once, at one time.
suutoki forget; suutokya PL.

-ta be; panta be thus; pantani perfect!, okay! ; qa hiinta doesn't

matter, nothing to it.

ta okay! ; taa' now!, let's go!.
tama tooth; tatma PL.
tamö knee; tatmö PL.
tangata put in.
taq already, indeed.
taskyavi yellow.
tatsi ball.

tavi put, place, set down, hand over; oya PL OBJ.

tavki late evening.

tawlawu sing; tawlawu DUR; tawlawni FUT; tawlawkyang SUB;

tawrna go along singing; tawnuma go around singing; tawlawto

go sing; tawlawngwuqa singer.

tayta look; tayta PL; tayta 'DUR; taayungwa DUR PL; t4ykyang SUB;

aw tayta look at; taatayi wake up.

taa' now!, let's go!.

2
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-taaha uncle (maternal); taaha'at his uncle; itaha my uncle;
taahathat their uncles.

taapalo blanket, shawl.
talpanta pounding.

taaqa man; taataqt PL; wupataqa fall man.
taatayi wake up; tayta look.

taavo cottontail; taatavt PL; qötsatavo white cottontail.
taavok yesterday.
taawi song; tawlawu sing.
teevev all day.
-ti child; havu my child (male) VOC; hava my child (female) VOC;

iti my child; itim my children; ti'at his child; tiyo boy, son;
tiposi child, baby; tiita have a baby, bear (V).

-ti do, get, become; -toti PL; yanti do thus; panti do thus;
lavayti talk, speak; sii'anti do correctly, do it right; wuuyavoti
long time go by.

tihu doll.
tiposi child, baby.
tiw'ayta nephew, niece.
tiyo boy, son; tootim PL; tiyovit DL.
tiihu dance (N), ceremony; tiitihu PL.
tiita have a baby, bear (V); tiitiwa PASS, be born.
tiiva dance (V) PL.
-to go to, go get; -wi§a PL:
toho leopa rd.
-toyna cause.
tooti oys.

ootsi shoe.
toovi fly (N).
te4qti yell, howl; töqtoti PL; töötliqa DUR; töötöqtima go along yelling.
-tpipaq under, beneath.
-tpiq under; inutpiq under me; atpiq under it.
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tu'i buy; tu'ito go buy.

tuku cut; tukuya PL; tutku DUR; natku REFL.
tumala work (N); tumalta work (V).

tumalta work (V); tumala'ta DUR; tumala'va begin to work;

tumala'tivaya begin working PL.

turnna potato.
tumpovi edge of the mesa; tumpovaqe around the edge of the mesa.

tungwa name (V), call; tungni name (N).

tus must; tura. PS.
tutuqayi learn, study; tutuqayya PL; tutuqayna teach, cause to learn;

tutuqa yki school.

tutuqayki school; tutuqaykimi to the school.

tutuqayna teach; tutuqaynaya PL; tutuqaynaqa' teacher.

tutsaya basket.
tutskwa land; Hopitutskwa Hopi country.

tuva pine nut.
tuvko younger brother.
tuwa find, see; tutwa PL; tuwa'ta DUR; naatuwa REFL; tuwi

knowledge.

tuwat self.
tuwi knowledge; tuwi'ta know, understand.

tuwi'ta know, understand; tuwi'yungwa PL.
tuu'iha sew; tuu'ihiwa PASS.
tuuhota hurt; tuuhotota PL; naatuhota REFL.

tuumoyta, eating; noonova PL; tuumoykyang SUB; tuumoyva begin

eating.
tuupe bake, roast; tuupeya PL; tuupevu corn.
tuilpevu (cooked sweet) corn.
tuuqayta knowledgeable, listening; tuuqayyungwa PL; aw tuuqayta

listens to; tutuqayi learn, study; Hopituqayta know Hopi.

tuutuyti get sick.
tuuva throw; maspa, PL OBJ.

'2
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tuuvingta ask.
tuuwa sand.

ts
-tsaki do; hintsaki do what?; yantsaki do thus.
-tsana do; -tsatsna PL; su'antsana do correctly, do it right.
tsangawpi good!, I'm thankful!; tsangawpi'i PS.
tsangel seven; tsange'sikiv pakwt seventy.
-tsave between; amuutsave between them.
tsay child; tsaatsayom PL; tsaatsakmuy PL OBJ; tsayhoya (Little)

child.

tsaava short.
tsiro bird; tsirot, tsirom PL; tsirohoya little bird; tsirohoOyam

Little birds; tsiromaqto hunt birds.
tsivot five4 tsivotsikiv pakwt fifty.
tsotomti jurrip; tsotso'lawu DUR; tsotso'tinumq jumping around SUB.
tsoki be perched.

-tsoki tree; -tsotski PL; sipaltsoki peach tree; söhövtsoki cotton-
wood tree; mansntsoki apple tree.

tsomo hill; tsotsmo PL; Sitsom'ovi (place name); Kiqötsmovi
(place name).

tsoongo pipe.
tsootsona kiss (V); tsoonanta DUR; tsoonantota DUR PL.
tsölö raindrop.
tsöngmoki get hungry; tsongmokya PL.
tsurukna stick in; tsuruknaya PL.
-tsva above; inutsva above me; atsva above it.
-tsve(q) on top of; inutsveq on top of me; atsveq on top of it.

utnitta remember.
u'utspi door, cover.

2 ti
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urn you; ung OBJ; umeq toward you.
uma you PL; umuy OBJ; umumeq toward you PL.
umu thunder (V); umumuta DUR; umukpi gun.
umukpi gun.

umu4- your PL.
ungwa blood.

U

uu- your.

uuta close (V); u'utspi door, cover.
uuya plant (V); uyya 'PL; uuyilti PASS; Quuyi cornfield.
uuyi cornfield; uuyi'ta grow; sipal'uyi peach orchard.
uuyi'ta grow;l0uuyi'yungwa PL; uuyi'yungwu used to grow PL.

begin, start, get, become.
in, o , at; inuve in me; ev in it.

; ,soosovik all over; tumpovi edge of the mesa; kiisonvi
azi; Sitsorn'ovi (place name); SongoOpavi (place name);

Musangnuvi (place name); Supawlavi (place name); ,Orayvi
(place name); Paaqavi (place name); Kiqbtsmovi (place name).

wato

waha

lie (V); wa''ökiwta DUR; wai'ökiwyungwa DUR PL; wL.'öku'u IMP.,

bark (V); wahahata DUR.
wari run; yuutu PL; warikiwta DUR; yu. utukiwta DUR PL; wariku'u

IMP; warikt SUB; wL.rikiwkyang SUB; wL.rikto go run; wawaspi
running place; warikngwuqa, wawasngwuqa runner.

watqa run away PL.
wawasngwuqa runner.
wayma walk; wayma DUR; waynuma be around.
waynuma be around; yakta PL.

2 1
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waakasi cow.
waaya run away; watqa PL; waayangwu HAB.
wehe spill; wehekna cause to spill.
wehekna cause to spill; weheknaya PL; lirehekinta DUR.

wi'ta be fat; wi'va get fat; wi'ma getting fat.
wihu grease (N).
wikoro jug.
-wisa go to, go get, go along PL.
wiwakna rope (V); wiwaknaya PL; naawiwakna REFL.
wiiki take along; wikkyang take along.
wukonavna coat.

wunima dance (V); piva PL)
wunu stand; hoongya PL; wunu(wta) DUR; wunuvtu

stand up; wunima dance (V).
wunuvtu stand up; wunuvtoti PL.
wuvaata spank, hit.
wuupa tall; wupataqa tall man; wuupati get tall.
wuuti woman; mornoyarn PL.
wuuwanta think, wonder, worry; wuuwanta DUR; wuuwanva

to wonder.

wuuyavo long time; wuuyavoti long time go by.
wuuyoq'a big; wukoki big house; wukonavna coat.
-wya little; manawya little girl.

ya it the case?.-

yakta be around PL.
yama cross (V); yamakpi bridge.
yamakpi bridge.
yan thu; yanti do thus, do this.
yanti do thus, do this.
yangq from here; yangq8 PS.

begin
A
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y.aqa nose; yayqa PL.
yaw it is said; yaw'i PS.
yaapiy from now on.
yaavaq fa r.

yaavo far; yaavaq far.
yev here; yev'e PS.
yeese sit PL; yeskfang SUB; yesngwu HAB PL.

yokva' rain (V); yooyoki DUR.

yori (3ok;. yOrikya PL;. yorikiwta DUR; yorikiwyungwa DUR PL;

aw yori took at, face.
yooha .cause to break (pottery).

yöngö cactus.
yut. mother; yuuyu VOC; yu'am their mother; yurnat their mothers;

it

yuyamuy their mother OBJ; ingu my mother.

yu'a 'ata ta lking; yu'a 'atota PL; Hopiyu 'a 'ata talking Hopi.

yuku finish, mend, fix, make; yuyku DUR; yukilti PASS; yukuto

go get; omayuku/makesAvell.

yukuto go get\X.

yungya enter, corne in PL.
yungyat plaque.,
yuwsi clothing; yuwsi get dressed.
yuwsi get dressed; 'yuuyuwsiya DUR PL.
yuutu run PL; yutitukiwta DUR; yuutuku'u IMP; yuyuttinumya are

running around; yuutukva start to run PL.

yuuyuyna bother, tease.

1;10
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ENGLISH-HOPI LEXICON

This lexicon includes,only forms used in this book, and only very
limited informa.tion is given here._ Thi list is mainly intended to enable
you to find appropriate Hopi, expressio s in tli'e HopEnglish' Lexicon
that precedes; fuller-infoirmation ab ut the Hopi equivalents of English
words is provided theie.

a little Ways hiisav(o).

above -tsva, oomi.
above it atsva.
additional siikyaqa.'
after -ngk.

.1

after it angk.
again naat(o), piw.
ago seelaq.
airplane masa'taqa.
all soosoy.
all day teevev.
all over soospvik.
all The Way to aqwhaqami.

almost peev.
alone naav.
already taq.
also piw.
although naamahin.
always -ngwu, sutsev.
and n8q, niqw, nit OBJ, niikyang.
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^ angry itsivyiwta.
ant aanu.
apple mansaana.
apple tree mansantsoki.
around ang.
around there aye'.
arrive pitu, bki PL.
arrow hoohu.
as usual piw naato:
ask tuuvingta.
ask for help ayata.

-ve, -peq.
at it ev, 'apeq.

at one time suus.
aunt -kya.

baby, tiposi.
back (ADV) ahoy.

bad ohi.
bake tuilpe.
ball tatsi.
bangs anga.
barely hihin.
bark (V) waha.
basket tutsaya.
be (-)ni(i),

cs-

be around waynuma, yakta PL.
be born tiitiwa.
be fat wirta.
be happy haalayi.

-214
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be named atsi
be perched tsoki
be thus panta.
be tired mangu'iwta.
bear (N) hoonaw.
bear (V)' tiita.
Bear Clan Honngyam.
become -va.
bed puvuwpi.

bee rnomo.
begin -va.
behind -ngk.
behind it angk.
beneath -tpipaq.
beneath it atpipaq.
between -tsave.
between them amuutsave.
big wuuyoq'a.
bird tsiro.
bite kuuki.
black ql3rnavi.

blanket taapalo.
blood ungwa.

blue sakwapu.
boil kwala.
bone 88qa.
bore poro.
bother riuyuyna.
bottom atkya.
bow (N) awta;
bowl kuypi.
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boy tiyo.
hreath hikwsi.
bridge yamakpi.

brown komo.

bury aama.
busy pisoq'a.
but niikyang.

buy tu'i.
by -qlaq.
by it aqlaq.

by oneself naav, naala.

cactus yöngo.
calr cv tungwa.

can't kus hin.
car sikisve.
cat moosa.
catch ngu'a.
cause -na, -toyna.
cause to boil kv,/,lakna.
cause to break qi5hikna, yooha.

cause to fall, detach, crush 1e4ekna.
cause to flap puyakna.
cause to spill wehekna.

cause to spin riyakna.
ceremony tiihu.
chair atsvewa.
chase ngöyva.
check (V) poi)ta.

chief mongwi.

01)
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child tsay, tsayhoya,, -ti, tiposi havu VOC, hava VOC. V

choosy kyaanawakna.
chop saavuta.
cigarette piiva.

climb down haawi.
close (V) uuta.

clothing yuwsi.
cloud oomaw.
coat wukonavna.

- coffee kaphe.
come across aw pitu.
come here! pew'i.
come in paki, yungya PL.
come visit kiikinumto.
control (V) a'ngwu'ta.
cook (V) noovata.
corn tuiipevu.
corn cob sööng8.
cornfield uuyi,.

correctly su'an.
cottontail taavo.
cottonwood tree söhövtsoki.
cough oh15.

.01

cover (N) u'utspi.
cow waakasi.,
coyote iisaw.
crawl laho'ma.
cross (V) yama.
crush leepe.
cry paklawu.
cut tuku. "CZEr



dance (N) tiihu.
dance (V) wunima, tiiva PL.
daughter maana.
delicious ali.

detach leepe.
die mooki.
dig hangwa.
do -tsaki, -ti, -tsana.
do correctly sil'anti, sii'antsana.

do it right su'anti, su'antsana.
do that panti.
do this yanti.
do thus yanti, yantsaki, panti.
do what? hintsaki.
doesn't matter qa hiinta.
dog poOko.

doll tihu.
donkey mooro.

door u'utspi.
dough paqwri.
dove (N) höwi.

dress (N) kwasa.
dried corn qaa'S.
drill hole poro.
drink hiiko.

each other naa=.
eagle kwaahu.
early iits, se'el.
earring nalqa.
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eat nbesa, tuumoyta DUR, noonova DUR PL, sowa.
edge of the mesa tumpovi.
egg nöhu.

eight nanalt.
eighty nanalsikiv pakwt.
encircle ngbya.
enter paki, yungya PL.
even hikis, aqwhaqami..
even though naarnahin.
evidently kus.
exactly iteu'an.

expensive hiikyatta.
eye poosi.

face (V) aw yori.
fall poOsi, liShokya PL.
fall (down) leepe.
far yaavaq, yaavo.

father -na, taata VOC.

feather homasa.
feed novna.
feel envy kwangwa'tuswa.
field paasa.
fifty tsivotsikiv pakwt.
fight naayawva.

fiiurrOut aw maamatsi.
finally nawis'ew, satnoq.
find tuwa.
find out navota.
finish yuku.
five tsivot.
fix yuku.



flap puya.
, flow rnuuna.
flower sihu.
flutter puvnyalti.
fly (N) toovi.

fly (V) puuyalti.
flying around puuyawnuma.

following -ngk.
following it angk.

food npl5siwqa.

for - gem.
for a little'while hiisav(o).
for while }mak.

for ure 'onqa, sti'onqe.

for hat reason niiqe.
forg t sutitoki.

foky naall5v pakwt.

four aalöyöm.

fox iis w.
friend aatsi.
frog paaq
from -ngaq
fromhere ya gq.
from it angq.
from now on ya4 y.
from the op Oonga
from there pa', a'.

gather maawi.
get -ti, -va.
get angry itsivuti.
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get dressed yuwsi.
get fat wi'va.
get happy hallayti.
get hungry tsongmoki.
get sick tuutuyti.
get tired maanguli.
girl maana.
give maga.
go (-)ni(i).
go along -ma, -wisa PL.
go around -numa.

go get yukuto, -to, -wisa PL, -mokto, -mokwisa PL.
go get water kuyto.
go home nima.
go hunting maqto.
go look at kuyva.
go there aqni.
go through wedding ceremony 11380.
go to -to, -wisa PL, -rnokto, -mokwisa PL.
go visit kiikinumto.
goat kapiri.
good kwangwa:, lolma, antsa'a, lomahinta,
good hea,lth lolma.

grandchild mööyi.
grandfather -kwa.
grandmother -so.
gray maasi.
grease (N) wihu.
green sakwangpu.
greens nevni.
groceries neösiwqa.

22*?grow uuyi'ta.
gun umukpi.
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habitually -ngwu.
hand -ma.
hand over tavi.
handsome sithimu.--
hard (ADV) a'ne.
hat pitanaktsi.

have - 'ta, -'yungwa PL.

have (somethipg) himu'ta, himu'yungwa PL.

have a baby tiita.
have a hair cut aarilti.
have respect for kyavtsi'ta.
he pam.
head OW.
hear navota.
help (V) pa'angwa.

her - 'at.

herd sheep laalayi.
here yev.
hill tsomo.
his - 'at.

hit wuva'ata.
hoe (V) pasta.
hogan hornoki.

hold ngu'a.
hole OW.
Hopi country Hopitutskwa.

Hopi language Hopilavayi.

Hopi way flopivewa.

horn aala.
horse kawayo.
hot muki.



house kiihu.
how? hin.
howl t8qti.
hundred pakotsikiv pakwt.
hurry np ii'itsi.
hurrying pisoq'iwta.
hurt tuuhota.
husband -koongya.

I nu'.
impossible sO'onkye.
in -ye, -ng.
in it ey, apeq, ang.

in return ahoy.
including aqwhaqami.
indeed taq.
in-law mö'wi, mö'önang.
intestine siihu.
is it the case? ya.
it pam.
it is said yaw.
its - 'at.

jackrabbit sowi.
jug wiko,ro.

jump tso'omti.
juniper leaves ng6maapi.
just pay, paysoq.
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kick kuntuva.
kill niina, qöya PL OBJ.

kiss (V) tsoatsona.
kiva kiva.
knee tamti.
knife poyo.
know navoti'ta, tuwi'ta.
know Hopi Hopituqayta.

knowledge tuwi.
knowledgeable tuuqayta.

ladder saaqa.
lake paahu.
lamb mangya.
land tutskwa.
late evening tavki.

later ason.
la ugh naani.

lazy one na'tina.
learn tutuqayi.
leave pay'u
leopard toho.
let know aa'awna.
let's go! taa'.
lick lemitsrni.
lie (V) wa'8.
like naawakna.
lips pangiipu.
listen! ha liksa

listening tuuqayta.
little -wya, -hoya.

Air
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little girl rnanawya.

numa.

long ago hisat.
long time wuuyavo.

look yori, tayta.
look at aw yorii, aw tayta.
look for heeve.
look upon kuyva.

love naawakna.

make yuku.
make a hole poro.
make happy h4.laytoyna.
make piki pikta.

4make well lomayuku.
man taaqa.
many qatantewakw.
marry lo&p5.
meat sikwi.
medicine ngahu.
meet aw pitu.
mend yuku.
mind (V) navotngwu.

moon muuyaw.
more pavan.
mother yu-, -ngu, yuuyu VOC.

motionless sun.
mouse poosa.
mouth mots..
must ttis.
my i-.
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name (N) tungni.

name (V) tungwa.42.

near -qlaq.
near it aqlAq.

.nephew tiw'aya.
new puuhu.

niece tiw'aya.
nine pevt'.

ninetypeve'sikiv .pakwt.
443 qa'e.
nobody qa hak.

Or

none qa hirnu.

north kwiniwi.
nose yaqa.
not qa, so'on, ng

nothing qa himu..
nothing to it qa hiinta.
now pu', naat.
-now! taa'.

obey navotngwu.

okay talai, pantani.

older brother -paava.
older sister -qtioqa, kaaka VOC.

on -ve, -ng, -kw.

on it ev, ang, a,kw.

on top of -tsve(q).

on top of it atsve(q).

once suus.
once upon a time haliksa'i.

one suukya(').
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oneself naav.
oniCin siiwi.

open (V) höta.
open out puya.
or sen.
orange (ADJ)Nsikyangpu.

others peetum.

over there
owl mongwu.

paint (V) peena.
parrot kyaaro.
pa rti cula r kyaanawakna.

peach sipala.
peach orchard sipal'uyi.
peach seed sipalvosi.
peach tree sipaltsoki.
perfçct! pantani.
perhaps sen.
person sino.
piki bread piiki.
pine logo.
pine nut tuva.
pipe tsoongo.
place (N) -pi, -vi.
place (Vos) tavi, oya PL OBJ.
plan (N) pasiIn

47,

plan (V) pasiwna.

plant (V) uuya.
plaque yungyapu. 2
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play (V) hohonaqa.

plaza kiisonvi..
pond paahu.

poor thing! okiw.

pot siivu.

potato tumna.
pounding ta'apanta.

pretty lolma, lomeinta.
probably kye.
pumpkin patnga.

purple petosi.
put tavi, oya PL OBJ.
put in tangata.

rain (V) yokva.
raindrop tsölö.
really pays ,pas, is, nu'an, so onqa, so'onqe.
recogniz(e maamatsi.
red paalangpu.
red beans palamori.
reed songohu.
remainder peehu.
remember navoti'ta,
respect (N) kyavtsi.
rich kyaahaki.
right after anis.

right a'-wa---y

road pohu.
roast tuupe.
rope (V) wfwakna.

run wari, yuutu PL.

CI.
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run away waaya, watqa PL.
runner wawa sngwuqa.

sacred thing antsa.
salt öönga.

'sand tuuwa.
say kita.
say thus pangqawu.

school tutuqayki.
.see tuwa, kuyva.
seed poosi.
self tuwat, naa-, naat(o), naav.
sell huuya.
set down tavi.
seven tsange'.
seventy tsange'sikiv
sew tuu'iha.
shkwl taapalo.
she pam.
shirt naVna.
shoe tootsi.
shoot mu'a.
short tsaava.
should as.
sing tawlawu.

sit qatu,yeese PL.
sit down qatuvtu.
sit there qaatsi.
six navay.
sixty navaysikiv pakwt.
skin (V) siskwa.

sleep puuwi.

pakwt.

(1
') J
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slip (V) ruupa.
small hiisayhoya.
smile sayti.
sneeze asi.
snow (V) nuvati.

so pas, oovi, ne'.
so true owihapi.
some PL peetum.
someone hak.
something himu, hiitu PL, hiita OBJ.
sometime hisat.
somewhere hage', haqam.
son tiyo.
song taawi.
spank wuvaAta.

speak lavayti.
specifically pay a'.
spill wehe.
spin riya.
squir re 1 koona.

stand wunu, hoongya PL.
stand up wunuvtu.

star soohu.

start -va.
stick in tsiirukna.
still naat(o), sun.
stomach pono.
strongly

study tutuqayi.
sweep maspa.
swim momoslawu.

2
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tail suru.
take maawi.
take along wiiki, wikkyang.

talk, lavayti.
talking yu'a'ata.
tall wuupa.
teach tutuqayna.
teach to fly hooya.
teacher tutuqaynaqa.
tease yuuyuyna.
tell aa'awna.
ten .pakwt.

thank you heve, askwali, kwakwhL
thank you very much is askwali, is kwakwhL
that pam,
that's why oovi.
the pam.
their - 'am.

there pev, pa', papeq.
therefore oovi.
these ima.
they puma.
think wuuwanta.

thirty payiv pakwt.
this i'.
those puma, mima.
three paayom.
through -nawit.
throw tuuva, maspa PL OW.
thunder (V) umu.

1,2 t.'3 if



thus yan, oovi, niiqe.
tie soma.
tired pasiwta.
to -mi.
to here peqw.
to it aw.
today pu'.
together naami.
tomorrow qaavo'.
tongue lengi.
tooth tama.
top patukya.
toward -meq.
toward it aq(w).
trap (N) huwi.
tree -tsoki.
true as*L.'.

try as.
turquoise (ADJ) sakwa.
twenty sunat.
two looyom.

unable kus hin.
uncle -taaha.
under -fpiq, -tpipaq.
under it atpiq, atpipaq.

understand tuwi'ta.

up oomi.
upwards ooMeq.
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very pas, is, nu'an, a'ne.
village kiihu.
village chief kikrnongwi.

wagon kareeta.
wait haaki.
wake up taatayi.
walk wayma.
want naawakna, as.
wash hair aasi.
wafer kuuyi, paahu.
water container kuypi.
watermelon kawayvatnga.
we itam.
weavq a basket pootalawu.
well (ADV) a'ne.

what? himu, hiltu PL, hilta OBJ.
when ason, niikyang.
when? hisat.
where? haqam, haqami.
where from? haqaq.
whether sen.
which one? hlmungwa.
white qootsa.
white man pahaana.
who? hak.
why?, hinoq.

wife. -ntStima.

wing masa, homasa.
with -mum, -kw.
with car e paa s .

with him amum.



with it akw.
woman wuutt, momoyam PL.

wonder wuuwanta.

wood kwuhu.

work (N) tumala.
work (V) tumalta.
worr y wuuwanta .

write peena.

yell töqti.

yellow taskyavi.
yes owi.
yesterday taavok.
yet naat(o).
yonder mit.
you UM.

you PL uma.
younger brother tuvko.
younger sister siwa.
your uti-.
your PL
yucca moohu.
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